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BASE BALL.

nemocatic Printing Graft...
vv. Ido Pomona Field Day.
,i
'"JCounty Fair. .Wesleyan

1.
Searsport and Belfast met* on the Congress
street grounds last Thursday. Just before the
time for the game to begin a hard shower
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Campmeeting.Temple
lampmeeting.. Personal....
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Goodwin. .Regimental
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BELFAST

Waldo Pomona Field
Day.

SEARSPORT

along which hurt the attendance consid*
erably. Another shower at the close of the
seventh inning put an end to the game. The
visitors brought over a strong fielding team,
but their pitcher was unable to control the
wet, heavy ball, and that accounted for many

came

,'6 The Red Lane.. Frank W.
: uath of Hon. Z. A. Gilbert,
.justed Democrat. .The Rum
York in a Cat-.fifty Congressman Gould..
a Helpless Mother.
....
(Obituary. .News of the
\Veelding Bells. .The News
The Churches. .Probate

Hon. Forrest Goodwin

Large

Attendance, three Excellent addresses, good music,and a good time generally.

|

Tne annual field
day of Waldo Pomona
Grange wae held August 16th, at

Centennial
Park, Montville, and good judges estimated
that there were one thousand
people on the
grounds.

The location iB

an

ideal

one

fora

gathering of this kind, and the hospitable
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ring, and the
of Belfast’s runs. James and Albert did not
big barn, were thrown open and Mr. and Mrs.
seem to mind the wet ball and pitched a fine
Ring and the Bpecial Grange committee made
game, allowing only four hits,and gave nobody
every one welcome. The beautiful
grove opa base on balls.
Trundy’s home run in the posite the house has been cleared
of all underfirst inning looked as though there was to be
brush and in the center is a
■,<
rt Belfast.. .Personal.
speaker's stand, a
some batting in the game, but it proved to be
band stand and seats for a
hisperings. .Situation
large audience. A
aunty. The Candidates the only hit for more than one hour by the large field in the rear of the house was utilized
Ixjcal Genealogies...
visitors. Following is the score:
by the younger element for ball games and
Agencies Abolished.. Pitts
B. TB. PO.
BELFAST.
AB.
,R.
A.
E. | other
sports. Under the maples on the well
rsonals.
4
0
0
0
1
4
1
Albert, 3b.
lawn were tables for the
When Uncle Hiram
ter
1112
0
1 kept
Macomber, ss. 3
speakers and
C'-ank
10
0
poem).. County Beede, 2b. 3
13
1 special guests, laden with a
tempting array of
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then the

with the

tract

.tendent, treasurer or
a place of trust in any
institution of the State,
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institution
trust, and
f is void.”

in behalf of
in which he
any contract
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open to different
the one here quoted is
tines
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out

\

Vet when the matter

was

Democratic
hey referred it to the
which rendered a decision
ne effect that the contract
tent ion

v
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ir

\

the

governor
to
tem-

rangements

printing work at the
prices.and the farce

the

jo

the

later

week

;

of

same

;t.

1

Waterville Sentinel Pub.

\
|

by eliminating
f the company and plac-.oral Pattangall in control,

\

Supreme Court
the printing of the ballots
ration in June was given to

ihe

t

i

law

which the

!

Pub. Co.
At the
1910, there were 64,641
in the State of Maine.

-entinel
in

t.

ast

f;t;

printed

should be

two

ballots for every

of "60

;f;,

voting
improbable, therefore,
H'.nOO Republican ballots
the primary election in
.Lcrviile Sentinel Publishing
and charged the State for
approximately 175,000 more
It charged the State
-sary.
voters” for each

1

2
1
0
0
1
1

2
0
1
1
1
1

3
0
1
1
2
3

7
8
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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Total..*26

7

7

11

21

9

Morris, ss.
Estes, If.
Trundy, cf.
Webber, lb.
Belger, 3b.
Nealson, 2b.
Knowlton, rf.
Peckham, c.

Havner.p.

j
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Its charge
per 1,000.
$3.24 per 1,000. For 200,000
pc would be $648.
a
party cast 75,301 vote#- in
$4.92

bs

probable that
no ballots were required for
June primaries. But 375,-

•.
Eli'
ir

j

and it is not

of

printed, at an expense
-f $648, the proper charge.

1

|

ithrew 1641 votes in 1910.
assume

;

that

more

vailed fur in June?

\
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than
As

1

4

21

8

7

0
0
0
0
0
1

delicious food and ornamented with
bouquets.
The gold and white paper napkins used were
furnished by James H. Howes, Belfast.’
The Lincolnville Cornet Band and
Young's
male quartet furnished excellent
music'
throughout the day. The quartet was special4
ly pleasing and was repeatedly encored. Chas.
M. Howes, Master of Waldo Pomona
0
Grange
0
presided, and with him on the platform were
1
State Deputy Edward Evans of Waldo and
2
Rdv. E. H. Dinslow of Montville. The first
1
1 speaker was State Master C. S. Stetson
of
0
! Greene, whose subject was the Parcels Post
0
Problem, and who spoke earnestly,fluently and
0
to the point.
Of the thirteen measures pro2

2
2
0

Belfast.2

Searsport.1

3

2
0

4
0
0

5
1
0

6
0
0

7
0—7
0— 1

Earned runs, Belfast 1, Searsport 1. 2 base
hits, Peckham, Ladd, Kobinson. 3 base hit,
James. Home run, Trundy. Base on balls, off
Havner 5. Struck out, James and Albert 8,
Havner 8. Left on bases, Belfast 3, Searsport
6.
Stolen bases, Searsport 1, Belfast 3. Time
game, 1.30. Umpires, Darby and Colcord.
BELFAST 8; WATERVILLE 8.
Those fans who failed to see Saturday’s
game with Waterville to the end missed the
most interesting and well played game of the
The game abounded in good hitting
season.
and snappy fielding, 'three double plays were
made by the home team and each of them
saved the visitors from making additional
runs.

The

here by

visitors

were

delayed

in

getting

tire mishap and darkness interfered with finishing the game, which stood 8 to 8
at the end of the ninth inning.
Among the
features of the game was the remarkable hitting of Ladd and Stobie, Brown’s fine running
catch and accurate throw to second of a hard
hit ball to right field, and Trundy’s difficult
catch in center field. When Waterville comes
again, as we hope they will, all who admire a
good game of base ball should be sure to attend.
Following is the score:
a

BELFAST.

Albeit, 3b,

AB.

i
Macomuer, ss. 5
Webber, lb. 5
Ladd, 2b. 4
Cunningham, c. 5
Trundy, cf. 4
Chamberlain, If. 3
Brown, rf. 2
James, p, 3b. 5
p.

Total.37

R.

B.

TB.

PO.

A.

E.

0
1
0
0
11
2
3
2
2
0
0
10
2
1
0
1

2
12
2
0
1
7
2
0
2
2
0
10
2
1
1
0
0
10
0
110
14
0

S

27

9

WATERVILLE.
Lawry, 3b. 5 3 2
Piper, If. 2 0 0
1
3
Stobie, lb, p. 5
0
1
Hurd, cf. 5
1
Gregoire, 2b. 4 0
1
2
Labruck, c. 4
1
2
Frazer, rf., lb. 4
11
Black, ss. 4
0
0
Rackliff, p. 3
rf. 110

printed, costing
over-expenditure of

Totals.37
Score by innings:
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4

1
1
0
0
5
1
10
2
3
32
0
5
0
0
3
0
1
10

1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

8

12

9

4

27

123456789
1 1 1 4 0
1 0 0-8
0 2 0 0
5 0 0 0— 8
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240
480
480
600
360
480
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480
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2

360

8
1
6

480
360
600
840
600

1
1

167
142
11

183

3,000

5

360
480
480
600
240
960

O.S"
3,000
240
480
480
600
360
480
360
360
480
6u0
600
600
240
360
480
360
600
840

360
480
360

360
480
600
600
600
240
360
480
360

600
840

600

600
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240
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■'■cialiat ballots were sent for
bra.
19 inche6 long, and laid
11
cgwe ti..ru 3meaaure more than 4 miles,
rodB °* ballots for each
'**‘st voter

iht* I

3, Waterville 3.

hits, Stobie 2, Hurd, Gregoire, Frazer

2 base
3 base

Home run, Ladd, Lawry.
Base on balls, off James and Albert 4, off
Stobie and Rackcliff 7. Struck out, Belfast 11,
Waterville 11. Left on bases, Belfast 10,
Waterville 7. Double plays, James to Ladd,
Brown to Ladd, James to Webber to Albert.
Passed balls, Labraek 2.
W7ild pitch, Rackliff
1. Time, 2.15.
L. H. Colcord, umpire.
1.

STOPS.

111“

i.cvws

uni,

anu

ueciareu

rapid development of the country
present business conditions
demand
better and cheaper transportation facilities
than are furnished by the express. The flat

The double play made by James, Webber
Albert showed good head work. James
certainly tills his position in fine style.

and

rate
the

postal service would, he said, penalizefarmer, the local merchant and the con-

sumer.
Two hundred miles is the average
distance packages are carried and 11 pounds
the maximum amount that could be carried by

any

proposed postal law. except by postal

ex-

press. The express company’s rate would be
50 cents; the proposed flat rate 88 cents, and

the postal express rate 21 cents for the 11pound package the 200 miles. The postal express will unite with the R. F. D. routes,eliminating time and expense between the
express terminal and the home. This bill
meets the approval of the rural merchant and
will reduce the mail order business of the
large department stores, which in many sections of the country are doing an immense
trade with the farmers to the detriment of the
home merchant. The telephone and postal express would change existing conditions for the
better and come nearer to giving the square
deal to all people and all communities than under the present system.
At the close of Mr. Stetson’s remarks a recess of an hour and a half w as declared and for
a few moments there seemed to be unusual
confusion as families collected and friends
were invited to lunch.
The baskets and boxes
contained an over abundance of food and it
was an animated scene as the^dinner
groups
were formed in the grove and
under near-

by

district, no matter what the soil conditions
A good road to market
are, he declared.

time, the wear and tear of teams,
the saving of perishable produce, and other
minor expenses.
Good roads increase the
value of property, are influential in makir.g better homes, better schools and betRoad building is a scientific
ter health.
work and the man who knows how should be
employed and the man who fails to do the
work properly should be discharged, no matter
saves

long

he has been

engaged.

Judgment

should be used in locating roads, particularly
the State roads. The speaker cited interesting
examples of how markets were built up by.
good roads. A road engineer is as necessary
as a school superintendent and the distribution
and

practical

needs

as

well

use

of money in this department
men.
A poor piece-of

trained

is the most expensive thing any community can maintain, and neglected State
roads .will also become a burden.
The adI don’t know where we shall play Ladd next dress was a practical, common sense plea for the
but he has shown himself a first class man at best interests of all; not only for the rural
both first and second base, and as good as the resident but for the man in the city, and we
shall have good highways only when such
best with the stick.
as those advanced by Dean Merrill are
Everybody is pleased with Cunningham’s ideas
in force.
splendid work behind the bat. He seldom has put
B. Walker McKeen of Fr\ eburg, State Leca passed ball and his accurate throwing makes
turer,spoke briefly on the “Recall,” a most imstolen bases almost unknown.
now before the public, and
Labruck’s acrobatic method of coaching was portant question
that is to be taken up at the next meeting of
favorably received by the crowd. His motions
The recall gives to the
the State Grange.
were characteristic of his French descent, but
people the power to remove an official at an
I am at a loss to account for his voice.
election held upon the petition of a specified
Stobie of the visitors is a remarkable hitter.
percentage of the qualified voters. It gives
In the two games here he has been to bat nine the
people the power to discharge an incomtimes and made five hits. James has not found
petent, dishonest or unfaithful servant, as a
that he has any weak spot. Albert struck him
corporation, a firm,or an individual has a right
out with two men on bases, which surely pleasIt makes the public official accountable
to do.
ed the crowd.
to the people every day in the year, instead of
One of our local players who has been a one day. Taken with the initiative and referfavorite in the past is not giving as good ser- endum, the recall gives the people absolute
vice this year. When he has his vacation he control.
The principle was used before the
won’t play because he prefers to go fishing constitution was formed, when Pennsylvania
When working he says he can’t play because recalled her delegates for refusing to sign the
his employer won't let him off.
Declaration of Independence. The recall exWe have been requested to publish the fol- ists in Oregon, Idaho, Iowa, California, South
road

Dakota, Washington and Texas. It exists in
Maine by a special act granting the city of
Gardiner a commission form of government.
Los Angeles used the recall in 1903 ir removing one cf her councilmen for the illegal

plac-

■

PERSONAL.

personal!

which mention will be made later.
The midway presents the usual, and some
unusual, attractions. The Belfast Band furnishes music and the Japanese
jugglers entertainment between the heats of the races.
The balloon ascension Tuesday was a failure
because of a mistake in furnishing material
for the supports, which were too snort to
give
the balloon the necessary elevation. The balloon went up a short distance and then came
down in the woods adjoining the
grounds.
Prof. Gannon lowered himself feet first in the
tree

two

Alfred and Ernest Bailey of Knox and
Roy
Monroe of Searsport were truest** nf
Parsons last week.

t

The only decisions rendered
Tuesday were in
the draft horses, with J. A. McKeen and Geo.
B. Dyer judges, and were as follows: In draft
horses over 1,200 pounds, E. H. Littlefield,

made the

trip to Bangor last Thursday.
Mrs. J. Linnekin and daughter of

Mass.,

bor,

Miss Marian We is
guson

Mrs. Ellen Shibles of Knox and Lincoln Read
of Fairfield are guests of Mrs. Ophelia Rich at

son

ing

Mi.

{>ort

Miss Gladys Dolloff, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Dolloff of Gardiner, who has been
the guest of friends in Monroe, returned home
Thursday.—Kennebec Journal.

days’

lew

aie

Emeroy

btanley and Earl Chamberlain,
visiting their sistei, Mies
Chamberlain, returned to Bangor
day.

visit

visiting
Ginn.

who

been

have

Elizabeth
last Satur-

Mrs. Grace Thompson of Lynn, Mass., arfor a visit with relatives, joining her little daughter, who has been here for
rived last week

some

time.

Julia E. Brown and Mrs. Louise B.
left last Monday to visit relatives in
W’altham, Mass., and will visit in Rockland on
Miss

Brooks

their return.
Miss Jane Brown arrived from Boston last
Sunday morning to spend a two weekb vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W',
Brown, Cedar street.

Emily Hyams of New York, who has
spending several weeks in the Catskill

Mrs.
been

mountains, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cnas.

Thompson,

F.

Cedar street.

Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Fletcher left last Tues-

day

for

a

two months’ visit with relatives in

Watkins, Montana, and may visit
Idaho before returning.

Glendive and
in

Albion W. Hart and bride of Lawrence,
Mass., were recent guests of his uncle. Manly
Hart, and aunt, Mrs. Henry Duncan, in Rockland, and later visited in Lincolnvilie ana Belfast.

Saturday for Litampground, in Aroostook county
he preached Sunday. Evangelist <J. b.

Rev. D. B. Phelan left last
tleton
where

l

Gray ol Amherst, Mass.,

was

the

speak-

other

er.

Nathan Houston Small went to Bui gor

last

Thursday tor consultation with an eye &ptciaiist, continuing Friday to W intHrop, where i»u>
mother, Mrs. A. A. Small, joined him Ivionuay
for a week’s visit with her orother, who leaves
September 1st for California.
Keith returned

Miss Marian

campground

last

Thursday

to

N'orthport

a

briel stay

from

in Old Town and was joined Friday by Misses
Arlme Brown, Grace Sawyer, Ruth McMahan
and Nellie Davis, of Old Town ana iViar.oii
Gould of Bangor, who wiii be her guests
week-long house party.

tor

a

The popularity of Charles B. Hazeltine with
the new class at the Naval Academy is shown

by

a

or!
as

handsome watch w hich has bfen prtsenihim in wnrireciation of the “white oeal.”

the inscription states, shown the

shipmen
man

while he

at the

the

was

academy

this

new

mid-

ranking midship-

summer.

The Fairmount Improvement society

was

formed at a meeting ui a number ot residents
of bairmount park and vicinity at tne home
of Edward H. Kelley on Thursday night, and
following the completion ui the organization
at subsequent meetings it is expected that
much can be done to further ado to the atn acthis new and rapiuiy growing
tiveness of
section of the city.—Bangor Commercial.
Dr.

Seth C. Goidon of Portland celebrated

his 82nd

|

birthday

*ast fcatuiuay.

he

still

is

actively engaged in the practice ot his pro-

during the summer seasons,
enjoys a rest at his summer home in
I Fryeburg, where an automobile party 01 rela| tives and lriends called on him iaiuroaj and
tension

except

when he

j

invited him to accompany them
camp of Edward Hastings at
where the day was enjoyed.

to

the

summer

Keazar

Pond,

Mr. and Mrs. Leland Moore, who have been
employed ^at “'the Pastures,” the Chenery
f aim in Belmont, lelt last batuicay lor Chiuiner, where they,have m ployment. Charles E.

consular general-at-

Miss Avis M. Morison, who has had a responsible position in the Art Department of
the Spri ng^eld Library .arrived Monday p.m. for
a visit at home.
Miss Morison gave a demonstration of book mending b&ore the State
Library School in Augusta on Monday, which
was one of the features of the session.
She
will spend the winter in California with her
aunt, Mrs. H. P. Adams.

a

iuai

day.

me

as

Blackwell and Miss

N.

maae

Jackson of Minneapolis and Miss ReDecca Ghilcott of Bangor, who
tare visitors in
bearsport, called on Belfast frienus last Fri-

C. H. George, Lslesboro, William G. Foster
Burnham, Alden Turner, Palermo and George
H. Fisher, Winterport, attended the reunion
of the 16th Maine in Augusta,
August 14th.

by President Taft
large.

Mr.

Alton

j

CAMPMEETING.

M.

Bath

Mary Pi. smith of Prospect Ferry

|

HEIGHTS

last Fri-

to

tneir nieces. Misses Isabel and

Congressman,

The annual campmeeting of the Temple
Heights Spiritual corporation closed last Sunday afternoon with a large attendance. Despite the unfavorable weather the attendance
was good and much interest was manifested in
the meetings during the week. The reports of
the officers for the past year were satisfactory, the property of the association is in good
condition, and there is a cash balance in the
treasury.
At the annual meeting Aug. 15th officers
were elected, as follows: Wellman C. Whitney
of Springfield,
Mass., president; Urrin J,
Dickey of Belfast, vice president; Annie
M. Rich of Bangor, secretary; Rodell A.
Packard of Northport, treasurer; Benjamin Bradbury of Fairfield, Samuel P. Strickland of Bangor, W.
P. Smiley of Bangor, Mrs. Retire Rand of Old Town and James
Harding of Morrill, directors. The directors
subsequently elected F. W. Blood of Northport superintendent of the grounds to succeed
Collins McCarthy, who has held the position a
number of years and wished to retire.
The following delegates were chosen to the
State convention to he held in Augusta in May,
1913. Mrs. Frank Riggs, Orrin J. Dickey of
Belfast, Mary A. Barwise and Mrs. Minerva
A. Barwise of Bangor, Wilfield S. Waldron of
Hallowed; Adelia A. Montefiore of Waterville,
Mrs. Laura Bradbury and Mrs. Amelia Waugh
of Fairfield, Mrs. Belle Crosby of Thorndike
and Mrs. Nellie M. Knee land of Boston, Mass

Evelyn p. Morishe is improving

visit his patents,
E. Wnue, East Belfast.

Mrs.

ana

hav-

week, making the trip in their car.
Mrs. G. M. Snow of Norfolk, Conn., and Mrs.

H. S. Bullen and family of
Chicago, who
have been visiting Miss P. A.
Staples in East
Belfast, left on Tuesday's boat for Boston on
their way home.

j

Mrs. George

here

Mrs. G. W. Luce of Somerville, Mass., who
has been visiting in Belfast for several
weeks,
was called home last
Sunday by the illness of
her husband.

j

and

Mr.

Mrs. Anna Bowden of Belfast, Miss Gladys
Bowden of Holbrook, Mass., and Miss Roslin
Jackson of Union are visiting Mrs. Annabel M.
Underwood.

ov

Nova Scotia

lrom

is

illness.

severe

day

W. For-

lor J.

Gupiril

Emory White arrived

Mrs.

ana

Blackwell of

Liberty.

O’Neil, Lexington, Mass.1 l i
Lady Emperor, gray g., E. A. Wentworth, Rockport.2 3 2
Maybe, bay m., H. W. Maxwell, Bangor.3 5 3
Time, 2.23}, 2.23}, £25}.
2.29 Class, Trot and Place. Purse, $200.
Piny Pointer W. G. Reynolds, Winslow.7 2 2 2
Lady Braden, br. m., Pearl Brook
Farm, Belfast.
6 4 4
Little Sweetheart, H. W. Maxwell,
Bangor.3 3 7
Magnetto, b. g.. Pine Tree Stables,
Lewiston.1 6 11
Brookie Patchen.b.m„ Jacob Worth,

a

after her recent

j

Mrs. Jane Bemis and Mrs.
Mary Borneman
of Lawrence, Mass., are visiting,the
family of
Gardner L. Hatch at Citypoint and relatives in

4
5

clerking

is

Uo., whilt Miss I\elia
two weeks’ vacation.
&

The many friends of Miss
will be glad to know that

Mrs. Henry T. Smith of Rockland, Mass., is
stopping with Mrs. J. W. Jones. Mrs. Smith
was formerly Miss Emma Howard of
Belfast.

summaries:

TEMPLE

last week.

part of her vacation in Islesboro, has returned
to her home in Burnham.

I

1

I. Holt, GuilLockhart;
ford.
^
The sessions were not only religious, but included courses in English literature and art
A Family Reunion in Union.
subjects by out of the State and University of
Maine speakers. One of the features of the
A very pleasant gathering took place at the
program was Bucksport seminary day, when a
home of Mrs. Sarah Hagar in Union, August
reunion was held of all students who were
7th, when many relatives and friends met to
present, while many came for the day. Dr.
help her celebrate her 67th birthday. At noon
George F. Durgin of Boston, a trustee of the
all partook of a bountiful dinner served in the
seminary, presided at the banquet, which was
shade on the lawn. Those present were Mrs.
at the Northport Inn, and President Murheld
Hattie Burgess and daughter, Marguerite, of crowning act to complete the
temple of popu- lin of the Boston University spoke on “Having
Searsmont; Mrs. Mary Dickey, W'arren; Mrs. lar
was
here,
the
government
adoption of the a Good Time in Life.” Another social event
Kate Wellman, Hope; Miss Florence Butler of
was the picnic dinner and outing on
Saturday
Washington, T). C. and Mrs. Arathusa Robbins recall by a constitutional convention in 1908. afternoon,
which was a very pleasant affair.
of Appleton; Mrs. Warren Mank, Mrs. Eva The recall is in harmony with a free
republic.”
At the annual meeting, Aug. 14th, of the
Sayward and son Earle, Mrs. R. B. Robbins,
Wesleyan Grove association Rev. Oscar S.
Mrs. Mary Clark, Mrs. E. A. Overlock and son,
It was the first meeting of The Journal's Smith of Orono was elected
president; Rev.
Everson,Mrs.Christiania Hills and Mrs. William representative with the Grangers and the cor- Frederick Palladino
of Bangor, superintendRin^t all of Union. Also the following chil- dial welcome received made a happy day amid ent of the
East Maine M.
district,
Bucksport
dren and grandchildren: Mrs. Annie Butler the most charming
About E. conference, vice president; Rev. Thomas
country scenes.
and son Franz; Mrs. Carrie Robbins and fifteen of The Journal
town correspondents Whiteside, Bucksport, secretary, and Fred
daughter Hilda; Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hemenway were present and added to the pleasure of the Thompson of
Bangor, treasurer. A committee
and three children; Mrs. Myrtle Russell and occasion.
on finance and management was elected condaughter Harriet. AH returned to their homes
The grove contained several old floral sisting of Preside t Smith, Rev. C. N. Garland
pronouncing it a day to be long remembered.
friends and one new, the indian pipe, which and C. O. Dickey.
Mr. Smith resigned the
was brought home with care,asAvas also an
presidency the next day because bis views of
armful of the beautiful cardinal flower from what he believed to be right and best in
The Shoe Situation.
regard
a nearby stream, which was
placed on exhibi- to the management of the business affairs of
tion in the City Drug Store and later distribut- the association were at variance with a
majorthe
demand
for footwear shows ed among friends at Bayside and Saturday ity of the
Although
but later was induced to
further improvement, the enhanced prices Cove, wild flower enthusiasts who had never withdraw association,
his resignation and will serve for
asked by manufacturers still cause much con- seen this beautiful flower*
the coming year.
servatism on the part of buyers. All kinds of
Two exciting games were played on the ball
leather continue in good demand, without any grounds: Halldale vs. East
Mrs. Cross, who has been stopping in JonesKnox, with a score
very large transactions, tanners still refusing of 6 to 8 in favor of Halldale, and in the afterwith Dr. Larson, her son-in-law, since
to contract ahead in any Considerable quantity noon Halldale played the Morrill team.
ast summer, returned to her home in Belfast
at present quotations.—Dun's Review, Aug.
A dance was held in Allen's hall in the even- Friday morning, where she is to visit her
broth17th.
er.— Machias Union.
v
ing and many remained to enjoy it.

Roxbury,
sister, Mrs. W. W-

Everett Lord, who has a responsible position
in Bath, arrived last week lor a vacation visit

|

of

her

Mr. Ralph M. Johnson of New Turk
joined
Mrs. Johnson at the Lynam House, Bar Har-

Jay G. Willson of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
spent Saturday [and Sunday with his wife at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Charles Woods.

Islesboro, timers. There were many delays and
minor accidents in Tuesday’s races, but nothing more serious than broken sulkies. The

!
j
j

visiting

are

Blazo.

Mr.

Frank Vining of St. Albans was starter, H.
C. Buzzell, Belfast, Dr. Wilbur Jackson of
Sanford and Harry Staples of Brooks, judges;
S. G. Swift, Belfast and Herbert Dodge of

Plaisted.

ar-

Mrs. Bert O. Gordon went to her former
home in Brewer by last Thursday’s boat.
Miss E. Maude Barker and her house
guests

Mr. ana Mrs. William Seekins and son
Mayo
of Pittsfield are spending a few days in Belfast and attending the Waldo County fair.

RACES.

2.25 Class, Trot and Pace.
Purse, $200.
Teddie P„ Frank Pelletier, Waterville..4 2
Belle P., W. C. Reynolds, Waterville.5 4
Star Lily, Bengen, bay m., William

Harry A. Arthur of Savannah, Georgia,
rived last week for a visit in Belfast.

Arthur and Norman A. Read of Portland
were guests over
Sunday of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George T. Read.

Oswego wigwam, Temple Heights.

Swanville, 1st, drawing 5,989 pounds 97 feet;
U. S. Mitchell, Belfast, 2nd, 4,833 pounds £7
feet; $25 for 1st prize and $15 for 2nd. Horses
under 1,200 pounds, C. F. Cushman,
Montville,
1st for 4,833 pounds 95 feet 8 inches,and Frank
Twombly, Belfast, 2nd for 4,119 pounds 55
feet; $25 for 1st prize and $15 for 2nd.
THE

Rev. Charles B. Ames returned last Tuesday
from a visit in Boston and vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. Allie Howes of Liberty were i
wuh relatives.
guests of Mrs. H.’s brother, Albert Parsons, !
W illiam Burkett of
last week.
W'hitinsville, Mass., arrived last bunciay to visit his
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. N. W. Warner and daughter Elizabeth
Mrs. George W. Burkett.
of Burlington, Vt., are
visiting Dr. and Mrs.
Miss Blanche Foster, who has been
Everard A. Wilson.
spending

ana

trips yesterday.

visitor to Bangor

was a

Miss Mary Owen went to Bangor last Thursday for the day.
Miss Margaret Owen of Bangor is
visiting
relatives in this city.

Camden.

managed to turn the balloon
over, allowing the gas to escape.
He made
tops

Miss Emeroy Ginn
last Thursday.

1

the city printing and for the protection
of the saloons. No official has any property
right in his office, but is the servant of the
people who have elected him. Mr. McKeen
thinks that the recall should extend to the
Judges and all in authority, especially those
farthest removed from the people. A writer
from the University of Oregon says: “The final

ing

County Fair.

(Applause)!
Mr. and Mrs. J. Randolph Bradstieet of
“It is of course,evident that there is only one
Waterville were guests of relatives at the
chance in ten thousand of any such a proposiBoston, Mass.5 5 6
Hurd Farm, Northport, last Monday, en route
tion as Mr. Hanson puts up to me as ever comfrom Rockport to Skowhegan in their
ing before me. It is almost absurd to suppose Tornado, b. g., E. B. Ireland, Lewistouring
ton.4
1
.3
3
that the people will not elect somebody Presicar.
dent, that tfte House will be a tie, that the Frankie- Bogash, Jr., br. g., William
O'Neil, Lexington, Mass.
2 7 5 4
Vice President wili not serve or that some
Miss Julia Vaughan of Citypoint left Monlegal luminary from nowhere in particular 1 Time, 2.23i, 2 21}, 2.21}, 2.22}.
day for a short visit with her father, Rev. J.
would be able to change the constitution or
W. Vaughan, at Wells Depot, Me.,and with her
add to the constitution so that the sixtyREGIMENTAL REUNIONS.
third Congress would ever have to act in the
sister, Mrs. L. S. V, oods, in North Attleboro,
matter,
Third Maine. The 38th annual reunion of j Mass.
“Rut Mr. Hanson thinks it would be cowardly
the 3d Maine Regiment Association was held
Mrs. Caroline C. Dolloff returned last Monon the part of Mr. Goodwin not to inform the
August 14th at Oakland. Nearly 50 survivors
Republicans of his district how he will vote as of the regiment marched from the Oakland day evening from visits in Cambridge, Mass.,
a member of that Congress and I am very glad
Hotel to the Soldier’s Memorial hall to the and Portland. She
was accompanied by Mr.
|
to answer him, although his language is more strains of
“Maryland. My Maryland,” Long, and Mrs.
forcible than polite in making his request; and
Cecil Clay, who will be her guests
and “Annie Laurie,” played by the
Long
Ago.”
1 say to Mr. Hanson and his Democratic
Togus band. Owing to the unavoidable late for a week.
friends that when I take my seat as a member arrival of the band, dinner was served
before
Mrs. Ernest Mahoney and children of Mystic
of the sixty-third Congress, as I expect to, the business
meeting. More than 100 memthe Republicans of this district will have
; bers, including members of the regiment and avenue, Medford, Mass., arrived last Tuesday
voted in November for President. A majority their
families, sat down to an elaborate meal to visit relatives in Belfast, Belmont and
!
of them will have voted for either Mr. Taft or
served by the ladies of Sergent Wyman Relief
Lincolnville. Mr. Mahoney will come later to
Mr. Roosevelt. Of course, I should not vote
After dinner, the band rendered a seCorps.
return with his family.
for Wilson, as he is a Democrat and I would lection, and the
was then called to
i
meeting
rather have Mr. Taft or Mr. Rooseve t than a order in Memorial hall.
Officers for the enMrs. William J. Bradbury left Monday fora
thousand Free Trade Wilsons. (Applause.) suing year were elected as follows:
President, short outing at Temple Heights at the cottage
And I say that if a majority of the RepubliSamuel F. Emerson of Skowhegan; vice presiof Mr. Benjamin Bradbury. She was accomcans of this District vote for Mr. Taft for Pres- I
dent, Charles Coombs, Bath; A. S. Buswell, panied as far as Belfast by Mr. W. J. Bradident, I shall vote for him for President if the Manchester; secretary, Dr. Wm. McDavid, Aubury.—Fairfield Journal.
question a.ises; and if the majority of the gusta; corresponding secretary, Allen PartMiss Maude K. Russell and Miss Maude B.
R.epublicans of this District in November vote ridge, Augusta: treasurer, George S. Fuller,
f >r Theodore Roosevelt, I shall vote for Theo- Hallowed;
chaplain, J. Edwin Nye, Auburn. It Steward, who had been the guests of relatives
dore Roosevelt in Congress, if I have a chance.
was voted that the executive committee should
in Boston, returned last
Saturday. Miss Stew(Great Applause, cries of “That’s Good.” be composed of the preceding officers. The
ard is spending the remaining week of her va“That’s Fair.”)
were made honorary members: Colofollowing
“In other words, I shall vote as my RepubliJ. W. White, G. T. Stevens, Capt. cation at the Hurd Farm in Northport.
j nel Richards,
Gillespie, the wives of the members, Mrs.
Rev. Irving B. Mower, secretary of the
vember. I shall leave it to the people to Olive
Boardman, and all widows of former
decide.
(Applause.) I was nominated by members of'the regiment.
; Maine Baptist Missionary convention, who is
Taft and Roosevelt Republicans in a square
Sixteenth Maine. The 37th reunion of the spending the summer at his farm in Camfight in the Primaries and I believe I am going
bridge, was in Dexter last Sunday and attendto be elected by the solid support of the Re- j 16th Maine Regiment association was held at
nisi oajjusi cnurcn.
publicans throughout the State of Maine. ; Augusta Wednesday, Aug. 14th, and the gathering was one of the most enthusiastic in the
(Applause.)
Rev. Rollin T. Hack of Hoosatonic, Mass.,
“Again I wish to say to Mr. Hanson that if I history of the regimental association, members
am elected
I shall support the I being present from as far away as Washing- formerly pastor of the Morth Congregational
policies of Mr. Roosevelt or Mr. Taft, whoever ! ton, D. C., and Iowa. In all, 78 members of ; church, was the guest of friends in town the
may be President, earnestly, cordially and en- the association were present, and in addition
first of the week. Mr. and Mrs. Hack have
thusiastically, but only so far as they are con- the exercises were attended by the largest
sistent with my judgment and my conscience.” number of ladies that have ever been present been guests of former parishioners in Gorham.
at a reunion of the regiment.
The forenoon
(Applause).
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Annis and daughter,
exercises were held in two large tents pitched
the
State
upon
ground, where 50 years ago to Miss Julia, of Camden, attended the wedding
WESLEYAN GROVE CAMPMEETIMG. a
day the valiant old 16th was mustered in.
Mrs. Annis’ nephew in Everett, Mass., last
The entire party proceeded at noon to Hallo- ;
week and Miss Annis is the guest of friends in
The campmeeting at Wesleyan Grove, North- |
| well, where a fine dinner was served for them
port, closed last Sunday after one of the most j in Masonic hall by Queen Esther Chapter, O. Portland, where she will attend another wedinstructive, entertaining and helpful sessions E. S., under the direction of Gen. Charles W. d»ng.
Tilden, the commander of the
As
ever held there.
Among the speakers were the weather after dinner was regiment.
Prof. William F. Schoppe spent the weekthreatening the
President Robert Judson Aley of the Univer- afternoon exercises were held in the hall of end in
town, coming from Gardiner, where he
House
of
the
of
Dr.
Lemuel
H.
The
sity
Maine;
Representatives.
Murlin, presireports spoke at a Field Day meeting at Oaklands, the
dent of Boston University; Dr. George Francis show that 34 of the members of the association
Gardner estate, on Saturday.
He went to
Durgin, D. D of Boston; Dr. Wentworth F. have died during the past year. The following
Stewart, D. D., of Detroit, Mich.; Prof. Arthur officers were chosen for the ensuing year: Knox Monday, where he addressed a meeting in
J. Jones of U. of M.; Prof. J. D. Huddleston of President, Roscoe
Doble, Lawrence, Mass.: Sunlight grange hall.
U. of M.; Prof. Arthur Adams, Phd D. of vice presidents, Charles E. Dearing, Gardiner; j
James Edmund Dunning, a former Portland
Trinity college, Hartford; and the following Isaac J. Monk, South Paris; secretary, treasurei
Methodist clergymen: Rev. Gilbert E. Edgett, and necrologist, Charles O. Wadsworth, Gardi- newspaper man, at one time
I
managing editor
Rev.
Thomas
Daniel B. Phelan, Belfast; Rev. ner; directors,
E. Smith, Gardiner; I of the Advertiser
Rockland;
and formerly connected
Oscar S. Smith, Orono; Rev. Chester J. Brown, George H. Fisher, Winterport; John E. Haley,
Rev. George A. Martin, Bangor; Rev. Carl N. Chesterville; Charles W. Adams, Wilton; Eras- with other Maine and Massachusetts papers,
Garland, Rockland; Rev. Bertrand P. Judd, Bar tus Hayes, Richmond; George W. Patten. Pitts- who has for several years been consul of *he
Harbor; Rev. Henry A. Reed, Rev. Bion W. field.
1 U. S.
government at Milan, Italy, and subseRussell, Union; Rev. Horace B. Haskell, Rev.
quently at Havre, France, has been appointed
Arthur J.
Rev. Horace
ernor

Prof. C E. Merrill, Dean of the Agricultural
Department at the University of Maine, was
the first speaker at the afternoon session, taking for his subject the “Economic Relation of
Good Roads to Agriculture.” Good roads build
up and poor roads impoverish any farming

how

farm in the State of Maine. It is a
dark shadow over our Maine Hfcmes. It is a
menace to the agricultural industry.
It is a
mortgage upon every farm.
“Congressman Gould and Senator Gardner
have been down here in Waldo County during
the last week.
They have not said a word
about Reciprocity. While they were here, two
made in Congress to rehave
been
attempts
peal Reciprocity. They were defeated by the
Democratic House. Congressman Gould was
paired in favor of Reciprocity; Senator Gardner the same.
Instead of being in Washington looking after the interests of their constituents, they are down here trying to explain
to vou the Free Trade Doctrine of Democracy, and why they, being in favor of Prohibition, are running on a Rum Platform. Let
them define their attitude on Reciprocity to
the farmers of Maine. I say to you, if I am
elected, I shall vote and work against it to the
best of my ability. (Applause.)
“This leads me to another proposition. Senator Hanson, Editor of the Waldo County Herald, in yesterday’s paper had an editorial in
which he states ,in substance that next week
he should publish an article showing that there
was a grave possibility that there may be no
election of President by the people in this
campaign and showing how the constitution
provides for such an exigency. He states that
the present House of Representatives, of
which Mr. Gould is a member, may be
exactly tied, inasmuch as the vote is cast
by States, and the matter would go to the
Senate, but that the Vice-President of the
Senate would act as President only until such
time as Congress might be able to fill
the
vacancy, and therefore there might
be a possibility of the election of president
coming into the sixty-third Congress, and that
inasmuch as Mr. Goodwin was likely to be a
member of that Congress, he ought to inform
the people whether he would vote for Taft or
Roosevelt if the question should come up to
him as a member of that Congress. I wish to
thank Mr. Hanson for his kindness in assu m
ing that I may be a member of the sixty-third
Congress. I shall certainly try my best to be
elected. (Applause.)
“Of course it is none of
as to how I shall vote between Mr. Taft and
Mr. Roosevelt. He is a Democrat and not interested. i.is sole purpose in asking the question is to endeavor to stir up strife in the Republican party between the Taft Republicans
and the Roosevelt Republicans. The Democrats would like to get us into a row before the
State election, but I want to say to Mr. Hanson
and his Democratic triends that he cannot do
this. Today we are all Republicans in the
State of Maine and we are going to redeem
the State with a united party and defeat Gov-

Mr.Hanson’sJbusiness

trees.

and

1 lowing: The Boston Reds, the strongest indea.®
pendent club in the Middle States, will visit
3,000 Maine the latter part of August. All Maine
240
clubs wishing to book the Reds can arrange
480
480 games by addressing William Leonard, 9 Dun600 dee street, Boston, Mass.

3'"35 62 15,240 15,240 15,240
no
Socialist vote in 1910;
i
t,a,lots were sent to these
m
caat
one Socialist vote in
600
V
,all8t ballots were sent there.
l«s
Y,lfc h
Y *'fre sent to Waldo cdunty,
votes were cast, in 1910.
45 72ft
»
'a"ot® sent to Waldo
county

'."t'ki.ti
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runs,
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In his Speech at Searsport Defines his Posi- Beautiful Weather, Fine Exhibits, the Best
G. C. Lower spent several days last week in
tion on Reciprocity and as to Taft and
Evet in the Ladies’ Department, Fast
Castine, returning Saturday.
Roosevelt.
and Exciting Races, Good Specialties.
J. Almon McMahan returned
Saturday from
During the meeting at Searsport last Friday
Baby bhow To-day, Thursday.
a brief visit to Massachusetts.
held
a
when
very
evening,
[the Republicans
The three days session of the Waldo County
Miss Lena Howes of Liberty visited her coularge rally, and while Mr. Goodwin was dis- fair
opened on the grounds in Belfast Tuescussing the tariff issue, a gentleman arose ni
Marian Parsons, last week.
the audience and asked, “If he might ask a day with beautiful weather, the largest and sin,
Mrs. J. S. Fernald has returned home from a
question” Mr. Goodwin replied “Certainly,”*4Do fastest string of horses ever on this track, the
with
Canada
as
you stand for reciprocity
provisit with Mrs. Lucy Rhoades at Bayside.
As quick as a flash best ladies’ department in the history of the
posed by President Taft?
Mr. Goodwin replied: “I do not stand for it. I
fair, and superior to many of the State exhiLeonard L. Gentner of Providence, R. I., is
believe it is a great danger to the State of Maine. bits, especially in the
quality and novel ideas in Belfast to attend the Waldo County fair.
( Applause.) It was a mistake to advocate it, but in fancy work. Some of the
poultry exhibits
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Mitchell of
Mr. Taft is not entirely responsible. Every
Medford,
Democratic Congressman from Maine voted have carried off the blue ribbon at State fairs. Mass., are guests of their
aunt, Mrs. J. W.
for it, and the two Republican Congressmen. The Ferguson, Colcord, Waterman, Innis and
Jones.
Mr. Hinds and Mr. Guernsey, voted against it. Gerald
poultry farms were well represented.
Mr. E. O. Knight of Worcester, Mass., arMy opponent, Mr. Gould, voted for it. It is It was said
that
the State law in regard to
now written upon our statute books; it is still
rived last Sunday to visit his brother, Adelbert
and
while
in
a burning issue
Canada,
the Ca- “Tuberculosis Tests’’ was responsible for the
Knight.
nadians rejected it last year at their election,
falling off in the number of stock exhibits,
the two provincial elections held this year
Mrs. Sparks and Mrs. Arm of Bristol, Conn.,
but those exhibited are fine animals. The
have been carried by the Liberals upon this
issue. If the Liberals should return to power vegetable and fruit departments are good con- were guests last Monday of Mr. and Mrs. N.
at any time, and accept this agreement—there
sidering the early date and the unfavorable E. Keen.
is a very great possibility that they will and
season. The hall space is well
Mr. M. L. Mitchell and daughter, Miss
that too at once—reciprocity would go into
occupied, the
Grace,
effect at once. It would diminish the value of exhibits including many by local firms, of were recent guests of Miss Velma Mitchell in
every

that the
1

a

were

.agant

0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
114
10
0
1
1 -5
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1110
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
9
3
0
0
0
0
1

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Total..28
Score by innings:

■,:y

I
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SEARSPORT.

Cyrus W.

State

1
Chamberlain, If. 3
rf
3
Brown,
Robinson, eft. 3
James, p. 3

Cunningham,

1912.

Brown of this
1

erintendent

city

and

succeeds

Ernest

A.

Mr. Mooie

as

sup-

'laylor ol Lorches-

ter, Mass., succeeds Mr. Brown in running the
autoiiutk ana his wile will Le housekeeper.

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor have been spending sevat the Howes cottage, Quantabacook, ana dosed it last batuiuay to assume
their duties.
eral weeks

j

William S. Hill of Portland, one of the best
trap shooters of the country, who
has many lriends in Belfast, is in the Dr. Couknown

Mr. and Mrs. Hinas Itthiop aid guests
1
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Waltz and Harry Herger, sins hospital, Portland, with a broken leg and
ear
of Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs. H. E. McDonald, Miss
as
Lois Lothrop and Ansel ar.d Thomas Lothrop,
Jr., returne d Monday noon from a ten days’ he was returning from a shoot at the Gun

outing at Quantabacook pond. The largest
catch of fish w’as by Harry Herger and Ansel
Lothrop, who caught 20 black bass in one
hour. Mr. Herger left for his home in Buffalo
Monday night and Mr. and Mrs. Waltz
Wednesday night.

Rev. and Mrs. Montford S. Hill and daughBlanche and Adelaide of Hartland arrived
Monday to spend the week at the Tileston
Wadlin farm in Northport. Other guests at
the farm are Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Luce and
Miss Lillian E. Spinney of Dexter, Miss Lena
Sanborn, Mrs. Georgia T. Dow, Misses LaveWie
and Bertha Whitten, Ethel and Emma Frost,
Sabina Morey, Ruth Atherton, Mildred Sank
born, Mrs. Vinal and little daughter Helen.

ters

last Thursday afternoon.
Mr.
accompanied by John S. Fanning of
New York, another famous trap shooter, and

Club
Hill

range

was

when the machine turned turtle he
out but

escaped

with

only

was

a severe

thrown

shaking

Mr. Hill was not so fortunate, for when
the machine toppled over he was beneath it
and was crushed beneath the weight of the
machine. An automobile happened along and
took Mr. Hill to the hospital. He laughed and
joked on the way and seemed not to mind his
injuries in the least, but it is said that it will
be a great many weeks before he will be out
vand about again.
up.

The Republican Journal

tion that “if there is any dirty work attempted in behalf of the third party,
you may count upon the Outlook to deBELFAST. THURSDAY. AUGUST 22, 1912.
fend it,” the average reader will wonder
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
what caused such an outburst from such
a quarter.
The cause was a “solemn
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
article” upon the duty of presidential
electors, in which the Outlook, with an
CHARTS A. PILSBURY. [
Manager
eye to the capture of the biggest possiFor one square, one ble number of Roosevelt electors, advoADVERTISING Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week cates
or condones what is generally reand 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
as a very fast-and-loose theory of
garded
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
the
of members of the electhree
for
cents
$1.00
for
six
50
obligations
months;
year;
months.
toral college. The Boston Herald, however, thinks that perhaps the Outlook’s
worst up to date is its explanation why it
cannot support
Woodrpw Wilson. It
concedes Mr. Wilson’s essential rightFOR PRESIDENT,
mindedness and “progressiveness,” also
that his nomination was the triumph of
his party’s best elements, but adds that
OF OHIO.
after all he was nominated by a party
which still contains bosses and undesirFOR VICE PRESIDENT,
ables in it, after as well as before the

Frank W. Gowen
Writes From California on The Politica
Situation in the Nation.
To

b^s
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SHERMAN,

JAMES S.
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convention,
must
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true
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vention, with all the bosses and undesir-
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! jubilantly

WATERVILLE.
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to

Oyster Bay, with Flinn,
triumphal pro-
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tinction of

I cession?

being

one

and

has been

only

officially adopt

LiuuB

nave

$10.00

anti-slavery Whigs throughout
tion, and especially in the northern States,

I

Only

a

a
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m

n

othej-
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Party Thieving”

plain

party.

Then

the

Democratic

which has the weakest

at that.

1.00
Wauchusett,
“
“
1.00
(Separate collar, French cuff)
1.50 quality,Fancy Negligee,

Prohibition of the liquor traffic, which
took directly from the pockets of our
people in 1911 the greatest sum of money
ever known in our history, viz., $2,362,046,508, and added not a penny of real
value to the wealth of our land. Yet in
a national contest Bryan is as silent as a
dead man upon this greatest issue in our
land today. He has denounced Murphy,
Taggert, Raynor and others in the Democratic party as gamblers and scoundrels,
yet for selfish political purposes he now
pats them on the back and affiliates with
them. What would have been said if
Christ, after having denounced the
Pharisees as hypocrites and scoundrels
as
he did, had
he for
selfish reasons

turned

“serpents”

around
on

and

the back

patted

1.15

quality, attached collar,
50c. Work and Outing

All

Shirts, Metropolitan make.

3.75
2.75
2.00

20.00
18.00
15.00
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“

4.00

“

3 50

"

1.50

“

BELTS
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50
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|
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50
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“

CENT

BRACES

$1.50 Metropolitan Union Suits,
1.00 Porus Knit Union Suits,
.50 Boys’ Porous Knit Union Suits
.50 Balbrggan. medium and

2.75
2.50
1.15

light

weight

This

Men’s and

Boys’ 25c. Underwear.

All Men’s 15 cent Hose, in Black. Tan and
Fancy Colors, 3 pairs foi

o~

All Men’s 25 cent Hose, including our leader—1
“The Stronghose’’—best hose made, per paii. «•'
[Only 6 pairs to a customer.]
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35
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ALL

50

CENT

HOSE,

HATS
Hats, $3.00 quality,
$2.50 quality, Southworth Special,
2.00
Soft Hats,

Boys’ and Men’s Jerseys
$1.50

QUALITY, ALL COLORS $1.15
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“

1.00 BOYS

1.50
1.00
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Light Weight Slip On Raincoats

All $1.00 Caps

$5.00 QUALITY, TO CLOSE AT $3.25.
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_All

All 50c.
25c.

Cap
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-Our Whole Stock at Same Reduced Rates.Special attention given to Mail and Telephone Orders.
No goods charged at these cut prices.
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“The Home of Good Values
RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH,

The
Island

winter

i

.50 Porus Knit Shirts and Drawer35 cents each

new

67,000-candlepower light

on

Seguin

in operation for the first time last
Tuesday night and it sends its powerful rays
for miles. It is seven times as powerful as
the old light and makes the light on Pond
Island look like a tallow candle.
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DISGUSTED

One of the

new

DEMOCRAT

members of the Re-

Lawlessness

Tolerated

and

When Governor Plaisted

I

was

elected,

publican State committee of Maine, E. in answer to promises to give us an
M. Frye, tells a story which illustrates the honest and impartial enforcement of
political situation in the Pine Tree State. law, we extended our congratulations
When his adHe Soys that he has a brother who has and bade him godspeed.
always been a Democrat. The rest of ministration proved such a heart rendthe family are Republicans, but this one ing disappointment, and there at once
some 10,000 rum shops, apbrother has been voting the Democratic sprang up
parently under the sanction of Governticket for years, and always has been or Plaisted, naturally a person, whom
saying, “I want to see a Democratic we trust that our friends will recoggovernor and Democratic Legislature nize as an enemy to the liquor traffic,
once.” This brother happened to be at would become somewhat aroused —and
Mr. Frye’s house the other day and he we did. We are in earnest! The syssaid to him:
“You have always wanted tem of lawlessness that seems to be
to see a Democratic governor and Demo- tolerated and
encouraged by our ofcratic Legislature.
How do you feel ficials of high standing today has almost
“I

about it.” And the brother said,
got what I wanted. I have seen a
Democratic governor and Democratic
Legislature, but I’ll be-ed if I ever
want to see another one.”

Porgies

are

Scarce.

made

gave

us ashamed of the old
us birth.—The Oxford

State that
County Citi-

zen.

THE RUM PARTY.

Governor Plaisted is saying in his
speeches that “enforcement and non-enforcement are not governed by party
lines,” and that Democratic sheriffs in
several counties, including Somerset,
“have given those counties at least as
good enforcement as have Republican
sheriffs.” Let’s see. Somerset, that’s
bowels, the county where John Moores is sheriff.

Harsh physics react, weaken the
will lead to chronic constipation.
Doan’s
Regulets operate easily. 28e. a box at all
stores.

to let up in his pursuit of
and has nominated anot
shows how sincere the 11
is in carrying out its pr<
the law “by means of tin
ed officers.” It is aboi,'
Judas Iscariot.
It will
that interferes with the
friend the rum trust. It
the stigma of being th.

Portland Press.
There is

account

tions

in

man.

a

fascination

of two great p
one

The

magazine,
National

1

vr

Mm

August contains as its ft
“The Passing of Great Pei
tions,” written in the easy

style of Joe Mitchell Clm!
struggles at the Coliseum it
at the Convention Hall in 1
in Joe Chappie's
way, from personal observ

pictured

General disappointment is expressed at the
scarcity of porgies to be found along the
Maine coast. This condition caused the closing of the porgy factory at Round Pond, Aug.
14th, and it is feared it will not be reopened
this season.

was

4

lilWlilllll

Encouraged.

He is a Democrat. He has enforced the
law. In consequence his party has repudiated him, since it failed to induce him

I
j

BELFAST, M

12 MAIN STREET.

RUBBERS
WEARM|T[lfti
W'W^S^

u

HOSE

CENTS

25

I don’t wonder that the
are
societies
canceling
Bryan s engagements to speak betore
them, for he showed himself at Baltimore not only a hypocrite but a traitor
DEATH OF HON. Z. A. GILBERT.
and a Benedict Arnold of American
Hon. Zeba A. Gilbert died August
politics. “Oh, thou blind Bryan, cleanse
79
first the inside of your political cup and 13th at his home in Greene, aged
resulted from a shock the
your political platter, that the outside years. Death
thereof may become clean also.’’ What day before. Mr. Gilbert had all his life
citizens.
our nation needs today is strong men like been one of Greene’s leading
His fine farm is located near the Turner
Washington, Lincoln and Sumner, men line and Turner Center bridge.
He rewho will rise above political selfishness ceived a
good education in the common
and stand fearlessly for the right and schools and at Monmouth academy and
against every form of Dolitical corrup- later took a keen interest in educational
tion, as these great and noble men stood matters. He taught school in Turner
Frank W. Gowen,
in the past.
and Greene and served his town as superLos Angeles, Calif., July 31, 1912.
intendent of schools for a time. He had
also been president of the Maine PornoIndian killed on track.
logical society, was a memberof the
Near Rochelle, 111., an Indian went to Bleep State board of agriculture, and for years
He
was editor of the Maine Farmer.
on a railroad track and was killed by the fast
was a prominent member of Androscoggin
his
for
He
carelessness
with
paid
express.
in Turner and a frequent attenhis life. Often its that way when people grange
dant at Pomona and.State grange. When
and
colds.
Don’t
risk
neglect coughs
youi
a young man Mr. Gilbert united with the
life when prompt use of Dr. King’s New DisUnivprsalist church at Turner and had
covery will cure them and so prevent a dan- always taken a deep interest in church
gerous throat or lung trouble. “It completely work. His wife, who was Miss Clara
cured me, in a short time, of a terrible cough Bradford, died three years ago. His
on the home farm.
that followed a severe attack of Grip,” writes son Clarence lives
died some y.ara ago.
J. R. Watts, Floydada, Tex., "and I regained His daughter
151 pounds >n weight that I had lost.” Quick
Seguln’s Shining Light.
safe, reliable and guaranteed. 60 c. and $1.00
Trial bottle free at all druggists.

35c

The celebrated “Krofut & Knapp” Soft and Slid

these
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Shirt and Drawers,
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BOYS 15

and affiliated

with them?

hand at

1.00
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75
55
35
15
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$3.75

15
10
“
“
05
“10
ALL 50 CENT 4-IN-HAND TIES 35 CENTS
“15
25
..

on

.35

NOW

“

10.75

_same reduction

SMALL FURNISHINGS
$1.00

12.75
“

All Overcoats

All Other Pants in Same

.65

16.00
13.50

A few $10 and $12 Suits left
they last $7.50.

55c.

$5.00 PANTS,

1.00
.75
.65

1.00

“

“

Men’s Pants

$1.15

attached collar,

“

22.50

Every Suit in this lot absolutely this
spring s goods. No Old Stock.

quality

“

“

“

•75

close, choice for $3.75

made--$1.50 quality,
$1.50 quality Whiting,

party,

He claims to believe in the

to

Bates Street Shirts-fmest

form in its

one

$25.00 SUITS $18.00

4.25

$1.00 BOYS’ PANTS 75c.

FURNISHINGS

national

plathistory, will be left to fill the
offices, and Bryan, whose disgraceful attitude at Baltimore will probably retire
him to private life, will be left to again enter the service as a reporter of the doings
of his party at Washington at “$1,000 a
day.” I used to think that Bryan was
honest in his views, but now regard him
merely as a politician, and of late a cheap

8.25

few sizes left in $6 to $8.50
Suits.

Broken sizes

—

a second nominaof smuggling across the St. Croix from St.
that certain mining ! Stephens to Calais and from the
British island
properties, situated somewhere beyond of Campobello, between which on the west and
of its stock,
of
access
purchasers
easy
the American shore is a
comparatively narrow
had made ot Mr. Davis a millionaire or
channel only navigable for crafts of any size
billionaire, it mattered little; and millionaires are much respected in the Dem- when the tides are favorable. At the beginocratic party, its declarations against ning of the first chapter the author says:
men of predatory wealth notwithstandThe Red Lane is neither road nor route. It
ing.
I is an institution—it is smuggling. Its thousand
avenues are now here, now there.
Reference has occasionally been made ! The Red Lane crossed the border at Beaulieu's Place this night.
to the attitude of Gov. Woodrow Wilson,
The Lane was blatently open. They who
came
for
candidate
Democratic
along it were unabashed, unafraid.
the
President,
Farther on in the story we learn that the
on the labor question; and here is an exU. S. custom officials are given a false clue
tract from a speech he delivered three
| which takes them out of the way, and then by
years ago, when he was not looking for
preconcerted arrangement the smugglers cross
vote3:'
I the line in force with heavily laden wagons
You know what the usual stand of the
and driving hundreds of sheep and cattle beemployee is in our day. It is to give as fore them to be so
distributed that they are
little as he may for his wages. Labor is
The line store figures
standardized by the trade-unions, and safe from seizure.
1
1
4
ittVi
if
nrl
largely in the story. On one side of a line
to conform. No one is suffered to do drawn through the middle of the floor is Britmore than the average workman can do.
ish and on the
side American territory.
In some trades and handicrafts no one is The
liquors are carried on a large table on
skillthe
least
than
do
more
to
suffered
wheels or casters, easily moved from one side
ful of his fellows can do within the hours
to the other. On the approach of the U. S.
alloted to a day’s labor, and no one may
officials the traffic is moved across the line to
work off hours at all or volunteer anything beyond the minimum. The labor the British side and they are powerless, and if
of America is rapidly becoming unprofit- Canadian officials appear it is moved to the
able under its present regulation by those American side. The proprietor, an Acadian, is
who have determined to reduce it to a anything but a lovable character. His
daughter,
minimum.
who has been educated in a convent from inIt looks as though Hearst is preparing fancy, and until her home-coming is unaware
of the traffic in which her father is engaged, is
to desert the Democratic candidate for
the heroine of the story, and the hero is a
the presidency, whose nomination he opUnited States custom’s official, who is the
posed, although when nominated he only American to figure in the romance.
pledged his support. In a signed state- The other characters are Acadians, direct ;
ment published in his newspapers last descendants of those driven from their farms !
week Mr. Hearst calls upon Dr. Wil- and village in the Basin of Minas, who
son to repudiate the platform upon which found refuge on the American side of the St.
he has been nominated, and which of John jriver; and as their numbers increased, ;
and it was no longer possible to further subcourse he will not do, and then outlines a
divide the farms among the children, they I
would
substitute
he
for
which
platform
squatted in the timber lands, from which the
and
which
is
that adopted at Baltimore,
owners sought later to drive them.
This land 1
strikingly like the one adopted at Chica- trouble is an interesting feature of * the
story,
Mr. Hearst makes no concealment which also
go.
vivid, and we believe accurate
give^
of his dislike to the Democratic nomi- descriptions of the Acadians, their manners
“There are many devoted Demo- and customs and their characteristics. There are
nee.
crats still in doubt as to his actual atti- several in the story who might be classed as
tude,” Mr. Hearst writes, “and his per- villians, while on the other hand we are introto a very loveable priest, to an original
manent position upon the leading issues duced
and oommendable character in a hobo fiddler,
of the day.” And again: “The skeptiand the hero and heroine play well their parts.
aal citizens who doubt the genuineness
As a story it is the best Mr. Day has yet writof Dr. Wilson’s conversion to progressive ten. There is not a dull
page in it, and in its
principles will have their doubts confirm- faithful portrayal of life on the border in the
ed by a platform which contains few early days it has an historical value.
“The Red Lane” is a volume of four hundred
positive or progressive utterances other
than the unsound and extreme plank on pages, with illustrations by Denman Fink and
the tariff.” This leads the Boston Her- Douglas Duer, and is dedicated to Burton
ald to say: “No chronicle of the cam- Smith, who, the author says, “as chief deputy
United States marshal for the district of
paign is complete which overlooks the
Maine, during a quarter of a century, has
and
that
Roosevelt
Hearst
possibility
known in its verity the border life with which
may be trotting in double harness long
have taken the liberties of romance.”
before November. And they have much
A healthy man is a king in his own right; an
in common.”
unhealthy man an unhappy slave. For impure
When the dignified New York Even- blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock Blocd
ing Post begins an article upon “Third- Bitters. On the market 86 years. 81.00 a botwith the
observe- tle.

a

7.50

“

13.50

ut'en

reported

“

“

7.00
and
6.00
$5
4.00
3.00

$6.50

SUITS

12.00

very angry at the attitude of their
party on the slavery question, and so
were

—

was

Advertise.

Men’s Suits

$8.00 SUITS $4.75

the na-

1

tion. It

We

as

Young MensSuits Boy’s Clothing

to be

Gould 1he courtesy of

Bargains Than Ever Offered You Before.
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“Republic-

shamefully broken, many of them voted for Hon. John P.
For County Attorney,
and from an unholy alliance with the
Hale, the Free Soil candidate for PresiBelfast.
of
Carleton Doak,
brewers and liquor dealers. As to their I dent, as to bring about the destruction
For Judge of Probate,
financial showing the Portland Press of the Whig party and the extinction of
of Belfast.
George E. Johnson,
says:
the political aspirations of General
For Register of Probate,
The Democratic administration has Scott. The old
Whig party went down
of Belfast. ascribed
Charles P. Hazelline,
much merit to itself and for
|
to its political grave as completely as
Commissioner,
For County
j months has been patting itself on the
of A\ aldo. back and telling how smart it was in did the old Federalist party in 1800—
Edward Evans,
paying the public bills. But it has not but the Democratic party, which swept
For County Treasurer,
said much about the six-mill tax assessed the nation with
Belfast
Pierce, carrying every
of
Clifford J. Patlee
for la3t year or explained why it was
State in the Union with the exception of
Legislative Nominations,
necessary td exact that extra mill. This
of Belfast. is a subject it has been inclined to dodge. Massachusetts, Vermont, Tennessee and
Frank R. Keene,
of Unity. NTor has it explained why the appropria- Kentucky, was as unsound politically on
Edwin T. Reynolds,
so large
during its period the slavery question as the Whig party.
of Searsport. of
Frank I. Pendleton,
existence and why it has considered it
But the Whig party,being a better party
of Liberty. necessary to tax the
Charles M. Howes,
people so much. The
of Prospect. total receipts of the State during the than the Democratic party, or rather
Washington D. Harriman,
two years of Governor Fernald’s admincomposed of men of deeper political
istration were less than $6,000,000—to be
Atof
The
editor
to
the
conscience, had to give way to the Rea
letter
In
exact, $5,930,208. The actual and estilantic Monthly Ellis B. Usher of Mil- mated receipts of the Plaisted adminis- publican party, which thundered forth
tration to the close of the present
year, with no uncertain sound that the power
waukee says that under the direct priexceed $8,500,000. What was the neces
of Congress is sovereign in the terriis casting a
mary system Wisconsin
of
this increase of more than 40
sity
per tories of the nation and that slavery
her cent? What
of
percentage
diminishing
has been clone with it?
steadily
must be forever prohibited in these
total vote, and he gives the statistics to The Democratic government has not put
this
into
money
State im- territories.
“In 1905, 22
permanent
For
it.
example:
prove
for it has not made any to
So today we see history repeating
total vote of the State provements,
per cent of the
speak of. It has not put the extra itself and the scenes of 1852
again being
In
1910, money into the the schools or the roads.
stayed away from the polls.
Ex-President Roosevelt and
But where is the economy in taxing the enacted.
53 1-4 per cent were absent. Facts like
more than needed and
heaping up other distinguished men of the Republimight people
these
absolutely indisputable
a big
surplus? They will say they had can party are now cutting loose from
be multiplied, Lut these are enough to to clear off a million of
Republican in- their Dartv and are oreranizine a new
show that the primary is not bringing debtedness, but why should they collect
two
and
a
half
millions
for
that? The party to carry forward their principles,
control back to the people.”
Plaisted administration fighting for life and some of these principles are, to say
and on the defensive, has
quite a hunch the least, rather Socialistic ideas. I reIn a speech at Turner Secretary of
of things to explain.
member that a few years ago Roosevelt
State Davis “spoke of Burleigh and
the
denounced such ideas as “dangerous docalleged that he took from the people
THE RED LANE.
trine.” Yet in spite of this, despatches
millions that he now possessed.” How
from New York announce that Morgan
about the millions that Mr. Davis took
In his latest novel “The Red Lane,”
just will unite wfith Perkins and McCormick
from the people, and which gave him
published by Harper Bros., Holman Day has
in the fight for Roosevelt, and the steel
the Democratic nomination for Governor chosen a new and we
believe a virgin field, and
trust
and harvester trust will spend
in 1904 in place of Gould, who was en- depicts scenes and incidents on the
Canadian
titled by party usage to renomination? frontier of Maine along the St. Croix river. millions of money to place him in the
As to this the Independent-Reporter The writer was born on this frontier and lived President’s chair for a third term. The
near it in boyhood, but had never heard of
result will probably be the defeat of
says:
There was reason in refusing candidate “The Red Lane,” although he had heard much Taft and the overthrow of the Republican
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of the first States

the name

3

Only

in the Union after the Michigan convention to assemble in State convention

SKOWHEGAN.

election

To Make Room for New Fall and Winter Mdse. Will Continue

her adopted son, Hon. James G. Blaine,
who have written their impress large in
American history, has the proud dis-

Woodruff and the rest in

The old saying that “figures won’t lie”
disproved by the monthly financial bulletins issued by the PattangallWALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.
; Plaisted administration to fool the people
For Senator,
of Maine. They hope by their
cry of
of Winterport.
Charles M. Conant,
Republican extravagance to divert atFor Sheriff,
tention from the promises made before
of Monlville.
Frank A. Cushman,
OF

Our Second Semi-Annual
Clearance Sale

The Journal.

i-

ables still in it, he would not have accepted the nomination avidly and returned

WILLIAM T. HAINES
OF

that
pure.

of

shook the nation from sea to sea with its
rallying cry of “Free soil, free speech
and freemen.” The name of this new
party was the Republican party, and it
first beheld the light of day at a State
convention held in Jackson, Michigan,
July 6, 1854. It was made up of whigs,
free soilers and anti-slavery Democrats,
and I am proud to say that the State of
Maine, under the leadership of her great

Outlook really believe, would it really
venture to say, that if Col. Roosevelt
had been nominated at Chicago by the
Republican party, which would havebeen
the same party after as before the con-

FOR U. S. SENATOR,

EDWIN C.

and

be simon

Editor

the

Having considerable business to transact
on the 6th of July I rose that day at sunrise. It was a beautiful morning. Here
and there were soft clouds, with streakB
of red and blue in the sky, and the birds
who had slept during the night in the
orange trees and dreamed of the "early
worm” were all astir singing their sweet
songs. Then, as I took up the Morning
Tribune, the great, independent, progressive Republican newspaper of California, to scan the political news, and
soon after the Democratic Los Angeles
Examiner, the thought flashed over my
mind that 58 years ago on this very day
a new political
party was bor.i which

firing line. Many peopit
obtaining copies of the Nat

tion article written by Mr. >
years ago. The August isNational is altogether om
of current periodicals. In
Washington’’ the editor man-1
elude a potpourri of the gos-H
capital aside from convention
Besides its remarkable resu'1
political situation, there is an n
of charming,
wholesome tied"

timely articles that make delignm
mer reading.

a
from Nassau to Miami. Suffice it muda.and
to New York in trip
wondering if these were of the
to say that Myrtle from her slight draft same
species.

>as=au

Frc

a

|

Cat-Boat.

was

JOHNSON.
gY ALFRED
Hf

myrtle’s

equipment.
not all
had no

tje'3 equipment was
T!a Yj have been; for we
or barometer, no
tb6:
e, and no marine

breeze all the way and was forced to use
patent the
engine only in the last 40 miles,
There were an old while bucking the “stream.” The prinname.
incidents of the trip were the visits
ulars aboard-but Charlie cipal
of flying fish, which flopped into the
ping from the top of the cockpit over the low rail in their
playful
cockpit floor on to them, flights of 200
yards or so in schools of
•tening out one barrel and from
2 to a dozen.
She
made
the
rur. of
■ler in such condition that
170 odd miles in about 60 hours, i. e., beuseful as a stereoscope,
ing at sea from 5 o’clock Saturday afterone image all the way up
noon until 5 o’clock Tuesday morning,
me, and that was of a
and was obliged to go through as much
ning upon a white coral red
tape at the Miami United States
ue bathing suit under a
customhouse and with the port physician
?
tall, lithe, graceful as
any “real” ship arriving from a
was a thing of beauty,
This was greatly expe,-hiid born on Columbus’ foreign port.
by the kind offices of
Salvador, her flower- dited, however,
ailed her “Nassauvia” Capt. White, whose nautical and eagle
had recognized her as far as she
,riie about her and how eye
could be seen, though other seamen on
;ano or danced in the

:

W

pan

Nt

lea
t

t-

able to shorten up the route taken

by Capt. White’s steamer, the Miami,
some 30 odd miles;
the latter being
obliged to run up around The Great Stirand
The
Great
rup Key
Isaac, while
Myrtle could cut across, seeing bottom
for miles.
She had a fine, “smooth
chance” over, with a fair, moderate

I
;

>

j

i

glasses

the dock who had

seen

her at Nassau

m on Saturday nights.
often were willing to wager it wasn’t
lintingupone eye until the
Myrtle, so small did she look coming
his teeth ami looking
in from sea.
he could “see nothing

CROSSING

ng but a lot o’ hunks’
that looked like ice-

NEW

RIVER

INLET

I have often been asked since

nbow.”

BAR.

return-

if we encountered any rough weather
is a constant source of
or storms.
We did.
As a matter of
j
It
was
tact
we had not sailed tyvelve hours trom
: utility.
placed
.card of the wheel, and Miami before we did get caught in a
engine, wmcn was heavy “Norther,” of which we encounirette under the cock- tered several this unusually cold and late
vvered by two large spring.
This one burst upon us with
w re usually left open,
such squalls that we couldn’t make head-tion.
When we were way against them, close-hauled, even
rth it could be relied after putting three reefs in the mainsail,
half and keeping the engine going full speed
,.s then almost a
viation being by the to hold her up. The nearest apology for
1-2
I
point easterly; but a harbor of refuge within one hundred
ted from a northerly and fifty miles was New River Inlet; so
|
>st eratically, and after towards the end of the afternoon we reirantal points could not luctantly decided to give it up, and putI
runs at all, develope
ting her about headed south to find the
j
t
rmined semi-circular break in the continuous line of surf
IDs
which should mark its entrance. Then
tended1 ‘to swing ship,
going below to consult the U. S. Coas}
at compensating it with Pilot, Part VII, in regard to this harbor,
1 found the following on page 133: “The
and
make
a
out
agneto.
when a proper oppor- depth on the bar under favorable condiitself; but the circum- tions is about 4 feet; it requires local
cmed to be favorable, knowledge and a smooth sea to cross the
hon e before I got bar, and it should not be attempted by a
mining and tabulating stranger.” Now the conditions could
:s and their coefficients
hardly be less favorable, for the tide was
to adjust them: and I
low, and the 6ea was anything but
what
were,
smooth, and the surf apparently breakthey
just
from Jacksonville to ing all the way across the bar; but it
odd miles, when our was either go in here or on the beach,
for the little boat couldn’t stand up and
was almost a quadrantal
miles out of our reckon- look at it long enough between the
^reliability of the com- squalls to work off the coast, and when
\
made land and finally the gusts came she shot off sideways
at it was; and we had to toward the breakers; in fact, what else
the alert for opportuni- could you expect of a boat in such a hard
i
.nr position regardless
chance, with 5 1-2 feet of freeboard for:
e
:
was constantly pulward, and drawing only 3 1-2 feet of
I took a good look at the
: cr to sea than the course water aft?
breakers and studied the trend of the
i
mg again, I should take a bar as we approached it, and after some
quid compass, as the rapid calculations decided that, having
lived in the surf every morning for the
.-s, and fix it firmly with
of the house away from past six weeks, at Nassau, and been well
coached
in the peculiarities of southern
ird, as Captain Day of
■-a
Bird” did. However, bars before starting by Capt. White,
ill right, and when I did than whom none has had more experir,
ence with their wiles and vagaries; and
r
re I was, 1 felt around
!
1
wind out.
Fortunate- remembering, too, that they nearly al’
.i:i g a general northerly
ways open to the southward and often
lie time, on which our have in addition a small swash channel
: to the
S
relied upon, within
northward, 1 decided that if the
Also a very fortunate ; Myrtle broke up I stood a pretty good
j
chance
of being able to swim through
:r--in latitude 25 deg. 40
■ximate latitude 35 deg. the breakers into the smooth waters
j'r.i to Beaufort, a dis- beyond. I looked at one of the life-preservers in the lazarette under my feet, but
... of iiOO miles, we followl
Agonic line of novaria- made up my mind that the cumbersome
:•: Inated one element of
thing would be more of a hindrance for
.erv. ise must, of course,
quick action than a help; in fact, the
j
same
chance had been taken, as I knew,
:ken off the charts and
i 1 efore setting the com- shortly before at Mosquito Inlet, where
j
Then, too, on the other a small oil-carrying steamer broke up on
ig currents that sweep that bar. Two young men of the crew
id shoals, especially after swam to shore, leaving the captain and
ist which the coast pilot a deck-hand, both old men, clinging to
?.
warnings, set us off our the mast, to drown when it should fall as
the stranded craft went to pieces.
at in spite of the best alWhile I was thus deciding what to do
1 make for them.
if
shout! not be lost sight
necessary, and was about to explain it
w as
being taken to New to the Swede, my attention was attracthaving had two sea- ed by a human figure, a rare sight on
s without
-•
any attention these beaches, running toward the end of
the northern sandspit. It w'as a woman
to her engine, hull,
I
-ct ur.
Any one who waving a red shawl frantically.
-ot our during the
brought the boat up into the wind to
watch her.
Soon, reaching the end of
:•:[■ 1 ca 1 summers can
the sandspit, she kept waving the shawl,
and pointing her arms to the south.
sent v. citing, June With the help of the glass I could make
-I in yard at City out in the gathering twilight, through
-■eks, and I quote the spume and spray of the breakers, a
litter from Mr. small power-dory, bobbing up and down,
with one man
standing swaying in
> be
ready in time the bow, gradually working its way to
tlu- 4th of July; windward and getting out of the inner
We understood at onca that he
iMnsible to repair harbor.
.11 showed
a.'.
that, was trying to indicate to us the location
;
Conse-ui' in
the south last ; of the channel into the harbor.
ry badly dry-rot- quently we ran down opposite him, the
result that she re- breakers always between us. Soon we
el--y in addition to were not more than 200 yards apart, but
ae’i
planking—or in between'ois still was a seething cauldron.
third of the boat Then he turned his course sharply from
I east to south, motioning with his hat for
lilt lleW.
Psappointing, and ; us to do likewise. Next, arriving oppoively that the West I site the point, at the southern opening,
where the water on the bar was deepest,
to keep a boat perlie quickly swung back toward the shore
d a man would probcharter a boat for ; and to the northward again, beckoning
with his hat for us to follow. The Swede
cc spot, and thus be
her when her cruise was forward on lookout, his arm around
the mast to keep him from being rolled
poundings she got on or slatted overboartl, his blue eyes fixed
the dory, and his energies bent on
on
cithern bars was more
an ever, after readkeeping the bult end of his unlighted T.
{’ only goes to show D. clay pipe clinched in the aperture left
f safety in boats is far by the conveniently located broken front
commonly suppose. I tooth. I stood by the wheel. I let the
sheet go by the run and yelled to the
ina was found to be in
p
once, when Capt. Al. Swede to pull up the center-board, and
15 or 20 years ago. then, with engine going, we flew down a
fc.jWned house and slop- comparatively smooth mill-race of seethjn,l
narrow flecks made her ing water fenced in by fumbling walls of
f
breakers 10 feet high and 100 odd feet
c safe boat I’d ever
gone
its a good plan in a away on each side of us. At first we
the Myrtle to form a shot in finely, going faster than the fol'ctting out of the cock- lowing seas, but as we approached the
definite purpose. One shallows, less than 4 feet deep, while we
mgers in an ocean voy- were drawing 3 1-2 aft,—we got it badly
>f this kind is from in the short choppy seas of the disturbed
eltj
hng washed or rolled water, and then after our bows had dropni
ches, and the heavily I ped suddenly from under us several
1 washboards unpro- times, until I thought we would turn a
And the seas
■lord a very insecure somersault, we struck!
ittle to cling to when breaking over our square stern, shot
the mast, and
•' g. even if the
precau- spray flying halfway up
n to stretch life lines,
shooting down the cabin door which I
couldn’t leave the wheel to shut, in such
can left aboard to
pick
that my dress-clothes, locked
naps asleep below al quantities
chances are poor if yot in a steamer trunk on the transom in the
forward end of the cabin, were, as I
ver seeing land again,
found next day, wet through.
cry to leave the cockWe struck; but we did not stick, or
candle the sails or aneven turn sideways. The next sea picked
!| variable
be trule might wel
1
us up and shot us on further over the
as in
tt(t ...
climbing or work
bar, on the vicious, swirling in-tow, only
:<l let
*ic
go a firm holt
to let us down again on the sand-bar,
c.'i nr arm
until you havt
hard.
I thought “Myrtle’s” forefoot
re one with
the other; anc
hater to m
would break as she came down on it, and
* foot
•tt
until you see ex
I instinctively glanced from the wheel
u ®re
going to put it, ant
rar.sfer your weight cauti down the companionway to see if I could
lit,.
catch sight of any white sand or water
die foothold is a goof
•ha b
dusting it. Of course a coming up through the bottom. In the
•hthtj- J man
meantime, as if they were waiting for
niust have hia hands frei
■J" c,
us, a half-dozen man-eating sharks were
r
aild 1)6 usually holds oi
"'kin,, ,,ls
arm around a
sporting about in the waves and shooting
Ne of
spar or somi
along beside us in the breaking crests,
A
bald
de
r‘gg'ng.
nf
with their white bellies gleaming as they
? Processes seems ab turned to look at
Myrtle and her crew.
hut I’ve noticed tha
sailor,
So fast does the human mind work in
follow them,
Jnc°hsciously
F!t0 A
such crises, that I recall now thinking
personal letter.
in my
how much their relative position in the
M about
from
Nassau clear water alongside of us (at times
you
had bo say concerninj ; quite as high or higher than our rail) rei
the Great Banki
sembled that of those I had studied lei;

ing
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and
Gul: : surely through the glass sides of an
not dwell here upon thi
aquarium somewhere, possibly in Ber-

And all the while I was
bracing myself
both bare feet wide
apart, and
the
wheel
with all the agility
working
and strength there was in
me, anticipating her tendency to yaw and trying to
keep her ftom broaching to and rolling
over, and at the same time to follow the
general direction of the man in the
power-dory who had not, of course, attempted to run all the way out to us,
put after coming as far as he dared had
indicated with his arms and hat the general northerly trend of the
channel.
We may have Deen three
minutes
going through the worst of it, and we
may have been fifteen. I shall never
know exactly, but finally we were in
comparatively smooth waters, and as the
dory came alongside the man in her
shouted
‘Don’t never do that again
sonny!- This harbor is closing up, and
that’s what I’m here for!” Then catching sight of the letters U. S. L. S. S. on
his boat s bow, I understood it all
and
went to the rail to thank him.
with

The

life-saver, to my astonishment,
frail, consumptive-looking specimen who came to
Florida, doubtless, like
many others, “for his health.” He had
nothing on but the proverbial pair of
kahki
was

a

trousers; his face was blue and his
chattering; for the “Northblow both cold air and water to the
Florida coast in the early spring. He

teeth were
ers

had a good headpiece, however, and was
the right man in the right place that
day
all right. After one glance at his shivering form I dove into the cabin and
came up with a bottle of Irish whiskev
-..

.vu

uui

UC-

parture. “No thanks,” he said, "I don’t
take nothin’ on duty.”
A bit taken
aback, but moved by an impulse of gratitude, I drew a five dollar bill out of my
pocket and held it out to him. He only
shook his head, with “No, the government pays me,” and without further
parley he went on, leading the way
through channels that turned and twisted between sand-bars, and tree trunks
with long roots that had floated down
from the lumber-camp at New River and
sunk, their bleached roots sticking up in

the place as a winter resort, but to its
natural resources and advantages as a
place of residence. In its shops,
churches, hotels, fire department, banks,
hospitals, city government, and all that
goes to make a town civilized, and a

__

from Maine, especially everyone from
the Third district, will want to go and
see it.
A Maine man who has
recently been in

Washington

took

testify

personal experi-

out of shops and offices, and knew
of the soil, but who are doing
well in potatoes, tomatoes, etc., or pine-

came

ence.

nothing

worst

place they

tells

son

say in the State, so my
Then there is a Mr.—on

me.

This,our first rescuer’s name,was J. B.
Mechanic street, (she means Washington
Vreeland, captain of the U. S. L. S. S. apples, or even grape fruit. People street) that
runs a rum hole and gamat Fort Lauderdale, and I wish to give here seem to be
less attention to
paying
I think these places ought
bling hole.
him a good, long white mark right here the
orange than when I was in Florida to be looked after. If I were a man, I
now.
I asked him if we could speak four
years ago.
would like to help get rid of them, but I
a good word for him at Washington, but
One thing these growers have to con- am
helpless.”
his interest was only for his harbor, and tend are the
high freight rates, and I
he said there was nothing to do to im- don’t see
why some enterprising people
prove matters but to build jetties to haven’t started a boat line, with feeders
keep the channel open and make it stay i to pick the fruit and produce up, and
in one fixed place, as has been done at then
;
ship it in a good-sized freighter to
On the treatment of Horses,
on

FREE BOOK

Cattle,

Charleston and elsewhere

this coast 1 New York.
For the same reason all
of shifting sand.
I asked why the chan- i
goods brought to Miami are high. The
nel was not buoyed, and he said, “buoys climate admits of
many economies, howwould be of no use,” the channel chang- ever; for instance, on
entering one of
ed so often they would only be mislead- the
large shops on 12th St., I was struck
ing. Where the channel flowed out a by the great piles of overalls and khaki
year ago was now a dry sandpit. On suits, and I learned from the proprietor
looking around wistfully, he said “Well, that he sold them by the gross, for in
there’s one thing I wish the government this climate
people need very few clothes,
would give me; if I only had a bigger and if the
year was a bad one the man
boat
could
out
to
I
fellows
you
get
power
got no “good clothes,” economizing by
better.
wearing nothing but overalls and shirt
Another lone life-saver whom I would throughout the four seasons.
like to say a few w’ords about is Capt.
E. O. Coutant of Oak Hill, Florida, in
Gould. 1
charge of Mosquito Lagoon, U. S. L. S.
S., whom I got to know later when we
He Ekes Out His $7,500 Salary, and Per- :
were blown by a gale into the cove where
his
picturesque giay-shingled little
j
quisites, by Running a Boarding House.
“House of Refuge, with its red awnings
[From the Portland Press.]
j
and morning glories on the porch, is
Judging from reports that come from
uliic oanu uuuc.
ntr

Thrifty

periTiitru ii£Uiw«iy
has an enviable

record, extending over
thirty years, for pulling people, both
dead and alive, out of the surf, and his
wife is a close second to him. She was
in charge when we blew in, having practically lost our way in the rain and mist,
and thoroughly soaked with the flying
spray of the gale, which kicked up a
nasty sea in the imposingly large but
shallow lagoon, 20 odd miles long. The
captain was away on his weekly absence,
across the wide lagoon to get supplies at
“Oak Hill.” She was on the lookout for
trouble, howevei, for she seemed to think
the work as much her business as his. In
fact, some years ago together they
picked up the body of Capt. Hawthorne of
Portland, Maine, when the Merchants’
and Miners’ steamer he commanded was
Between them they
lost off their beach.
hauled twelve bodies out of the wreck
the
ashore through
surf, and sue got that
of an oiler and one other later, alone.
Together, though now old people, they
still patrol the beach after every storm.
They are miles from a human habitation, and sometimes these two alone are
cut off from one to three weeks from the
outside world; their children, raised "on
the beach,” having grown up and gone
abroad to shift for themselves. Thus
shut off from social intercourse, and
from the things that for most people
make life worth living, and having to
contend every time they step off their

I

Congressman

in addition to his other duties is responsible for a first class boarding house in
the Capital city.
As far as Maine is
concerned this is certainly a new feature
in statesmanship.
We believe we are
; safe in saying that Mr. Reed or Mr.

Frye or Mr/Hale never ran a boarding
house, and Mr. Hinds and Mr. Guernsey

resign, but if
that Congreei
superannustec
increased coal

I

Time passed on. Congress worried
through the summer until late in August and gasped out its uneventful special session with but a handful of survivors of all that
proud throng which de-

Bird*
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The Coal strike is settled and the prices for Coal have
have been fixed as follows:
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Stove and Egg,
Chestnut Coal,
Peal Coal,
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$7.75 per
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“

8.00
6.50
7.25

Coke,

^

ton
“
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“

^

prices are subject to 25 cents discount per
paid within 30 days from date of delivery.
not allowed on anything less than ton lots.
The
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+

ton on all bills
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Discount
above prices are for coal put in cel'ars or on street level
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Company’s
the
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plete
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for
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Washington the nation has no more
thrifty statesman than Mr. Gould, who

have no ambitions in that direction.
It
is also a fact that Senators Gardner and
Johnson and Congressman McGillicuddy
have sought no rake off in this direction.
Sam seems to stand alone as an entertainer of “paying guests.’’
According to the Congressional directory, Mr. Gould’s address is 122 Maryland avenue, Northeast.
The three new members from Maine,
two for the House and one for the Senate, agreed that the Congress Hall was
agreeable, being handy, having all the
appointments of a first class hotel, and
! they camped there. Rates are higher
I than they are in Skowhegan.
While
there are hotels in Skowhegan and other
Maine towns at two and two per and
two-fifty-per, the per diem tax in the
Congress Hall is considerably higher and
even amounts to more than $100 per
month for the ordinary run of rooms and
board.
A large “To Let’’ sign on the front of
! the
ancient mansion at 122 Maryland
broad, iow-roofed, tightly-screened porch : avenue, Northeast, attracted the attenwith rattlesnakes, mosquitos and loneli- tion of the
Representative from the
ness, their chief recreation seemed to Third Maine district early in his career
consist in taking photographs of the sur- as statesman and courted
investigation,
rounding sard dunes, the long stretches with the result that the contest for the
of surf-beaten beach and the scrub palms lease narrowed down to Mr. Gould and
and palmettos tnat the bleak winds have Mrs. John Hoey. The price was
$80 a
allowed to take a footing. These pic- month, Mr. Gould offered $75.
Mrs.
tures they exchange with anybody who Hoey got the house.
wants to “swap” for them some taken
That was 14 months ago, approximateof the more populous parts of the earth. lyThe captain was so glad to find someThe lease developed in two days from
one to talk with that after directing us
a prize to a nightmare in Mrs.
Hoey’s
he
was
loath
our
to
on
way
have us leave mihd and she induced Mr. Gould to take
him, and several times after saying good- the lease off her hands to the great debye he would climb back again into out light of both parties, especially as she
cockpit from his launch that lay along- was installed as house keeper and careside to ask “still one more” questions taker.
about things that interested him in the
The Hoey family consisted first of
outside world. And as we were sailing Mrs. Hoey and one daughter. The final
of
his
out
snug little harbor into the round-up developed, in
addition, two
lagoon, he begged me to send him some other daughters, one husband, one son
or
photographs picture post-cards of the and one mother, a total of seven. Aphistoric parts of New England. This I propriately housed, this left but little
have already done, and have on my desk transient space in the house, which has
a snap shot I took of the old
fellow al 13 rooms, let it be said in passing.
the wheel of his boat, which he built himHowever, the chinks were filled up
his
with
self
wife’s help in bending the and a colored cook was procured
along
from
a
set of drawings and in- with other needful
planks on,
furniture, as the
structions he had seen advertised in s house was partly furnished.
magazine. Before posing for the photoLodgers, paying by the month as is
graph he had asked me to wait a minute the Washington custom, were installed
or two, and soon appeared in his new caf
in three rooms. The dining room was
and brass-buttoned uniform of the U. S. not patronized extensively until
Life-Saving Service, suitably dressed foi sentative Cox and family got theReprehabit.

the occasion.
Capt. Coutant would
hanging on in the hope
will pass a pension bill for
life-savers; for with the

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,

FOR SALE AT YOUR

of the

photograph

a

convenient, healthy and pleasant place Monday morning wash hung out in the
back yard of the Maryland avenue esto live in, it is fully on a par with many
of our New England cities of twice its tablishment, but when he came to develop it he found that the plate had been
size.
I spent upwards of two weeks there, underexposed and that the picture did
the twilight like ghosts.
we
Finally
not tome out well. He lays it to the
reached the anchorage off the “House of and happened to have a number of fact that he
used dry plates while it was
Refuge,” where his wife was waiting for friends, both among the winter colony wet wash, but that
is a technical matter
us on the boat landing, her red shawl and the permanent residents, and I had
which
one
who knows nothing about
now held down tightly on her head in the as good an opportunity to see the place
would
not care to discuss.
fresh breeze that was blowing even down as a passing traveller can, and was photography
The Yacht
here in the lee of the sand dunes; and much impressed with it.
THE
CRY
OF
A
HELPLESS MOTHER.
later, when I loaded up the children, a Club, pleasantly situated out over the
handful of scantily-clad, bare-legged water, and to whose float even the EverEditor
Camden
of
257
tons
can
run
and
make
Herald: The folup
boys and girls who came to gaze at us glade
letter has
sent to me.
The
bashfully, with Naussauvian fruit from fast, is a live and at the same time lowing for this been
state of lawlessness,
under our tender, he looked on with dis- fashionable organization, officered by remedy
my Newport friends, who wtl- which not only exists in Camden but in
approval; saying, “That ain’t necessary, 1 some of
comed me hospitably.
many counties in Maine, is to turn out
you know.”
The way in which the Fire Depart- the “free rum” Gov. Plaisted and such
It seems that the government, in lieu
ment, including an automobile engine sheriffs and county attorneys as we have
of life-saving stations along the Florida and full
equipment, handled what might in Knox County who are “regulating”
coast, maintains these “Houses of Ref- have been a bad fire near my h'otel in the the liquor traffic, so that it is not only
uge,” manned by one man only, who early morning before daylight was, I’ve disgusting to citizens of all parties
with his family makes his home in them. no doubt, typical of the
energy and en- but also to our summer visitors as well.
Their duties are to assist persons and
terprise that seems to characterize the Plaisted was elected Governor by some
vessels in distress in every way they can,
eight thousand majority. The vote “No” i
people who are running the town.
with food, shelter, etc., and to report
I was also much impressed with the wiped that all out, and more, too. The
wrecks to the nearest settlement by tele- work of
draining the Everglades back of coming September election, should relephone, where they have one; but without Miami, and went up to where the gate those lawless officers to the scrap
a crew they
are never obliged, unless
heap, and it looks as though it will.
dredger was at work in a power boat.
they wish, to go out to a vessel or go
Miami is already surrounded by prosW. W. Perry.
into the water in any way, for the govperous truck farms, and if this muchMr. Perry; “Do you know that there
ernment supplies these stations with mooted scheme is a success there would
is a dive on Bay View street that is runneither boat, gun, nor crew. They ren- seem to be no end to the
opportunities ning all day Sunday, selling rum to men
der valuable service, however, and their for
extending them. I talked with men and boys, and all kinds of gambling
wives and children take a willing hand at on truck farms who a few
years ago games. A Mr.-runs the place. It is the
as I can
from

it,

_

of living and the expense of raising and acended on the Capital
April 4th. The
t seen his
Hoey dynasty was not altogether a suceducating a family. be hasn
much by to revery
it
clear
to
is
cess,
way
laying
alleged, and the lessee arranged
tire on unaided. May such a bill be pass- for a different system to begin on his return from Maine for the long session,
ed, and soon, say I tor one.
about the first of December.
MIAMI*
Miss Grace Cain of Skowhegan was inA more or less detailed account of
stalled as housekeeper and Miss Grace
some of the places stopped at and the
Smith of Skowhegan as cook. That arpeople I met in them may be of interest,
Miami (pronounced by the residents rangement has prevailed during the long
session.
My-ammer), beautifully situated on Bay
While it is to be presumed that the
Biscayne, and the port of departure of
institution at 122 Maryland
Captain White’s steamer for Nassau in unique
N. E., has not been self susthe winter months, interested me very avenue,
its sphere of boarding and
much and convinced me that one need taining in
it is easy to understand
not necessarily go into the west to find lodging house,
that the receipt of some revenue has
young, hustling towns. Fifteen years
had
the
effect of reducing exwas very little virtually
ago, I was told, there
The boarding house business in
here besides a fort on the Bay, and a penses.
flourishes
when Congress is
sort of trading post for the Seminole Washington
in session and in winter, but is dull durIndians, who still come to town, men and
ing recess and summer seasons. With
women clad nearly alike in variegated
the present high cost of food stuffs, the
calico blouses, and skirts which they roll
business is said to lack the profits obup, leaving their legs bare for the am- tainable in
the days of yore.
phibious life they lead in the “EverWhen the
cars pass the
glades.” They are a fine self-support- door, one cansightseeingthe
imagine
megaphone
ing race of Indians, many of them hav- man. “On
stands
the old
your right
ing bank accounts in Miami, where they Clark
famous
for
mansion,
being the one
come
to sell their fish, game and
time residence of the first martyr in the
aigrettes, all to one man who acts as Civil
War, Col. Ellsworth, assassinated
sort of agent for them, I was informed.
What they will do when the Everglades, at Alexandria, Va., in 1861.
“It is now famous as being the only
their hunting ground, and their home,
and lodging house in Washingare drained seems to be as yet an un- boarding
ton
conducted by a full fledged member
solved problem. I persuaded one to let
his picture, and caught two of the House of Representatives.
me take
“Here too in this spacious lawn, was
others in their canoe, but they have a
made the last stand by the heroic Amerisuperstitious fear of cameras and hide can defenders
of the Capitol in the vain
their faces if they see one pointed at
attempt to stop the rush of the British
them.
In the 1910 census I find Miami is regulars on their rush to pillage and plunder that temple of our laws and liberties.
eiven a nonulation of 1,681. Thev now
“It is now leased and occupied by
ibis growth has
claim it to be 12,000.
W. Gould from Skowhegan, Me.”
been due, not only to the attractions of Samuel
TV.v „.;n u,.
,,
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For other

stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.

to

Thompson.

Belfast, April 15, 1912.-16tf
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or. 0. S. Victory

Announces that he has limited his practice
to diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office hours—10
jn.f 1 to 8 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
to 12

jr Livery, Boarding

V\ ashingtcn sheet jest oft 1* t in street. I hare single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Is situated

K
■■

K

& Transient Stable

on

VV. G. PRESTO V, Proprietor.

VV

Telephcn connection.

23tf

William Lincoln West

r

.857

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

Industry

Department

of

Agriculture.

VETE RINARIAN
ALL

TREATS

DISEASES OF

STREET,

BEDFAST MAINE

Hospital Never Closed.

Phones—Hospital 59-13.

WEAR

SI]

^
fm

^

.9.0

SThey
I

JACKSON

& HALL, Belfast

|

THE

COE-MORTIMER

Agents.

COMPANY.

NEW

YORK.

lv

*|
tt

||
§

AN1MA1S

Hospital, Pharmacy and Ofllce,|
SPRING

*

*&> V

V

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Faitory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

x-Veterinary Inspector Korean of AoIihr!
U. S.

Ji

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

E

*?
•

*

PRESTON’S

Igl 1^41£4 W «&*

AND KL1RACTION.
a. m.

*

Residence 59-13

■ RUBBERS
This Winter

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER’
At 52 High Street.
i«tf

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection

Tel. 216-18
14tf

W. W. BLAZO,
1126 Waldo Aveaae, Bellast.

The

Republican Journal

that he had heard of New

England

rare

references to

a

Eu^s°srZLger

and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

parts, were permitted to venture aguess,
he should say that red cherries and not

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
ye ar; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
%

only

T. R. says that his party is the

party without

a

boss!

exchange says that after an absence of 25 years it begins to look as if
An

the caribou were

to Maine.

coming back

How about the moose?

In receiving a deputation of men and
women from a church in Allentown, Pa.,
Gov. Wilson said that politics is like
church work; but the only resemblance
that we can see is passing the contribution box.

During the debate in the Senate
Friday on the President’s veto of
bill

wool
the

new

last

|

the

Again

he said:

“If you don't want the laws
forced, don’t elect me.”

en-

progressive RepubliIn addresses delivered in Aroostook
In a flood of impassioned oracanism.
county and elsewhere during the camof
the
floor
and
that
galleries
kept
tory
of 1910 he made like declarations.
the Senate rapt and silent he assured his paign
Yet Attorney General Pattangall and
associates he intended to “keep up the
Secretary of State Davis are now stumpfight in the Republican party, to make
the State and declaring that Gov.
ing
that party really progressive’’ and to
Plaisted never gave the people of Maine
“keep on until the last bell rings and the
to

reason

curtain falls.”

Burleigh said of him: "He was a great
man, I regarded him as one of the greatlegal

to expect that he would enforce

forces in New

England, and I
quite generally accepted- by

Governor Plaisted, Secretary of State
Attorney General Pattangall
all drawing salaries for attending to

Davis and

lawyers of Maine as among the foremost
of the profession.” That voices the gen-

—

tne Dusmess ot

tne

state

Augusta—
eral sentiment. As a framer of laws it have taken the stump to defend their
He official acts and t > further their political
is doubtful if his place can be tilled.
and personal ends.
Gov. Plaisted is enwas the author of the direct primary lawnow

in

of his son Earl and reunions with comrades of
Thomas H. Marshall Post at Memorial hall.
He was twice married, his second wife dying
last March, and is survived by one brother,
Charles Thomas of East Belfast; by a stepdaughter, Mrs. Josephine Clark of New Hampshire, and an adopted son, Earl Thomas of this
city. The funeral services were held at his
late home at 2 p. m. last Saturday, Rev. D. B.
Phelan of the Methodist church officiating,
and the members of Thomas H. Marshall
Post

attending

in

a

body.

operation

in

Maine, shaped

deavoring

most

funeral service of Charles William
Coombs was held at his late home on Union
The

saying:
“I shall take the oath of office as
governor of the State of Maine unhampered by any pre-election
pledges. I have promised nothing
and shall promise nothing.”

sions of regret and words of eulogy from
Hon. Edwin C.
every part of the State.

think he was

and he went to him to render assistance. Coming alongside Mr. Hathorn stepped on board
and
Mr.
Thomas, although
appearing
somewhat strange, told what the trouble was,
but almost immediately fell over and became
He was brought to the shore
unconscious.

the laws, and quote the governor-elect
as

The sudden and untimely death of Hon.
Herbert M. Heath has brought expres-

est

William H. Thomas of 66 Union street died

Thursday afternoon, Aug. 15th, in a motor
boat. When the boat was about opposite the
Battery it was noticed by Mr. W. R. Howard,
who was out with friends in his boat, that
Thomas was having trouble with his engine

blackcherries or chokecherries were used
and a physician summoned, who pronounced
to tincture the preparation with prussic
him dead and decided that death must have
acid.
taken place instantly. The exertion of cranking the engine no doubt brought on a heart
the
in
his
During
Augusta celebration
trouble and was the immediate cause of his
honor in the evening of September 22,
death. He was born in Belfast, the son of
1910, Governor Plaisted, with right hand the late Charles G. and Mary Eldridge Thomas,
raised to heaven and eyes uplifted, said: and was within a few
days of 70 years of age.
“With the help of God I promise to
In early life he followed the sea, and in July,
enforce all the laws on the statute
1861, was mustered in as a private in the 17 U.
books of our State.”
S. infantry, later serving in the Invalid Corps.
During the same address he said:
He lost his right leg at the knee joint in
“I have said nothing in this cambattle, and was granted an original pension of
that
I
made
did not mean, have
paign
$24 a month, which was later increased, and
no promises {hat j shall not keep.
I
was furnished by the government with an
am going to be Governor.
artificial leg. After leaving the army he drove
I want you to keep your eyes on me
at en cent team for a time and did other light
and if I don’t make good two years
work, but latterly had lived quietly at his
from now I want you to say so at the
home, with occasional trips in the motor boat
polls.”

Senator LaFollette attacked
progressive party and swore

allegiance

new

OBITUARY.

rum

concoction
known as cherry rum,” says he had
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 22, 1912.
heretofore supposed “that cherries UBed
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
in preparing this medicine were blackThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. cherries rather than chokecherries.” We
have betn awaiting further elucidation
of this subject by Prof. Eaton; but if an
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, ]•
outsider, who confesses to utter ignorFor one square, one
Advertising Terms.
ance of the compbund and its component
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and “seen

at

to reconcile his solemn

pledges

Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 14th, at 2
o’clock, Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, officiating, and was largely attended by friends and
neighbors. The floral tributes from relatives
and friends were many and beautiful. The
services were under the auspices of Phoenix
Lodge, F. & A. M., of which the deceased was
a member, and delegations were present from
Waldo lodge and Penobscot encampment of
Odd Fellows and Silver Cross lodge of Knights
of Pythias, with which organizations ne was
affiliated. The bearers were Messrs. Adrian
C. Tuttle, John W. Jones, Calvin A Hubbard
and George C. Trussell.
street

Stimulant
or Tonic ?
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla .is not

I

stimulant. It does not mak
you feel better

bad

as

as

There is net

one

day, thei

a

1

hoi in it. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a tonic. You have the
steady, even gain that comes,
from such a medicine. Ask
your doctor all about this.
Trust him fully and always
do as he says. He knows.

by

the J. C.

AYER

CO..

Lowell.

are

mure

than $2.000.010 in excess of.one year ago,
and the Federal report on savings deposits in National banks on July 15th shows

$22,318,713 in Maine, as against $18,670,068 a year ago.The savings deposits in the
three classes of banks aggregate $135,856.753 or >183 per capita, as against an
aggregate of $129,822,863 a year ago, or
$174.87 per capita. The loan and building associations show- a corresponding
prosperity on the part of the people.
This prosperity has been brought about
under Republican legislation, and the
country

as a

whole was never

more

prosThese are undis-

perous than it is today.
putable facts. Democratic success in
national election has led to the

a

closing of

factories and the opening of soup kitchThe continuance of the

ens.

party

means

a

Republican

continuance of present

prosperity.
The Democrats kept Congress in set-:
dog days for no other purpose than “to put the President into a
sion into the

hole.”
the

Political riders were added to

regular appropriation

bills which the

President could not do otherwise than
veto, with a view to holding him respon- j
sible for failure to provide for the cur- ;
rent expenses of the government. The !
Democratic Hous? added to the pension j

appropriation bill a provision abolishing
pension agencies throughout the
country on the 31st of next December,

the

which

led

to

a

deadlock

between the

House and Senate that caused

a

hold-up

$9,000,000 pension payments due
August 4th, and thus caused privation

of over

distress to many veterans. The
Senate finally yielded to the House, but
the time for closing the agencies was extended to Jan. 31, 1913. The only obj'ect of this legislation is to put out of
office such men as Gen. Selden Conner,
pension agent at Augusta. When they
are out, if the Democrats are in control,
the agencies will be restored,and if Wilson is President we may expect to see
men who wore the gray, or their sympathizers, fill these offices.
and

Prof. Eaton of the Bangor Daily News
recently published a learned dissertation
on cherry rum, in which he spoke of
“fine men and manly boys” “capturing
quarts or bushels of ripe chokecherries,
which are taken home deprived of their
stems and clinging leaves, and filled into
clean glass bottles—holding from half a
pint to a quart, when the bottles are
filled to the cork stoppers with raw new
rum.” Dr. Wormwood of the Biddeford Journal, while admitting familiarity in boyhood with chokecherries, and.

turns his back

on

Washington to come
the stump to tell the

quickly did the flames envelop it after
the lightning struck. The damage will
amount to $10,000, it is said.
The farm buildings of Reuben Dickey
at East Orrington were also destroyed.

Merchandise, Just What You Can Use for

p

1 Lot

50 % Discount-1-2
a

1

week

Mr.

Henry Cunningham has a
Quite a number of autos

here

nice
are

Fresh from the

little

50 % Discount.

1

public gatherings are off until the small
is over. For a while we had no
butcher, baker, or fish man, but they have now
resumed their routes as usual.
All

through

village at lightning speed
without any driver last Saturday, but wras
caught and brought back without any damage
the

The

following

transfers in real estate

J|
|

SALE

BEGUN

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

one a

Sale Price 7'9c. i

bargain.

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

The

at

term

m.

j

17th.

I

at 7.30 p.

Will sell

late of Stockton

their build’

Springs
Petition for adoption allowed in estate of land on Spring. Pica
Orrin H. Young, minor of Troy, and name
ket and Common st
changed to Orrin H. Mitchell.
Petition for commissioners on disputed to suit purchasers,
claims allowed in estate of Henry O. Dodge,
ceive sealed

the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
service

is the business of the August
the Probate Court, Judge Geo. E.

were allowed
Wood, late of
Brookline, Mass.; Ann L. McGilvery, late of
Searsport; Anna B. Osgood, late of Palermo.
Petitions for administration were allowed
in estates of Eva M. Beal, late of Swanville;
Ethel M. Locke, late of Belfast; Etta J. Ladd,

The services at

Evening

following
of

in estates of Hamilton Holton

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

invited.

COURT.

Johnson presiding:
Petitions for probate of will

Christian Scientists hold services in
hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
The

their

cordially

Every

PROBATE

Mil

I
I

propost
late of Belfast.
Petition to close affairs of partnership by same at letter ho.
surviving partner presented by D. B. Cob! &
street. Coliseum Pi
Son, Searsmont.
Petition for appointment of trustee un i r ; 4 o’clock
p. m„ S.
foreign will allowed in estate of Hamilton
31st inst. The
Holton Wood, late of Brookli ne. Mass.
Resignation of R. F. Dunton.and appoint- ;
to
ment of Howard Stetson Fletcher, as trustee
[
tion
allowed in estate of Susan A. Weatherbee, i
Py the compai
late of Belfast.
N. F. HOI
Petition for license to sell real estate allow- !

m.

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sun-

day

at 10.45 morning worship; Sunday school
12 m.; Epworth League praye
meeting
Sunday evening at 6.30 p. m. Praise and
Evangelistic service at 7.30 p m. each Sunday
at

subject

evening.

ed in estate

of Horatio II.
Belfast.
Petition for payment of
tance tax allowed in estate
ren, late of Belfast.
Accounts were^allowed in

P-tch,

;

late of

Liberty,

first

McDonald, late

account

of

Belfast, August 12, li'12.

\

collateral inheriof Lenda P. War-

administrator; Benjamin

Ei

Real

estates of Ezra E'

and final; Frank D.

te

BARGA’
If your
rent

or

are

hire

looking for
or city

farm

or u

pro;

see

J.

M. R. KNOW

Blood of Knox, guardian's sixth and final; Jane
Bryant, late of Belmont, first and final; Alice

L.

who at present has several
farm and city property. Als

Whitcomb, Searsmont, guardian’s fourth.
Warrants and inventories were returned in
estate of Moses S. Neal, late of Searsmont;
j
William H. McLellan, late of Belfast; Joseph

j

acceptar

Treas. for Rea

of i

Norton, late of Mcntville, first and final and
1 rivate account of administratrix; Janies H.
Braley, late of Bellast, first and final and private

naim«

Blood Humors

1 Lot Corsets

JAMES H. HOWES.

The Episcopal Mission will hold services
the North chuoch next Sunday at 10.45 a.

1

20 % Dtc

Regular Price $1.50.

counter.

The Churches.

j

Sale Price 89c,

Plaid and Checks.

Sale Price 89c.

on one

1

■

factory.

All Short Lengths in Dress Goods. Silks. Muslins, Hamburgs. La
Curtain Material, Etc., have been placed for your convenient

tfiii

were

Lingerie Waists

—-

18

One of the horses belonging to Herbert Harr.lin went

Regular pn,

1 Lot Children’s Dresses

town

Skirts and Robes.

1-4 off

ONYX BRAND
1-2 Regular!
50 °/o Discount.

Regular Price

1 Lot Muslin Underwear

heavy thunder shower passed over this
last week, demoralizing the telephone
service, but doing no other damage, though we
could see at a distance several fires set by it.
'A

Regular p,jct

1 Lot Children’s Hosien

Sale Price 41c.

The service of installation of Rev. Charles
to Maine and go on
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
B. Ames as minister of the First Parish
for the week ending Aug. 19, 1912:
that he “could find 50 men in the I
Fred K. Sawyer, Searsport, to W. R. Gilkey, church (Unitarian) will take place Tuesday
house of Representatives who do not
evening, Aug. 27th, at 7.45 p. m. Rev. Harry
know who Edwin C. Burleigh is." Well, Lhe house was a comfortable one arid its ! do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
entire contents were destroyed with it,
James P. Nichols, Searsport, to Susan A. Lutz of Newton, Mass., will preach the serthat
to
be true, what of it? as were the
supposing
mon; Rev. D. B. Phelan of Belfast and Rev.
outbuildings. They were Carr, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
The people of Maine, the people of the valued dt
$2,500.
Paul S. Phelan of Hingham, Mass., will assist
Ella D. Norris, Miiford, Mass., to the InhaoiThe barn of Wesley Priest in North
td Congressional district, the
people of
Mr. William B. Swan, chairtants of the Town of Searsport; land in sears- in the service.
tis home city, know who Edwin C. Bur- Bucksport was struck and damaged
man of the Parish Committee, will install the
about $800.
The barn wras filled with port.
leigh is. They know that he has always ive stock, but the animals, as well as the
E. M. and E. P. Kelley, Winterport, to Al- minister. The music will be given by the
served them faithfully and well; they aouse, wrere saved.
bertie L. George, do.; land in Winterport.
choir, Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Mrs. C. W.
A bolt struck the Hampden House at
tnow that he is a man
Village Cemetery Association,^arsport, to Wescott, Mr. Ralph I. Morse, Mr. Leon Beckworthy to be
with; Mrs. Leon Beckwith, organist.
lonored and trusted; that his word is as Hampden Lower Corner, but the damage Amanda L. Curtis, do.; land in Searsport.
vas slight.
W. B. Twombly, Searspoit, to Leroy D.
rnnH oc hie HnnH fViof Ko
Bishop Robert Codman of Portland was
The trolley wires on the Hampden car
Littlefield, do.; land and buildings in Searsport. present at a special service of the Belfast
to peanut politics, and that when he was
ine below the upper corner were ripped
John Murphy, Searsport, to Walter B. Episcopal Mission in the North church vestry
n Congress his services were
always at iown, but repair crews fixed them up Twombly, do.; land in Searsport.
last Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock, at wrhich
auu me tai bci-U*V
iJiuiouoj
uiuiuiiig
the command of his constituents, whether
Herbert M. Dodge, Boston, Mass., et als., to there was a large attendance of resident and
fice was not seriously interrupted.
Democrats or Republicans, ProhibitionThe performance at Riverside Park W. B. Iwombly, Searsport; land in Searsport.
visiting Episcopalians. Bishop Codman adsts or Socialists, white or black, rich or vas stopped because of the storm and
Ellen L. Kilgore, Brooks, to Annie L. Brown, ministered the rite of baptism to James Law
:he
women
in
the
soor.
audience, many of do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
For proof of that you have only to
rpnpp
S/in
nf Mr unit Mrc
AlfroH Pvarptf
vhom were badly frightened and inclined
make enquiry in any city or town in his
Orlando C. Roberts, Jackson, to D. B. and H. The holy communion was served. The bap;o be
took
the
on
hysterical,
refuge
P. Boody, do.; land in Jackson.
tismal fount was decorated with wood ferns
iistrict. While Senator Gardner’s state- stage. 'The entire river at that
point
Ellen E. Andrews, Lincolnville, to Margaret and sweet peas and the altar with ferns,
ment might be literally true, for there seemed alive with lightning at times,
rhe storm was one of the heaviest known Chase Gibbs, Arlington, Mass.; land in Lincoln- sweet peas and white phlox. Bishop Codman
ire more than fifty men in the House
n this section of Maine in recent
ville.
came from Castine Monday and was enteryears.
today unknown outside their districts,
Herbert E. Knight, Belfast, to Lucy J. tained at dinner that night by Mr. and Mrs.
vho began their service in Congress
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Knight, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Ralph C. Johnson. He left on the noon train
ifter Mr. Burleigh had retired, his inLizzie J. Stiles, Jack -on, to
Sebasticook Grange of Burnham held .its
Stanley F. Tuesday for an official visit in Waterville.
tent was to deceive his hearers; to have
He was the guest while in Belfast of Miss
innual picnic Aug. 21st on the Say ward shore. Ritchie, Monroe; land in Monroe.
hem infer that when in Congress Mr.
Edith M. Graves, Los Angeles, Calif., to H. Maud Gammans.
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
>
C. Buzzell and C. M. Knowlton, Belfast; land
3urleigh .was a man of no influence or ■esumed its
Rev. D. B. Phelan, pastor of the Methodist
meetings last Saturday night after and
in Belfast.
buildings
itanding—a condition so notoriously at
church
in
this
city preached at the Littleton
vacation of six weeks.
C. H. and E. P. Thompson, Bangor, to Louis
variance with the facts that it needs no
(Aroostook county) campmeeting last Sunday.
The annual field meeting of North Waldo J.
West, Winterport; land and buildings in A Littleton correspondent of the
lerious refutal. It serves one purpose,
Bangor News
Jomona Grange was held at Windermere Park,
Winterport.
] lowever.
It discloses the caliber of the
says:
Jnity, Wednesday, Aug. 14th. The forenoon
P. K. Frohock, Lincolnville, to Lenity J.
Amid the
of the perfect morning a
nan that the Pattangall-Plaisted
ring put vas spent in walking about the grounds of the Frohock, do.; land and buildings in Lincoln- service of sunshine
song was conducted by Mr. Lawry.
j nto the United States Senate to succeed
>retty little resort and in a motor boat on the ! ville.
The old familiar hymns brought hearty re■
from all. “Count Your Many Bless>eautiful lake. At neon a picnic dinner was : Sarah C.
uch men as Fessenden, Hamlin, Blaine,
Cook, Jackson, to M. Lawrence sponse
ings” fairly made the rafters echo.
By the
dale and Frye, and their illustrious pre- ipread upon the tables in the dining hall. G. Cook, do.; land and buildings in Jackson.
time that the preacher of the day arose to an1. York furnished coffee and cream, which
( lecessors.
Robert L.Grant, Monroe, to Joseph C. Plourd, nounce his text every one was in the spirit of
vas Berved by Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Davis and
praise and worship. The Rev. Daniel Phelan
do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
fully justified his fame as a great campmeetMrs. York. The afternoon exercises began by
Republican Victory Assured in York.
Ida H. and C. B. Leavitt, Thorndike, to Clara ing preacher. For over an hour
this old-time
America," after which C. O. Purinton C.
tinging
land
in
Pittsfield;
Jackson,
pulpit orator gripped his vast audience with
is
There
no longer any doubt as to the re suit
Thorndike.
>f Bowdoinham delivered an instructive adalmost breathless interest.
His
forceful apC.
to
Frank
< f the coming election in York County.
Mary
Cobb, Searsmont,
A. DunFrom
dress on postal express. A few questions were
peals, transparent logic, kindly humor, peneton, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
* he most reliable sources comes t he assurance
tration
of
vivid
thought,
isked Mr. Purinton, which he ably answered,
description, and in* hat the Republicans were never better organGeorge W. McLaud, Boston, to Seldon I. i tense gospel enthusiasm made the sermon
ind several gentlemen were called upon and
memorable
to
all.
1 sed, and this county is going to show an old
Gurney, Waldo; land in Waldo.
responded with interesting remarks. The meetRuth Matthews, et als., Frankfort, to Cora
ashi oned Republican majority when the votes
ISLESBORO.
ng was closed by singing.
re counted.
Two years of Democratic rule
Greer, Brewer; land in Frankfort.
The voters of the town declared against
Peter
to
( ias been enough for the thinking men in
Leon
Montville,
L.
PerKaufman,
WEDDING BELLS.
automobiles by a test vote of 63 to 7 at a spein
and
, he county and State.—Sanford T ribune.
land
Montville.
ry, do.;
buildings
cial town meeting August 19th, called to see
Dexter T. Clements, Belfast, to W. F. and
Judkins-Hatch.
A very pleasant wedding
what action the town would take in the mat[>ccurred in North Penobscot, August 14th, E. F.
Wiley, do.; land in Belfast.
ter. Further action is left with the selectmen,
when Miss Jennie A. Hatch of Orland and
Alfred Jones Bangor, to Jennie S. Brown,
Alvin L. Judkins were married by Rev. E. H.
who were instructed to proceed to prohibit
Carter.
Their many friends are extending to Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
motor vehicles from the public
ways of the
them their best wishes for their future hapto F. Ray Neal,
Brooks,
Ellis,
Joseph
Waldo; island, if within their
Commonly cause pimples, bolls, hives,
authority. If they have
piness, and a long, prosperous life.
land in Waldo.
eczema or salt rheum, or some other
no legal right to such action, they will work
form of eruption; but sometimes they
Sophia M. and Wm. H. Lowell, Liberty, to
Dana-Marden. Eugene N. Dana of Frankfor the passage of a special act of the legislaexist in the system, indicated by feelfort and Miss Lelia Ethel Marden of Winter- Walter I. Neal, Waldo; land in- Morrill and
ture, prohibiting the use of motor vehicles on
port were married in Hampden, August 15th Waldo.
ings of weakness, languor, loss of apit the residence of Rev. T. P. Humprey.
The
the roads of this town. Previous to about a
petite, or general debility, without
Marcellus E. Clark, Frankfort, to Judson C.
>ride
was attended by Miss Harriet Patterson
month ago, a sort of unwritten law that there
pausing any breaking out.
pd Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clements witnessed Hopkins, do.; land Frankfort.
should be no motor vehicles on the island was
They are expelled and the whole syslie ceremony.
tem Is
renovated, strengthened and
respected by both permanent residents and the
of
Dates
Normal
Opening
Schools.
toned by
Drake-Dyer.
The marriage of Donald K.
summer colony but Capt. Fields C. Pendleton,
Drake of Frankfort and Miss Ruth F. Dyer of
The Maine State Normal Schools will Df Brooklyn, formerly of Islesboro,
brought a
Vinterport occurred on Saturday evening at open for the fall term as follows; Farmington,
-ar here and since that time there has been
he residence of the officiating clergyman,
ruesday. Sept. 17; Gorham, Wednesday, Sept.
Get It today in usual liquid form ori
lev.
A.
Mr.
in
and
George
Martin,
consternation whenever he cranked up
Bangor.
chocolated tablets called Sarsataba, • ; drs. Drake will make their home in Frankfort 11; Castine, Tuesday, Sept. 17; Presque Isle, general
1
ruesday, Sept. 10; Machias, Tuesday, Sept. 10; And took a ride, for the most of the horses on
rhere they are well and favorably known.
Fort Kent, Tuesday, Sept. 17.
the island are in terror of the car.

people

1 Lot

Fresh from the

Lot Silk Gloves

FOWNES.

1-2

25 % Discount.

Hosiery

1-2 off

J

1 lot Wash Skirts

factory. Sale Price 89c.

now.

scare

1

Weight Coats

50 °7c Discount.

BLUE SUITS

1 Lot Ladies’

owned

Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter and Mr. and Mrs. E.
G. Roberts are touring Aroostook county in
Mr. C.’s auto.

pox

LOT

Regular price.

1 Lot Tailored Waists

Booth.

1

Light Color

Summer

331 % Discount—1-3 off regular price.

Everybody has a sors arm and some are
quite sick with their vaccination.
The Boys Club went to Randall Pond for the
day last Saturday accompanied by Rev. H. G.

runabout.

1 Lot

Light Color

Summer Weight Suits

The News of Brooks.
Mrs Isaac Staples has been spending
with her sister in Troy.

:I

THIS IS OUR FINAL AUGUST CLEARANCE SAI i
Extraordinary Price Reduction Begun Saturday, August 17th

Mas*.

_j

banking companies

New

I

'-"'"•■to
of the street railway legislation now in to enforce the laws if elected with his
Oliver Winslow Whitcomb, who died in
Freda Smith, daughter of Leslie Smith of
force, drew and offered the first ten hour failure to even attempt to do so and with North Searsport August 11th, was formerly of
bill ever offered in the legislature, and the tacit encouragement he and his ad- Monroe, and was the son of Rev. Oliver Whit- West Brooks, was taken to the hospital at
a
before the legis lative ministration have given to open and comb, long resident of Monroe Center. He Portland Monday for treatment. She was a
was constantly
had two sons and one daughter. His wife died
victim of infantile paralysis. Mrs. Emma Ames
committees in an advisory capacity. His flagrant violations of law.
Secretary when the yongest son, Ezra M., was an infant,
She went to visit her
and he was adopted by Daniel Billings, Esq., of accompanied her.
of State Davis,
death is a distinct loss to the State.
“caught with the Monrc e Center. Mr. Whitcomb leaves one daughter Ruth, who is
being treated there for
goods," is trying to explain the printing sister, Mrs. Samuel Jellison of Monroe Center, the same disease.
The Maine State Grange, as an organito which he is a party, while At- and an only daughter, Mrs. Nettie Smart,
graft
j North Searsport. He was interred at Monroe, Mrs. Susan Hall of Brooks has been awarded
lation, has declared for prohibition and torney General
Pattangall is ready to de- j by the side of his wife, who died several years the reward of $200 which was offered by Sherfor enforcement of the prohibitory law. fend the
Pattangall Plaisted admin- ago.
iff T. Herbert White of Bangor for the arrest
it is safe to say that a majority of the
istration from any and all charges that
Mrs. Hannah (Nelson) Longfellow of Somer- and capture of the murderer Sherri an Gray of
the
memand
women
who
men
compose
may be brought against it. He can take ville,Mass.,was stricken with a paralytic shock, Carmel, aqfi it will be remembered that it was
bership o. the Grange, individually, stand either side of a case and make an
July 30th, from the effects of which she
equal- passed away August 9th. She was born in at her home he called for food and that the
for law- and order. Yet Obadiah Gardand
can
stand before Palermo 73 years ago, but most of her married word was sent the sheriff after he arrived
ly good argument,
ner, who has declared for license, and is an audience and declare that
black is life was spent in Somerville, Mass. The there which resulted in his arrest. Ten dolremains were brought to Branch Mills for lars each have been sent to
a
supporter of the Pattangall-Plaisted white, or vice versa without hesitation interment
Deputy Sheriff W.
by the side of her husband, the late O. Estes of Brooks for
administration in its policy of nullifica- or
making the arrest and
strain upon his conscience. This is Wm. Longfellow, who died in February, 1905.
to George A. Jones, proprietor of the hotel at
tion and lawlessness, is asking the
the ..trio which the well-meaning but
Monroe for giving the information
which
grange for its support. When Master
LIGHTNING
STRIKES
deceived
voters
in
control
cruelly
placed
finally led to his capture.
of the State Grange, and when seeking of the
State two years ago, and today in
In the Penobscot River Valley. The Propre-election to that position, Mr. Gardner all
The small pox situation is not so bad as has
parts of Maine they are voicing their
When
1
been reported, though we have a few cases
was a pronounced prohibitionist.
Loss is Upwards of $15,000.
erty
and
and
at
the
disappointment
disgust
nt was defeated for re-election as Master
Anelectrical storm of tropical inten- here. It was in so light a form that the Drs.
polls next September will say to these
sity swept across the Penobscot river called it chicken pox. but there came a case
of the State Grange lie became an officeunworthy public servants, “never more ; valley Wednesday evening
August, 14th. that was harder and Dr. Young of Augusta
seeking politician,an advocate of license, be officer of mine.
Property estimated at upwards of $15,- ! was sent for and pronounced it small pox.
and an ally of those who would turn the
000 in value went up in smoke as a result j Then
people held their breath and waited, for
of fires ignited by the lightning. The
State over to the liquor dealers and
some who had had it were out in a few
days
a United States Senator Obadiah
As
Cole
on
the
back
road
between
the
a
Can
place
brewers.
Grange support
;
and no one knew who might be the next, but
Gardner is receiving a salary of $7,500, Hampden and Winterport was the scene no one
man with such a record ?
has
had
it
except those who had been
of the heaviest damage. Geo. W. Smith
and other emoluments. Congress is in
to the house where they had it, and stopped
of Hampden had his herd of 31
dairy
Deposits in the Maine savings banks session. Important measures are pend- cow’s there and the animals, together
for a while.
All are quarantined that have
were increased nearly $1,000,000 the past ing, appropriations for
carrying on the with the house, barns and out-buildings, | been exposed, and no one seems to feel very
were
totally destroyed. Several farm nervous over it.
year, according to the semi-annual,state- government have not been made, and his
hands slept on the place,but their efforts
ment of State Bank Commissioner Rob- Democratic associates are
deep in the at rescuing the cows proved unavailing.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
ert F. Dunton.
The savings deposits in political game. Yet Senator Gardner But little w?as saved
from the house, so

trust and

Following Specials Have Been Arranged For I
I
Shoppers During Fair Week.
Remainder of the Season.

Who makes the best liver pills? The
J. C. Ayer Company, of Lowell, Mass.
They have been making Ayer’s Pills for
over sixty years.
If you have the slight
est doubt about using these pills, ask
your doctor. Ask him first, that’s best.
Mad©

The

|

the next
drop of alco

ever

Sale!

Fair Week

| August

Marie

Life and Accident

j

Every wise person carries
and talk it over. Always gia
City Building, Belfast. Ale.

Farwell, late of Unity; Thomas A. Cushman,
Montville; Frank M. Patterson, late of
i DM 1 MSTKATOK’S
NO I
! Belfast; George M. Flanders, late of Northport; ;\ sen ter
hereby gives not
Ruth H. Knight, late of fdncolnville; William
duly appointed administrator
j S Keene, late of Freedom.
ANTOINETTE M. WHITT!!
j• Petitions for
P »rt.
probate of will were presented
in the County .if Waldo.
in estates of Eineline H.
Dowling, late of i bonds sis the law directs,
j
again.-1 the estate
\ Brookline, Mass.; Mary Birmingham, late of j demands
desired to
the same
1

late of

|

iiounwiv,

L-cwis

d.

naming,

late

or

present

all indebted thereto

iroy;

ment

Goodell, late of Searsport; William
H. Moody, late of Unity.
Petition for appointment of trustee was
presented in estate of Fred G. White, iate of

Daniel S.

v

CARD OF THAN
Mrs. M. A. Coombs anu
Marjorie and Agnes, wish
for the kindness of friemireavement; also for the flo?\.
Phcenix Lodge, I. O. 0. F.,
ers sent by friends.

The

following accounts were presented:
Nichols, late of Searsport, third and
final; Hannah T. Pendleton, second and final;
Charles A. Whittier, late of Searsport, first
and final; Alfred Howard, late of Thorndike,
first and final; Lucretia E. Barlow, late of
Waldo, first and final; Alfred S. Jackson, late
of Belfast, first, and private claim;
Emily F.
Brown, late of Liberty, second and final;
Charles Wesley Brown, late of Liberty, second
and final; Henry A. Bolan, late of Wrinterport,
final; Penina S. Ellis, late of Stockton Springs,

20,000

James H.

Roll!

Wall Pa pel
For 1912 in Stock I
Owing to the fact th
nearly double the am"
per that we usually cari
priced the papers very
are selling many 12 1-2.

first.
Petition for payment of collateral inheriBnce tax was presented in estate of Panina
S. Ellis, late of Stockton Springs.
Notices of administration were presented in
estates of Anna B. Osgood, late of Palermo;
Ann L. McGilverv. late of Searsport.

papers

^

FOR 10c

Death of Hon. Herbert M. Heath.
Augusta, Aug. 18.
this city died at 2

Hon Herbert M. Heath
p. m. today after an illof but a few hours with acute indigestion.
Mr. Heath was in his usual good health until
early last week, when he suffered from an
attack of indigestion which confined him to
bis home for a day. He so far recovered as to
be out as usual Friday, and Saturday afternoon
attended the races of the Cobbossecontee
Yacht Club. This morning he suffered another
attack and went to bed. About 2 p. m. he was
in conversation with his nurse, when he suddenly fell back among the pillows and was
dead. Mrs. Heath and the sons, Gardner and
Herbert M. Heath, Jr., and a daughter. Miss
Gertrude Heath, were present.

tv<;
.Fa

Searspoit, August 13.

Belfast.
Petitions for license to sell real estate were
I
presented in estate of Mildred E. Black, minor,
Belfast; Augusta Wells, late of Belfast.
Petitions for distribution were presented in
estates of James G. Pendleton, late of Searsport; Hannah T. Pendleton, late of Searsport.

of

are

immediately.

ness

!
i

j

A.nd of 5c. Patterns \v
ar more.
Other prices up
We yvould be pleased
YOU the line.
Yours very truly.

1

j
1

|
[

CARLE & J
2 Stoles, Belfast,

’
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gfsEWS

1

r

j
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n

THE

wert

this city is entirely

in

maii pox

there

that

circulation

in

,,

\|f^r. Co. have closed their
to allow their operators
,,io County fair.

Wednesday afternoon,

n

Cedar street.

on

I

Cal meeting of the Aid
ongregational church in

;rch at the Opera House

stockings “stick”

Guarantee in the box and ex-,

irtiv iilars later.

I

Rockland was in Belfast
feet extension to
n a S00
ant of the Coe-Mortimer

j

already

J

factory has been getting
weirs in Islesboro and
westerly side of Sears

ie

l

ordinarily accept,
No need to experiment
and be disappointed when
the same money will buy
the Original Holeproof

mi
».*.

i

Northport will give

West

schoolhouse next Tuesm y it will be postponed to
ake and candy will
.am.
,.r.i

\

Carolyn,

p

6 prs. Men’s,
6 prs. Women’s,
6 prs. Children’s,

which went

.Vetinic island Jan. 25th,
day and towed into Rock-

\

.•

I

!

secretary

|,

Music

Liszt.

lovers

Friday,
Orth of Boston will give
;ih Liszt at Weimar,” at
auspices of the Bq^fast

j

treat tomorrow,

v

a

Lots of stores in town
sell stockings, but there’s
just one that sells Holeproof
and that is

ever, with many new
in writing to

,an

3.00
2 00

for Three Months.

The fair will

reasurer.

j

2.00 and

hole, and silk if you want them, 3
pairs of Men's Silk $2.00. 3 pairs
of Women's Siln $3.00: Guaranteed

--Cation will

li

$1.50 and $2.00

Guaranteed for Six Months without

ired hands several times
W. B. Johnson of Boston,

hold its an■<. Oct. 1st and 2nd. Wilj esident and E. T. Rey-

j

to cover up coarse,

gtffteSXndmowoffcnL

Orth will teil of his
'T:i his old master Liszt

|

to

l

Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending August 20th. Ladies—Olive W. Cutler, Miss M. Ida Crosby,
Mrs. Mary Julian, Miss Bertha Pierce, Mrs.
Blanche Roberts, Mrs. Geo. F. Stiles. Gentlemen—J. J. Carey, Capt. Otis F. Coombs, F. S.
Milliken, Thomas MacConnell, J. Metzner,
Arno Russell, H. M. Randell, Farman & Co.,
H. W. Uhlman, Capt. Ed. Wing.
Advertised

my personal
you gave us

you

evening

'*!•_■

make any claim to be-

!

\

it

thoroughly

you
in

in-

Liszt, your old
of the great
:~eences
repretation of several
,'nbuted equally to this
f it all added greatly

\

resent

1

|
;

|
!

unique experience

a

j

that you

:e :n

i

delightfully, for

so

»

The

regular annual examination of candidates for State teachers’ certificates 'Vill be
given in Belfast Friday, August 30th, beginning at eight o’clock a. m. Examinations for
admission to State Normal School* will be
given at the same time. Persons desiring to
take these examinat ons should a} pl\ at once
for registering blanks and circulars of information to Payson Smith, State Supt. of Public
Schools, Augusta, Me.

will*

were

our

anxious that as many
>houid attend this
a-

)

tickets may be proThe price to

se

<

special pupil’s

a

u

I

hers.
f
w

,,

*

The society

cents.

li tilled.

|

.Trent

will interest

North

F. .v Nickerson,
bride-to-be, was for*! ere her father was
of
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Hope
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and

Belle to be

found
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and

West
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ity Kpiscopal
h the young

trip at Lake
home will be
Emmel is lo-
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j
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iii. evening at the SumN rthport, by Mr. and
eago for Misses Clara B.
-n M. Heal of Belfast.
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y motor or in the buckthe hosts, went first to
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for

th^young-

vc summer
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singly decorated with cut
eauing to the house, and
jen were carpeted with
brilliant with Japanese
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Garden, which is
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effect. while quantities of
1 led to the attractive
per-
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! white

1

|

I

men

|

mer

chrysanthemums,

most

was

■.r

wore

informal and

ducks,

white

ladies
intermisf servants served buffet
I
ncluded lobster salad,
iiocolate, ice cream and
r

e

|

s

gowns of the

effect.
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of

which

At

Bangor
was

an

j

furnish-

especial

(juite characterebrated her birthday by
< rs, but
many of her
.■ event remembered
•■bt*r of visiting young

'■'•••-ion.

■

1

party being entered the evening, which
v

Prank

right, apparently

him dead the

is

next

as

well

as

ever, and

mornh.g.

Indiges-

thought

VN iggin and

i Ni keraou. of No. 371
V.»ar;t H
e. announce the
inugnter. Miss Kleie H.
f P ine’, son of Mr and
f W a' k H I St rest.
.«

*st

to be the cause
...Doctor
wife and Mrs. Charles t\<nant of
are
Mr.
l»well. Mass.,
and Mrs. E. C.
visiting
Memam
They came through from Lowell in
their automobile- Mrs. Abby Daniels has
gone t<> Guilford to spend a few weeks with

Reno

a

Bn

Heberts lost a valuable horse one night last week.
He had used
the horse during the day and left him in the

tier.

j

happy

particular.

I

|*ny
12

and with

records,

for

'■00 Down
per week at

& JONES’,

^*t,

Maine.

The Automobile Sensation of
the Year!

they
day

they

will refuse to work, and you wiil
be at their mercy. If you have the least

trouble with your eyes, you should not
in having them looked at. Come

delay

Metz

to us and we will make an examination,
and if you need glasses will tell you so.

Accidents. Ralph W., the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter J.
Clifford, fell at his home

Northport avenue early last Saturday morning and was severely injured. In company
with Albert Fogg he had
slept the night before

on

her

son.

the

Ladies

who

is

located there

in the make-up of this car is
strictly
standard—in quality, in strength and
design. It is the
greatest automobile value ever offered. It is the
only
four-cylinder, water-cooled, completely equipped car sold
at anything like the
price-$495, f. o', b. factory.

Sf*£C/Ai-ISr

£Y£

Up Stairs,

Odd Fellows' Block

i FOR SALE!
jj

$195.

QUICK

|

iwtniy-iwo

is

tne

oo

CARLE & JONES,

!

with a perfect score and inside the
schedule, without time extension.
The METZ car is guaranteed to

lene, 100 miles on a pint of lubricating
oil, and from 8,000, to 10,000 miles
a single set of tires.
The three METZ cars which completed the famous Glidden Tour from

on

I
I C. B.
j |_

j

1 hey were the
Mamma-testing event.
only team, out o< the eighteen that
started, to arrive in Roanoke. Va.,

most economical car you can
buy AT
ANY PRICE. It will carry you from
28 to 32 miles on one gallon ol
gaso-

One second-hand five-passenger car.

climb hills as

fast as any other car

made, regardless of its power or price.
It is easy-riding, simple in operation, a
marvel in efficiency, absolutely dependable under any and all conditions.

New York to Jacksonville, Fla., were
the lowest priced cars entered in that

NORTON, Agent,

|

BELFAST, MAINE.

PERSONAL

NEW STORE!
NEW GOODS!
Open Saturday, August 24.

“The

Pastures

Pastires.”

A

recent visit to

The

enjoyed by one of the
give University of Maine faculty through the kindan ice cream
ness of the ow-ner, Mr. Horace Chenery. ModAt a meeting of the Board of Trade last
ern methods are being followed in all departMonday evening the matter of advertising ments with great success, and among the very
Belfast in the National Magazine was left recent innovations is a telephone system, now
with the committee on advertising. The by- being installed, which will connect all points
aw? were amended so that no
president shall about the farm, so that w’orkmen desiring inervv ii,ore than two consecutive terms.
The formation can telephone for instruction from
secretary was instructed to correspond with out-of-door stations. Mr. Chenery has a field
the Ellsw. rth Board of Trade concerning their of oats which was pronounced by the visitor
proposed visit to Belfast. They wrote in the finest ho had seen since leaving the grain
June that they were desirous of visiting this belt of the west. Fine crops of potatoes and
city, but at that time it was not possible to corn had been raised in previous years on the
entertain them.
The president
appointed same ground, which had been enriched by
seven de’egates to the State Board of Trade
ploughing in two crops of buckwheat and one
meeting to be held in Bangor, September 19th of corn. Buckwheat is coming into more genand 20th, and urged the attendance of memera! use as a fertilizing crop since its value in
bers not delegates.
that respect has become known. Mr. Chenery
Republican Meetings.
The
campaign has a University of Maine man in charge of
speakers in Waldo county are having large and his fine herd of pu ‘e ar.d high grade Jerseys,
enthusiastic audiences. Union Hall, Searsport, which are housed in a sanitary barn built from
was filled last Friday evening to hear Hon.
his own plans. One of the improvements
near
juiure
me
is
ior
Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan, Republican planned
uie
candidate for Congress from the 3d district, I clearing of quite a large piece of stumpwho was heartily applauded. At the close of age; and dynamite, which Mr. Chenery has
his address he received an ovation. Hon. Wm. previously used with much success, will be
T. Ilaines of Waterville, Hon. Forrest Goodwin employed. The Agricultural College faculty
of Skowhegan and Dr. W. L. West of Belfast have had in mind for some time an observahad a rousing reception at Windermere Park, tion trip for students in this vicinity, and
Unity, last Saturday, uver 500 people were j which it is honed will materialize this fall
present. Mr. Haines spoke on taxation and | through Mr. Chenery's generosity. The party
finance, Mr. Goodwin on National issues and will probably come on the Saturday morning
Dr. West on general issues.
The speeches train, and devote the afterncon to visiting
consumed two and one-half hours, were listen- some of the up-to-date poultry plants, farms,
ed to with marked attention and received with etc., in Belfast. Mr. Chenery has kindly offerrounds of applause. In the evening Mr. Haines ed to furnish entertainment .for them over
and Mr. 0. E. Frost spoke in Monroe to an en- Sunday, when ample opportunity would be
thusiastic crowd, including the band. Mr. offered for inspection of The Pastures. The
Goodwin was in Searsmont the same evening trip would no doubt be both a pleasant and
and was given a royal reception.
| profitable one for the students and it will
probably be a feature of the fall term,
Last Saturday Deputy i
Liquor Cases.
New Advertisements. Only three days
Sheriffs C. O. Dickey and Percy S. Edgecomb
more of the clearance sale at “The Home of
searched the saloon on Main street kept by
Good Values," 12 Main street, Ralph D. SouthAndrew J. Knowlton and found 2 quart bottles
Sale closes next Saturday
of whisky, 3 pint bottles of whisky, 1 pint bot- worth proprietor.
stock is sell ng at reduced
tle one-quarter full of wine, 1 pint bottle one- I night. The whole
Don’t miss this opportunity for barquarter full of gin, 7 bottles of Schltz lager | prices.
gains in clothing and furnishing goods....
beer. Knowlton was before the municipal
Prices are tumbling down another notch at the
court Monday morning and plead not
guilty,
store of Harry W. Clark &Co„ the Main street
but Judge Knowlton found probable cause and
clothiers. Their great Red lag Sale closes
sentenced him to a fine of $100 and costs, j
next Saturday night. See their advt. for a few
$15 95, and 60 days in jail, and in default of 1\
of the bargains offered.The Holeproof
payment to 60 days additional. He appealed
stockings are true to name and are guaranto the September term of the
Supreme Judicial teed. There is
just one store in Belfast that
Court with Sumner Maddocks and Faustina M. j
sells Holeproof and that is The Dinsmore
Knowlton as sureties.... Monday afternoon
i Store....Flat of five large rooms to let. ApAnson P. Benner of Northport was before the
at 25 Congress str-;et-Carle & Jones
!
Municipal Court on a warrant sworn out by ply one second-hand
offer
five-passenger car for
Deputy Sheriff C. O, Dickey, for sales of insale at $196-If you have any trouble
toxicating liquor to George Wood and two Ital- quick
with your eyes, let F. L. Adams, Optometrist
ians. He was found guilty and sentenced to
and eye specialist, examine them_C. B. Nora fine of $100 and costs and 60 days in
jail, and
Belfast, is agent for the Metz “Twentyin default of payment to 60 days additional. ton,
was

j

much

Two” roadster, the automobile sensation of
the year. Read wha he says of it....Mrs. M.
A. Coombs and granddaughters, Marjorie and
lognes, publish a card of thanks_Get cataAgue of Ford cars from Carle & Jones, Belfast, the local agents. It is advertised as “the
j quietest car on the highway—and the most
I economical, both in first and after costs.”....
I John R. Dunton offers for sale at a bargain the
Dr. Stoddard house and lot on upper High
street, and other real estate in Belfast and
North port. Also for sale or to rent the Waterman house, 6 rooms, on Condon street, Belfast.
B. O. Norton, Belfast, offers for sale at a
great bargain a second-hand automobile—a
Maxwell—for only $225.The
five-passenger
Frank P. Blodgett house on Cedar t treet, 9
rooms, stable and two hen houses, is for sale.
Apply to John R. Dunton or Ralph I. Morse....
Fred Timm will open his new store at the old
stand next Saturday with an entirely new
stock of footwear including rubber goods.
His old stock saved from the fire was sold out.

J

j

EAST BELFAST.

Roy Black of Br<>ckton, Mass., is a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. R>*«coe Black, for a few days.

Geo.

Mrs.

White

JULIE

on

RING
SUPPORTED BY

Charles J.

K. Fletcher left last Tuesday for Glendive, Montana, for a visit of two
months with their sons, W. B. Fletcher and
Mr. and Mrs. A.

Chalmers

Fletcher,

and their

daughter,

AND A

Mrs.

bought the
Lake Avenue
and will move his family there in a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason expect to spend the
winter in Portland.
Capt. Ralph

D. Pattershall has

Howard F. Mason farm

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln R. Colcord of SearsPort- and Miss Joanna C. Colcord of New
1 York, who is their guest for a short time,
walked over to Belfast Tuesday and called on

Mr. Manson
arrived Monday
and family will
the shore road.
been here for

enthu-

siastic botanists and pedestrians.
Mrs. Edward Joyce of Providence, R.
I, is
|
chaperoning a house party at the Harriman
bungalow, Northport, which includes Miss
Helen Doak, Miss Abbie Doak, Miss
Margaret
Cahill of Kalamazoo, M’ch., Miss Lydia Kendall of Providence, and Messrs. Marshall Mor-

Lowe

on

of

The
Yankee

Swan

Dorchester, Mass.,

morning and

with Mrs. Lowe

occupy the Shute cottage on
Mrs. Lowe and family have
some

few

weeks

and

were

j
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Black.
of
New York will arrive
Mr. Wm. Brower
this week to visit Rev. and Mrs. Win. Vaughan,
Mr. Brower is one of the generous donors to
Trinity church and the Brower Circle of Mason
Mills is nai-iev^ for him. He will be accompanied by Mr. David Van Strien, a Theological i
student, who is fitting himself for missionary
work And is preaching in the Middle Collegiate church in New York city.

Providence, Warren Gentner of Hart,
ford, Ct., and Marthon Doak, Belfast.
of

1
Mrs.

The undersigned offers for

s; le the cottage
Temple Heights,
bi lot s g t
tile estate of Edward O. Thorn.;.;.,
Tins e,.f
tage :.i of the follow mg dimensions' main
house 24 teet long, 13 feet
ell
wide;
feet
long. lb feel wide.
I t has three good rooms
on each floor.
It also has a piazza on the
front
ami north side
Also a stable D feet long 13
feet wide. All the
buildings are in good reI here is also a well of nice
pair
water on the
premises which has never been known in fail
‘his cottage is located mar other nice
tages and is in a very desirable location for a
summer and fall res! ience. and
would answer
for ali the year residence if desired.
Anyone
wishing to examine the property can do so by

Northport,

cot-'

|

on Captain Collins McCartv at
Temple
For price and teims of sale
please
write Edward Sibley, No. Is
High street.
CLARA T. SIBLEY, Executrix.
Belfast, July 27, 1912.—31tf

calling

...

|

Prices $1.50. $1.00. 75c., 50c.

ar

..

|

BOOK BY GEORGE V. HuBA.
MUSIC BY SILVIO IIKlh

|

CoRNER (VTinterport.)
J. M. Say ward of Burnham, who has
; been the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Marcus
The church fair held at Trinity church last
Littlefield, for a few weeks, returned to her Thursday was a success,financially and socially
Local theatregoers arepromised | an enter- 1
in spite of the showers during the afternoon
home last week
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York, J.
before it was time for the entertain
and
tainment that embraces refined jomedy and
Y\. Jewett and Prof. William Stone of Exeter, mentjust
A bounteous supper was
to begin.
]
excellent music at the Colonial Theater next
N. H., who is a visitor in town, attended the served, the tables being cleared many timeTuesday, wnen Julie Ring and her big singine field
was very pleasing. ! he
meeting of North Waldo Pomona Grange and the entertainment
cleared about $40.0u. Mr. and Mrs
company of 40 people in the merry musical
at Windermere Park....Mr. and Mrs. W. S. society
Leon
Beckwith who were to have part
comedy, “The Yankee Girl,” will be the at- Jones and children of
Brooks were guests of C. j in the entertainment were absent because »?
traction. The piece is the joint work of Geo.
illness and Miss Amy L StodMrs.
Beckwith’s
H.
and
Libby
family Sunday. Miss Louise
V. Hobart, a librettist who has written many j
dard took the latter's place as accompanist.
Libby returned with them for a few days’ visit
j
successes, and Silvio Hein, the celebrated comj-Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York accompanied Mr.
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
poser. It is the best vehicle Miss Ring has
and Mrs. R. L. Clements on an automobile ride
ever had and gives her splendid
to
opportunity
! to Northport and Temple Heights last Sunday
The annual convention of the Waldo Coundisplay her talents. The supporting company j
.Cassius York and son Maurice of Windsor
ty Sunday School association will be held at
is a strong one and includes Charier J. Win- and Miss
Clara York of Brooks called on C. W.
Trinity Reformed church in East Belfast,
ninger, a clever German character comedian. Nealey and family
Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. E. Sept. 3, 1912. Plan to spend the day with
Seats will be on sale at the box office Saturday N. Bartlett and
daughters, Margelia and Ellen Rev. William Vaughan and his people and
;
morning.
went to Camp Etna, Wednesday, for their anmake the day a success. The program:
| nual outing-Friends of C. H. Libby to the
TUESDAY FORENOON.
number of 60 assembled at his home on the
10.00. Song Service, Led by Rev. H. P. Taylor
of August 13th to celebrate the 70th
evening
Devotional, Led by Rev. C. H. McElhiney
j
When it needs it. No other time. Then the
anniversary of his birthday. The event was a 10.30. Words of Greeting, Rev. Wm. Vaughan
sooner the better.
By President
Response,
Look-out! there are only a dozen good paints. complete surprise to Mr.
Libby, and was one 10.40. Reports from Schools
Lead-and-oil is not one; it only looks good and of the most
of Committees
social occasions of the
enjoyable
Appointment
lasts three years.
Gen’l Sec’y
Devoe is as handsome and lasts twice as season. Those present from out of town were 11.10. Conference,
Mrs. Annie Mae Frost
11.40. Primary Work,
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Whitney and Mrs. Sarah
long.
Picnic Dinner.
There’s a big-bluff name, but bluff is not
Jones of Hampden Highlands and Mr. and Mrs.
AFTERNOON.
paint.
Look-out! Devoe is.the paint, and has been Horace Croxford of Dixmont. Ice cream, cake,
1.30. Song Service, Led by Rev. E. A. Denslow
bananas
and
were
served. Earlier in
Rev. D. B. Phelan
candy
1 40. “The Boy Problem,”
nearly 160 years.
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it
Discussion
the day Mr. Libby was the recipient of a
| 2.10.
Gen’l Sec’y
“Temperance,”
shower of birthday cards, adding
another
NORTH MONTVILLE.
Discussion
Rev. J. W. Moore
2.40. Address,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Turner and little son from pleasant feature to the occasion.
3.20. “Sunday School Opportunities,”
Massachusetts are visiting at Mr. E. F. BanRev. C. M. Fogg
ton’s-Mr. H. F. Jackson bought a driving
A Camden Trotter.
Discussion
horse of W ill Bowen last week, and sold Mr.
3.50. “The Bible and the Bible Teacher,”
Bowen his three months old colt_Mr. and
R. L. Bean’s trotter, Lady Tilly, did finely in
Rev. H. R. White lock
Mrs. Ira Hall from Connecticut visited at Mr.
race at Augusta Friday for
2-23
the
4 20. Reports of Committees
trotting
M.
Vose’s
last
the
week, making
VW.
trip in
Election of Officers.
their auto-Miss Lena Bailey of Brooks is
a purse of $1000.
She took the race in three
visiting Mrs. Lizzie Jackson
Will Bowler straight heats never being headed after gethas bought a new truck wagon, which together ting the pole in the first heat. The best time
New York Herald. Sunday, August 25th.
with his new double harnesses makes a fine
she made in the three heats was 2-18$. There
looking team-J. W. Nutter has sold his were fifteen starters in the race and Lady
How the greatest pageant which the United
lambs to H. F. Jackson.
Tilly was not considered to have a chance.
States has ever projected may become a permanent naval
exposition, floating in the
>-—--autumn from one American port to another,
is graphically told by Representative Steven
B. Ayres in the forthcoming number of the
Sunday New York Herald, August 25th. One
of the most remarkable mausoleums ever
planned, with its perpetual vigil of light and
its warder ever on guard, is described and
pictured. This government is making an interesting sociological experiment in its best
prison, which, however, is not in this country.
If you would know how the Wilson campaign
WHITE’S

Winninger

BIG

SINGING COMPANY OF
40 PEOPLE IN THE
TUNEFUL MUSICAL COMEDY

Mabel Cobb.

!

1 ton

and

Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins have returned
home after a visit of several weeks with relatives in Oakland, Me. They were accompanied
home by Mrs. It’s sister, Mrs. Bertha Nottage.

|

are

Mr.

Searsport avenue.

Lawrence,

Colcord

parents,

27.

*

The BRILLIANT STAR

Emery White arriveu last Thursday
night from Sydney, C. B., for a vacation with
Mr.

returned home last
Monday after a visit
her brother, Mr. Geo. B.
Dyer. They
were accompanied
by Miss Sabra Dyer for a
short visit.

and Mrs.

Thursday, Aug,
-—

his

j

COLONIAL THEATRE

and Mrs. Jas. DeVere of Bangor arrived
Monday for a short visit with relatives.
Mr.

with

inenus. uotn Mr.

TIMM,

_FRED

j

I Mass.,

stock has

new

|
j

|

1

entirely sold out. My
everything upto-date, including Rubber Goods.
”

j

plant.

j

/^VLD stock

j

to

He appealed to the September term of the
Supreme Judicial Court with Lewis W. Benner
and Michsel J. Dunn as sureties.. .The officers
went to Belmont last Saturday and made another search of the premises of Albert T. McKinney, but found nothing._M. J. Dunn was
before the court on a search and seizure case.
Deputy Sheriff C. O. Dickey had seized two
quarts of bis rum at his place. Dunn plead not
guilty, claiming that the liquor was for his own
use, and the evidence against him being insufficient he was discharged.... Another case
in which liquor figured was that of Windsor
Bowden, who was charged with breaking and
entering and the larceny of 14 bottles of wine
from the cottage of Mrs. J. T. Atterbury at
Dark Harbor. Bowden plead not guilty, but
Judge Knowlton found probable cause and he
was ordered to find sureties in the sum of $200
to appear before the September term of the
& J. Court. Mittimus issued.

atom

i’u-k,

in his tree house about 20 feet from the
ground
in an old willow tree, and just over the
picket
fence on the line between the Clifford and
Hazeltine residences. Both boys were
up and
Ralph was hanging his bedding on a limb of
the tree when he lost his balance and
fell, and
SALE
FOR
striking on the fence injured one rib and cut a
gash in his cheek that required eight stitches
to close. His father took him at once to
Dr.
E. D. Tapley's hospital, where he received the
attention...
.While
necessary
driving in his
runabout, accompanied by his daughter, Mrs.
1——BIB
Edgar L. Harding, Fred Timm met with an
accident which resulted in Mrs. Harding being
Buzz W agons. The following automobiles
quite severely hurt. They were driving up thewere registered at the
hill at Little River on their way to
Northport, from Waldo county
when the engine became stalled and the ma*
office of .he secretary of state during the past
John Gilmore of Boston is
visiting relatives
chine backed down the hill into the bank, and week:
at the Head of the Tide.
C.
Gordon,
Thorndike;
No.
George
over.
7,445.
Both occupants were thrown
tipped
horse power, 20;
Samuel Shiro of Bangor is
visiting his son
out, but Mr. Timm escaped with only a slight runabout; gasoline power;
color, black.
Louis Shiro, in this city.
predominating
! twist of his wrist. His daughter twisted an
H. C. McCorrison, Montville;
No. 7,478.
Ralph Redman and family of Augusta are
ankle and badly wrenched one
power; horse power, 14;
hip and has touring car; gasoline black.
visiting his brother, Percy Redman.
since been confined to her home on John street. predominating color,
Charles H. Simmons, Belfast;
No. 7,479.
The wind-shield of the machine was broken
Miss Marian Washburn of Lewiston has
touring car; gasoline power; horse pow’er, 25;
been
but otherwise the car was not much
the guest of Miss Katherine C.
damaged predominating color, red.
Quimby.
No. 7.4S4. R. E. Chase. Brooks; touring car;
The Corn Factory. The plant of the Saco
Mr. and Mrs. James Devere and
gasoline power; horse power, 30; predominating
child of
Valley Canning Co. on upper High street is colors, black and red.
: Bangor are visiting relatives in this city.
Warren C. Haskell, Stockton
No.
1,494.
now ready for
operation and the corn canning
Herbeit T. Foster has arrived to
Springs; runabout; gasoline power; horse
spend a
season will onen on or ahotit. t.ho spponrl tcppIt
week with Mr. and Mrs. William
power, 22.\; predominating color, black.
H. Quimby.
in September, to be followed, as last
year, by
A Belfast correspondent recalls that just 20
William Edwin of Boston is the
guest of
apple canning. Many improvements have been years ago on Friday some of the local newsA- Peavey at
Bay View farm, East Belmade at the plant and its capacity thereby papers of Maine came out in the first edition ! RalPh
I
fast.
—Lewiston
largely increased. The acreage of corn this ever printed on Maine made paper.
Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Hamil on are
season, 500 acres, is nearly double that of last
enjoyThe Gardiner Reporter-Journal says: "Premg a week's vacation visit in Massachusetts
year and if the frost holds off so that the corn
I
made
frovt
that must refer to paper
sumably
;
and
New
can mature the season must be a
Hampshire.
prosperous wood
pulp, for papers in Maine were printed
Mr. and Mrs Ralph M. Johnson
one for all concerned.
F. F. Ingersoll, the
and friend
on paper made in Maine, and rignt here in
superintendent, arrived last week from Port- Gardiner, twice as long ago as that.” More than j returned Wednesday noon to Bar Harbor from
a short visit in Belfast.
land accompanied by his brother, F. E. Inger50 years ago printing paper was made at a ;
soll, and by Mr. Martin, a representative of
Mrs. K. F. Fletcher of
paper mill in East Belfast. The manufacture
Dorchester, Mass.,
the Mortal Husker Co., of Indiana, who will
and Miss Olivia
of paper was begun here in 1852 by George
Benchly of Forest Hills, Mass.,
look after the machines of this company which
who
a
mill
that
are
&
erected
F. White
Co.,
year
visiting Mrs. Joseph Wight.
are installed in the Belfast plant.
The work- on Goose river and later mills were built on
Miss Anna Wilson, who has
been the guest
men who have been employed in the plant here
that stream by Kelley, Fuller & Co. and Marof Mrs. David L
Wilson, High street left for
have gone to Winterport to repair the factory
shall, Kimball & Co. The three mills were her home in New York last
which the company has recently leased of Lin- afterwards leased to Messrs. William A. RusTuesday.
I
In the S J. Court at
coln BUisdell. The company has also built a
Bangor Tuesday Walter
sell & Co. of Lawrence, Mass. Mr. Fuller, the
plant in Harmony about the size of the Belfast manager of one of these mills, lived in the A. Cowan of \\ interport, a graduate from the
t. of M. College of Law, was admitted
plant, which is one of the largest in Maine. brick house now owned
to
by Dr. O. 8. Vickery,
In the new factory the newly invented sanipractice.
and the writer often visited his mill and
Mrs. Jennie Hamlin Waite,
tary cans will be used. This is a new departbrought home sheets of the paper to be used
secretary to
ure an J the cans are sealed without the use of
President R. J. Aley of the U. of
in drawing.
M., was in
solder. The Harmony plant will be the first
! town recently, en route from
Islcsboro, where
corn canning factory in Maine to adopt the
she spent her vacation, to Orono.
new cans, which, it is said, will eventually be
!
Mrs Edmund Bicknell and niece and
used generally.
H. G. Ingersoll, brother of F.
nephew,
Ruth and Winthrop Sargent of
F. Ingersoll, will be superintendent of the new

Members of

society are preparing
social.August 2bth.

Aid

“Twenty-Two”

ROADSTER
Every

re-

1

8'*e

DUtY

j

great musician’s
recital in Brookline,
the Brookline T lursOrth as follows:

>f that

\

DO YOUR

to your eyes; don’t treat them as if
were slaves, for if you do some

Bslfa3t Coamundery. United
Order of th
Golden Cross, will join the
Bangor and Stillwater Commanderies in a
field day at Penobscot Park,
Saturday, August 24th. A delightful time is assured and all
members of the
Belfast Commandery are
urged to attend with
friends they wish to invite.

ported.

defects which you wouldn’t

Cas-

in” at

a

heavy material and other

acquired.

been

yet‘‘struck

|

pect^it

ff£m

Misses Evelyn Wood and Elise Heal
of Camden have been gueats of friends in
this city for
several weeks. With Frances
Davis. Man. ice
and Arthur Roberts and Victor
Merriam they
Miss
Madeline
gave
Coombs a surprise party
at her home at the Head of the
Tide August
12th. Dancing and music were
enjoyed, refreshments served, and a
time was

holeproof

Tuesday afternoon.
the Court of Fame” will
-j ices of the ladies oi

j
|

j

whole body is covered up.
The many imitators of the
famous

entertain the Universahome

1

ostrich sticks its head into
the sand and imagines its

A,;t?k

j

County Hospital

5

--

check of $2,000 wag receive j
at the Waldo
lint Tuesday
the estate
of Mrs. Sarah Croaby
Hitchcock of Boston It
was a bequest in her
will, the money to be paid
on the
anniversary of the donor’s birth in Belfast.
A

BELFAS1

OF

Heights.

j

call

j

or

Paint When

Clias.R, Coombs
UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER,

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN

IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Telephone 48-3

Office

48.4

..

72 MAIN

would experience.
Sprightly Action, an article on art, and the
Woman’s Page in the United States are
some of the features of the forthcoming num-

A Flat of five large

Apply

ber.

agreatbargainT
Second-Hand Automobile for Sale

The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

9

^

j

$225 buys a second-hand five-passenger Maxwell Touring Car. Call and
see it at the City Garage.
B. 0.

For Sale

rooms.

at

25 Congress Street.

rescuers

...

BELFAST

TO LET

backers are getting a run for their money, do
not fail to read the Herald.
Did you ever consider what might happen if
you fell overboard at sea? One who knows all
about rescues tells exactly what you and the

best

STREET,

NORTON, Belfast, Maine.

Fam

ily Reunions.

Jackson and Cross. The annual reunion of
the Jackson and Cross families will be held at
the grange hall in Morrill,
Sept. 12, 1912. All
relatives and friends of the families are cordially invited to attend. Picnic dinner. Mary
A. Jackson, Belfast, Sec’y.

Washington Whisperings.
Washington, D. C., August 19, 1912.
Taking the items carried in the Sundry
Civil bill for waterways, on which there
is absolute agreement between the Senate and House, and these added to the
several amounts appropriated in the
River and Harbor bill, which is now a

reported to be of volcanic origin
and this caused great uneasiness. Recently other causes have been assigned.
The canal officials have always denied
that the landslides or the gaseous outbursts indicated any permanent obstacle,
but this employment of a man whose
life has been devoted to a study of such
questions indicates that the difficulties
are more serious then they are willing to
admit.

first

law, the total sum set aside for improvthe rivers, harbors and canals of the
“The United States government does
county for the fiscal year ending June
not
offer, and never has offered, and so
of
fortywill reach in the neighborhood
a reward
three millions, within seven millions of far as known never will offer,
or bonus for the discovery of a workable
Rivers
National
the
set
amount
the
by
and Harbors Congress as a proper an- tin mine in the United States.” Anthis effect has been sent
nual appropriation to put the water- nouncement to
the United States
broadcast
a
condition
throughout
in
Sates
United
of the

ing

ways
to do their

proportion of
transportation.

the

work of

by the Geological Survey, to stop a
steady flood of letters making inquiry

Lydia Ann, born April 10, 1831, died
June 8, 1834.
Eliza Emily, born April 21, 1835, died
As announced some weeks ago this
February
10, 1895.
Sarah A., born April 19, 1838, died
department is open to all who wish to
have their family histories printed for Oct. 16, 1839.
Mary Jane, born April 19, 1838.
preservation and ready reference. SevCaroline M., born April 7, 1840.
eral have been published.
Louisa V., born April 16, 1843, died
POTTLE.
Nov. 7, 1849.
Nancy E., born June 25, 1847, died May
Though there were Pottles in New
Hampshire for some time before the 30. 1849.
Accuracy is not claimed for the followRevolution, it seems impossible to connect the Maine Pottles with them. ing record of the children of Luther
Joseph Pottle, the subject of this sketch, Davis (b. Alfred, Me., Aug. 18, 1803, d.
was in New Hampshire at least several Freedom, Me., Feb. 2, 1875) and (7)
Paulina Pottle:
years before coming to Maine, which
Twitchell of
Nancy, married
might indicate that it was his home
State, though tradition in one branch of Union, Me.
Montville.
Alfred, residence,
the family says that he hailed from Nova
Sarah.
Scotia. Joseph Pottle was born June
Luther, born 1833.
26, 1770, and married, April 1, 1789,
Eliza, married-Clement of FreeSarah Wentworth, who was born June
24, 1773, and died in Montville, Maine, dom, Me.
Ellen.
Dec. 25, 1865. We are more fortunate
Frederick, born 1842.
in regard to tracing her ancestry. She
Violet, born 1846.
was the daughter of Stephen Wentworth,
The children of Asa Sherman (b. Nov.
inn-keeper of Rochester, N. H., and by
18, 1802) and (8) Olive Pottle were:
means of the Wentworth genealogy the
Ephraim, born Jan. 30, 1829, married
direct line may be traced back to the
i time of the Norman Conquest. The eld- Sarah A. Heal, (daughter of Benj Heal.)
Jane Francis, born Feb. 7, 1830, mar: est children of Joseph and Sarah Pottle
ried William F. Hall, died April 14, 1893.
j were born in N. H., but in 1793 the famWilliam Edgar, born May 9, 1832, died
ily appeared (as did also one David
Pottle, perhaps a brother) in Porter, unmarried quite young.
James E., born July 4, 1834, died unMaine, where Joseph was the first

Local

Genealogies.

Someone started
a rumor that the government had offered
reward for the discovery of a source of
record in favor of a yearly appropriation tin supply in the United States. This
It has bent rumor will not down, but seems to exof fifty million dollars.
and reach greater proportions each
every energy to the accomplishment of pand
the principle for which it stands and now day. Officials of the Geological Survey
and as
with the present appropriation of nearly have been greatly harrassed,
must be answered, captain of the plantation military comforty-three millions and a like sum prob- these communications
is being done to get rid of pany, also plantation clerk in 1802 and
bly at the short sessions of Congress clerical work
1803, and assessor in 1803. From Porter
or
how this rumor 1 he
Where
the
pile.
came to what is now Waldo Co., livnext winter, it looks as if the campaign
such wideattained
it
how
or
started
ing probably in Belmont, Lincolnville,
of education conducted by the "Daddy”
and
later in Montville, where he died
will perhaps always
of all the waterway organizations has spread proportions
The family record of
There are many Sept. 9, 1836.
a
remain
mystery.
home fruit.
and Sarah Pottle, as preserved
Joseph
a
to
take
“Will-Othousands ready
up
by one of the children, is as follows:
1. Mary, born Sept. 16, 1790, married
The-Wisp” search, however, if the GeoWhen President Roosevelt appointed
logical Survey will put them on the right Abner Pottle (her cousin).
his Commission on Country life, he and
2.
Nancy, born Sept. 11, 1792, married
scent.
Nathaniel Fernald, Jr., died July 24,
others little dreamed that the printed
There is a small cannon mounted at 1882.
report of the Commission would become
3. Abigail, born July 26, 1794, married
About the northeast entrance of the War Dea sort of classic for the church.
B. Robinson in 1817, died 1858.
Benj.
j
the time the Commission was making its partment, a trophy of the Revolution,
4. Joseph, Jr., born Aug. 9, 1796,
investigations Dr. Westerner H. Wilson which has inscribed upon the plate of its married Sarah Robinson, died March,
was appointed to a position in the Fres- trunnion the following:
“Captured at 1880.
5.
Sarah, born Feb. 2, 1799, married
and Yorktown, 1775.” What is remarkable
of
Home
Board
Missions,
byterian
1st, Warren Lucas Dec. 2, 1821, 2d,
as
known
was
not
become
Yorktown
he
has
about this error—for
since that time
Erastus Gowen, died May, 1889.
6. James C., born Feb. 2, 1801,
“a Country Church ana Kurai itengious captured until 1781—is this: that for
He has, after mature study, half a score of years this little gun has married Elvira Lucas Oct. 29, 1826, died
Expert.”
April 25, 1876.
arrived at the conclusion that the coun- stood at the door through which have
born
7. Paulina,
Jan.
15, 1803,
try parsons and the country church passed more officers of the Army and married Luther Davis April, 1826.
born
8.
March
married
reOlive,
As
a
8,
1805,
their
need to be put on
job.
Navy than any other door in the country;
Asa Sherman.
sult of Dr. Wilson’s efforts, Summer for it is the most frequented entrance to
9.
Stephen Wentworth, born Sept.
Schools of Religion are being conducted the building. Yet in all that time, none 12, 1807.
10.
them have detected the error.
in various parts of the country at which of
Daniel, born Sept. 23, 1809, disFor the past two years the biggest of
the waterway organizations, the National
Rivers and HarborsCongress.has been on

about such

a

reward.

University experts teach the Another claim to distinction held by the
new
order little gun is that it was undoubtedly the
to innocu- first cannon ever captured by the United
how to
late and conserve the soil. The parson States, having been taken by Benedict
is taught many things about the values Arnold in the attack on St. John, Canaand “grades” and “thoroughbreds” in da,
during his expedition in 1775.
stock-raising and is informed on the Though unwittingly placed in its posiproper housing of everything from tion as the first trophy to be seen by a
visitor to the Temple of the War God, it
chickens to children.
is a post of honor to which its history
The country church is to be awakened
trained

village

to “sit up and take notice”
preacher who is made to understand

and

by

sky-pilots of the
grow alfalfa; how

a

great econo 1 ic and moral crisis is
imminent because the land is being
a

Land in the new order

against.
things is to be reckoned holy as well
man, and it is to be brought home to

6inned
of
as

the

“dominie” that there is

an

inti-

relation between soil culture and

mate

soul culture.
The country church when awakened
along this pathway it is believed will
take its place beside the school as a

community, sharing
with the community its recreational,
educational, social, economic and civil

social center in the

life.

THE TRIALS OF A TRAVELER.
am

a

traveling salesman,”

writes

E. E

for the enforcement sentiment of this
county, appointed the present incumbent, Mr. Jellison, and Hancock county
International Congress on Hygiene and has since been wide open, especially in
Demography in Washington next Sep- Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, and the results of a ten years’ fight against open
tember, will receive an interesting
liquor-selling, carried on by the enforceaccount of the games and physical exer- ment sentiment of both
political parties,
eises which are practiced by the ancient go to the dogs.
Is Hancock county going to stand for
inhabitants of the west coast of South
this? If it is, then vote for the DemoA place in the program of the cratic candidate for
America.
sheriff, Otha H.
to
David Montt Jellison, whose record gives every ascongress has been given
Garcia, who will be an official represen- surance that he can be counted on to continue
his oath-breaking, law-defying
tative from Chile, and he will read a
of permitting liquor-selling.
policy
paper which has been prepared by Dr.
If the voters of Hancock county want
Leotardo
a
Matus Z.,
distinguished that kind of a man for sheriff, they can
scientist of that country. This paper have him; he can be counted on to continue the policy of nullification.
will be accompanied by many photoOn the other hand, if they want to rethe
results
of
regraphs illustrating
trieve the ground lost since Webster’s
search by Dr. Matus among the Arauca- death; if they want to rebuke the open
defiance of law and of public sentiment
nos, a tribe of Indians who many cenor open liquor-selling, a splendid
opporturies ago were rulers of that part of
tunity is offered; let them vote for Forthe world.
In the preliminary descrip- rest Silsby, who has been tried and found
tion of his work Dr. Matus has informed true; who believes in enforcement, and
the officers of the congress that he has who has demonstrated that he has the
courage of his convictions.
discovered a dearly defined group of
The situation is very plain; Forrest
which
constituted
a
games
complete sys- Silsby, whose public record is known, or
Otha
Jellison whose public record is also
tem of physical education among these
known, will be the next sheriff of HanIndians.
cock county. —Ellsworth American.
Scientists from all civilized countries

of the world w'ho attend the Fifteenth

The spirit of Americanism was exemplified to a remarkable degree during
the debates in the Senate on the Panama
Canal bill and on the final vote on those
sections of the measure which excited
the liveliest possible controversy. The

Upper

perfected
important particulars,

branch went ahead and

the bill in many
especially with reference

to

railroad-

using the Canal, free tol's
for American vessels engaged in the
coast-wise and foreign trade, and permitting vessels whose stock is owned
principally in this country to fly the
American flag and be given American
register. Of course some of these features may be modified in conference,
but so pronounced was the vote in both

owned vessels

Senate and House of the main features
of the bill that the conferees would be

flying in the face of sharp criticism
shou'd they endeavor to write out of the
bill its distinguishing characteristic, the
Canal primarily for America, and Americans for the Canal.
magnitude and intricacy of the
engineering problems connected with the
building of the Panama Canal are not
the only obstacles with which the engineers on the Zone have to contend.
The

One of the greatest difficulties that has j
stood in the way of the completion of
the Culebra cut is the tremendous slides
of rock and earth that still interfere
with the work.

perts

now

To aid the army exin the operation, the

engaged

THE CANDIDATES

FOR

GOVERNOR.

Candidate Plaisted would have free
in all the cities, and plain local
option in the towns, which do nut know
enough to handle free rum. He would
fill all the Maine offices with his own
henchmen and heelers, and then proceed
to create new offices and new commissions to add to the burdens of the Maine
rum

taxpayers.

Candidate Haines would raise the prohibition banner in every school district
of Maine; he would enlist the women and
children in the fight for clean living and
rigid economy. He would keep voters
out of reeking jails before and after election, and would punish the rum seller,
rather than the weak and deluded victims
of the greed of the saloons. He would
have better roads, not alone for automobile riding in the summer, but for
farm and for truck-hauling at all seasons
of the years.—Bangor News.

born

May 13,

Tfnnwlfrm Ancr

Susan Wentworth, born Nov. 14,
1S19, married Stephen Knowlton.
The grandchildren, so far as intormation and records have been received, are
12.

as

follows:

Abner and (1) Mary Pottle of Northport (?) had three children (and perhaps

Sally, Abigail, Abner.
Fernald, Jr., (b. Aug. 1793,
July, 1882,) was a merchant and far-

others):

Nathaniel

mer and resided in I.incolnville, Me.
The children of Nathaniel Fernald, Jr.,
and (2) Nancy Pottle were:
Abigail, born Juno 10, 1814, married

Aug 29, 1827,
Lewis Ogier,

born Oct. 17, 1827, married Cordelia Fernald, res. Belfast.
Peltiah, born Oct. 26, 1829, married
Mary 0. Manning, killed at Battle of
Cold Harbor 8th Me., Vols. Co. F, June

2, IS64.

Timothy, born Aug. 24, 1831, married
Richards, res. Lincolnville.
Joseph Dean, born Juiy 17. 1833, died
I Aug. 27, 1849.
i
Margaret Maria, born Dec. 6, 1836,
i married- Heaid, res. Detroit, Me.
Paulina Davis, born Aug. 11, 1839,
married Sumner Creed, res. Aroostook.
The children of Benjamin Burton
Abbie J.

Robinson (b.

d.

1796,

1877

and

(3)

Abigail Pottle were:
Burton, born 1818, died 1818.
Benjamin B., Jr, born 1818, married
Abigail Wilkinson, died 1877.
Calvin W., born 1820, married Eliza[ beth Davis, died 1878.
Jane

Whitney,

born

1822, married

S. Littlehale.
Paulina Pottle, born 1824, married
Samuel Cummings, died 1910.
born
Moses,
1826, married Addie
Weeks, died 1898.
Olive S., born 1828, married Noah Robbins, died 1864.
Sarah Ann, born 1830, married George
W. Ash, died 1911.
Rachel P., born 1831, married 1st, Gilbert Rowe, 2nd, Henrv P. Atwood, died
1907.
Mary Elizabeth, born 1833, married

Gtorge

Daniel Pettingill.

James Warren,
born 1834, married
'■ Miriam Pettee, died 1860.
Charles Leander, born 1838, married
Nellie Mooney, died 1864.
Abigail Alice, born 1841, married Benjaiiiiu

x-.

ouuiuuus.

The children of (4) Joseph Pottle, Jr.,
and Sarah Robinson (born March 10,
1803,) of Montville, were:
William S., born May 29, 1823, married Harriet Jackson, residence South

Wellington.

Children of (6) James C. Pottle of
Lincolnville and Elvira Lucas, (born
March 3, 1804, died April 13, 1861) were:
Jane Maria, born September 25, 1827,
married Barnard C. Morrill, died March
14, 1901.
James B., born March 27, 1829, died

May 19,

1892.
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Rockwell, 3d, Emeline E. Reed, residence
Los Angeles.

uamca,

uuiii

anuv.

ii, ioiu,

uieu

and

1875) and (12) Susan W. Pottle, had
Amanda, married Rev. A. Perkins,

died 1865.

NOTHING ELSE.

as

STOVES,
RANGES,
FURNACES

u ay

AND

1

Edwin,
Case, residence
Oakland, Cal.
married
Faustina,
George Batcheldei
of Jackson, Me.

ii

Emma.

who had children:
Abner, who married

above.)
David

Clarissa

of

Mary Pottle (as

Searsmont,

who

married

who

married

—-.

Daniel

of

Mary Holt.

Searsmont,

Abigail,

Rachel Dunton.
and perhaps others.

Jeremiah,

PENSION AGENCIES
Act of Democratic

$9,000,000
Aug. 4th.

ABOLISHED.

House Held

Pension

Up
Payments

Ovei

Sooth Shore,
Bayside, Maine.
Quick lunches served at all times to
auto parties.
Shore Dinners served to order.
Little Neck Clams, Soft Shell Crabs,
Frogs’ Legs. Everything the SEA
affords sent direct by Shattuck &
Jones, Fanuel Hall, Market, Boston

Due

Lobsters a
14.
The Senate
demands of the
House for the abolition of the pension
CHICKEN
agencies throughout th« United States
Order by Phone.
and passed the $150,000,000 pension apLocation central but retired.
propriation bill with a provision for the
abolishment of the agencies Jan. 31,
Personally conducted.by
1913.
The action of the conferees was the
Mrs. L. C. ROSS.
culmination of a dispute which has held
up the payment of over $9,000,000 ot
pension payments due Civil war veterans on Aug. 4th, and has thrown the
BELFAST
financial
operations of the pension
AND
bureau into chaos.
The House will
probably accept the Senate provision reBURNHAM
garding the abolition of the pension
agencies throughout the country. The
Or. and after June 26, 1912, trains connect
House proposed that these agencies be
mg at Burnham and Waterville with througf
abolished Dec. 31st of the present year.
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
This was the only provision of the bill ir
dispute, and its settlement was expected land and Boston will run as follows:
FICOM ItFLF.VsT.
to end the deadlock between the House
A.M.
P. M.
P.M
and Senate.
12 25
32»
Under the Senate provision, the pay- ! Belfast, depart. 6 55
112 30
i3 2;
City Point. (7 00
ment of all pensions would, after the
U2 40
+3 3f
Waldo. .7 10
date named, be made directly from tht
3 4'
7 22
12 52
Brooks.
pension bureau at Washington.
U 04
t3
Knex. f7 34
1 10
Thorndike. 7 40
4 0E
1 18
11?
Unity. 7 48
Democratic Campaign Material.
Winnecook. t7 58
t4 21
fl 28
arrive. 8 10
1 40
4 ?.(
Burnham,
Josephus Daniels of North Carolina, Clinton. 8 28
5 21
the National committeeman who will Benton.
8 38
5 3<
supervise the publicity department ol | Bangor
11 35
3 05
6 Of
the Wilsom campaign, said the other Waterville
8 44
2 14
5 3E
4 50
8 IE
day that eight years ago he visited tht Portland. 11 50
11 2E
Democratic headquarters in New York Boston. 3 15 pm 7 55
TO liFLFAST
and found a number of young men diliP.M.
AM
A.M.
gently plucking from the writings ol
7 30
10 0C
Theodore Roosevelt such gems as tht Boston
P. M,
following: “Cowboys are much bettei Portland. 11 (0
7 00
1 2(
fellows and pleasanter companions that:
a. m
small farmers or agricultural laborers
Waterville. 7 15
9 50
4 1(
nor are the mechanics and workmen of £
1 H
Bangor. 6 45
great city to be mentioned in the samt Benton.. 7 20
9 56
4 17
Clinton. 7 28
breath.”
10 04
4 2'
8 25
10 25
4 4E
Mr. Bryan and his adherents have Burnham, leave.
Winnecook. t8 35
t4 5?
tlO 35
appealed to the basest set in the land- Unity.
8 44
10 50
5 04
the farmers.”
Thorndike. 8 52
11 00
5 15
Knox. t9 00
t5 2C
til 10
Brooks. 9 15
11 30
5 35
PIITSFIELD PERSONALS.
Waldo. t9 25
til 40
t5 4£
til 50
t5 5£
City Point. f9 35
Mrs. W. S. Simpson has returned from t
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
11 55
6 0(
visit with friends in Belfast.
tFlag station.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Carl are passing a fev
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
weeks with friends in Montville.
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
Mrs. Lester Cornforth and
Mrs. Willian
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Hurd have returned from Ocean Pank.
Vice President & General Manager,
and
Mrs. Charles Brown
son, Leroy, are
Portland, Maine.
with
the
week
relatives
in
Winterpassing
port.

Specialty.

Washington, Aug.
to-day yielded to the

SER£MALL

....

home in Burnham.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kendall, who have beer
guests of Mrs. Kendall’s father, Dr. E. C.
Bryant, returned Thursday to their home in
West Medford, Mass.
J. M. Whittier of Searsport, who is to engage in the coal business in this town, arrived
Thursday with his family and has rented s
house on Chester street.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
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‘feu.^vi

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will ami testament of Daniel S. Goodeil,
late of Searsporr, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

f
|
1
|
!■
!
-U

\<

Ordered, That notice th
weeks successively, in The
newspaper published in l»
ty. that all per>ons interest,
Probate Court, to be held ai
day of September next,
they have, why the said a
allowed.
GKO. E. Joir
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Haz

ITTALDO 88.—In Court of l
»T
last, on the 13th day
James II. Duncan,aunnnisu
Charles A. \\ hittier, late

County, deceased, having
final account ofiadministra!
allowance.

Ordered, That notice th.
successively, in Tin

weeks

publish* d m
newspaper
all persons intere*:
Probate Court, to be held at
day of September next, at,,
they have, why the said a
be allowed.
a

ty, that

A true copy.

I

|

I\.

Attest:
Chas. P. Haz t

IT7A 1,1)0 SS.— In Court of 1
?T
fast, on the 13th day ot
Howard, administrator.
Howard, late cf Tltorndik.
L.

I ceased, having presented
! count of administration

1

ot

I lowance.

j

a

I

Ordered, That notice tin
successively in Tlu* Id
newspaper published in Bel:

weeks

that all persons interested
I bate Court, to be held at B<
of
|
September next, and sic
why the said account
[ have,
I lowed.
GEO. E. I
!
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. IIazi

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
SS.—In Court ot l
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
last, on the 13th day
Bertha L. Pease, administt
August, A. D. 1912.
Lucretia E. Barlow, late of \\
S. ELLIS, administrator on the estate
of Penina S. Ellis, late of Ntockton Springs, ; ty, deceased, having presentt
in said Countv of Waldo, deceased, having pre- ! account of administration
sented a petition praying that tlie actual market lowance.
value of the property of said deceased now in
Ordered, That notice tltei
his hai ds subject to the payment of the collaterweeks successively, in The
al inheritance tax, the persons interested in the
a newspapei published in Bsuccession thereto and the amount of the tax
that till persons interested
thereon, may be determined by the Judge of bate Court io be held at
day of September next, and
j Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to they ’have, wliy.the said aee
all persons interested by causing a copy of this allowed.
in
GEO. K
order t<> be published three weeks
A true copy.
Attest:
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
i at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Chas. P. h \/t
Court, to be held at nelfast, within ami for said
County, on the loth day of Septemt er,A.l). 1912, ITT ALDO SS.—In Court of B
! at ten’of the clock befoie noon, and show cause,
V\ fast, on the 13th »in>
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition*
Lucy A. Jackson. adminiMi
] er should not be granted,
of
Alfred S. Jackson, iatGEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
County, deceased, having
A true copy. Attest:
of administration ot
count
*Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
with her private claim, for
Ordered, that notice tie
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
weeks successively, in The I.
1
for the County of Waldo, on the 13tli day of
a
newspaper published 11. Hi
August, A. 1). 1912.
tnat all persons interested n
T. FIELD, administrator, with the bate
Court, to be held it
will annexed, of the estate of Fred G. W lute,
day of September next, at d
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deeeas- ; they have, why the san;
! ed, having presented a petition praying that claim should not be allow, d
James H. Howes may be appointed tin-tee unGl O. K. .H
der said will.
l
A true copy. Attest:
Osdcred, That the said petitioner give notice to
Chas. P. 1!
1
all persons interested by causing a copy "f this
order t" be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubt
\\7 ALDO SS —In Court
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro\Y fast, on tlu* 13th das
1
bate Court, to b<* held at Belfast, within ami for
Frank P. Brown, admin
said County, on the 10th day of September. A I)
Ktniiy F. Brown, late of 1
1912. at ten of the clock Before noon, amt show 1 deceased, having present' !
cause, if any they have, why tlit* prayer of said
account ot administration
petitioner should m.i be granted.
(;K.o. E. Ju 11NSON. Judge.
Ordered, That notice 1 :■
A true copy. Attest:
weeks -ueCrssiv*• Iy.in B: 1
Cnas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
a newspaper published
■'
ty. tnat all persons mb
Probate Court, to be held
! At a Probate Court, heid at Belfast, within and
at:
•tuber
next,
of
"f
Sept
day
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th day
tiny have, why the said
August, A. D. 1912.
allowed.
4NNIF L. BLACK, guardian of Mildred E. \
GKOKCRi
A Black of Belfast, in said «'ou tv ot Wind--,
A true copy. Attest ;
having presented a petition playing foi a license !
Chas. 1*. 11
1
to seli at public or private sale ami convey
tain real estate ot said ward, described in 'aid
\TrA!.PO SS.—In C-> 1
petition.
\\ fast, on the 13th
Ordered, That the said petitioner give nolle-* to
Frank B Brow 11. :ulir
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
< barles Wesley Brow
older to be published three weeks successiv -ly
( utility, deceased, hnvin.
in The Republican Journal, a new spa per pubI and filial account of a imc
lushed at Belfast, that they may appeal at a Pi
*
i for allowance.
bale ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and
D.
said County, on the loth day "f September,
()rdered, That in•'uv tin
1912, at ten of the lock before imon. and show 1 weeks successively. in Blc*
sai
of
it
the
cause,
any they have, why
prayei
j a newspaper published ia
that all pets us itdeiest< d
petitioner should not be granted.
G E«»R» E h. JOUNSi > N. Judge.
bate Court, 'o be !n-M at B
A true copy. Attest:
of September next. .111 i i:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
have, why tin* said aceouni
GEO. I
A true copy. Attest:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Chas. P. Ha
for the County of Waldo on the 13th day of

WALDO

OSCAR

1

successively

j

\
5

HERBERT

«

<

f

j

1

e-

K. WELLS, administratrix of the esAugusta Wells, late of Belfast, III
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at
public or private sale and convey eertain real
estate of said deceased, described in said petition.

MAKION
tate of

fast, on tile 13th
Ellery Bowden, aoin iii'
Henry A. Boi: n, late <*i
County, deceased. Ii.avinc
ot administration

count
anee.

d

Ordered, that notice ti
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to weeks
successively, m The
all persons interested by causing a copy •■f this
a newspaper published n c.
order to be published tluee weeks succosively
all
that
persons mteresiiM
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubat itlished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro- I bate Court, to be held
'I
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, wil-hie and for | of September next, and
a>
eom-t
thesaid
have,
why
said County, on the 10th day of September, a.I). I
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show ; ed.
GEO. K
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
A true copy. Attest:
petitioner should not be granted.
C has p, if ..\
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
IIf AI.DO SS —In Court on
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
YY fast, on the 13th day <*r
s Ellis, administrator on \
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of j Ellis, late of Stockton spi
! deceased, having presentee
August, A. D. 1912.
administration of saldestci
4 LEXANDKR If. NICHOLS, surviving execuOrdered, that notice tic
A tor of tile will of James G. Pendleton, late I
of Seal sport, in said County of Waldo, deceas- I weeks successively, in Tin
a newspaper published in P
ed, having presented a petition praying that the that ail
persons interested
Judge of Probate may determine who sire en- bate Court,
to be held at
titled to the balance of the estate of said de- I
of
September next, a
ceased, now in bis bands for distribution, their day
the said
they
have,
why
shares
and
to
order
the
same
therein,
respective
| allowed.
be distributed

j

accordingly.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

I

BANGOR LINE.

^

a

OrlMJ.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Ttie's-

?

I

and final account of admii
tate for allowance.

A

ALSO

Kitchen

County, deceased, having

certain Instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lewis B. Harding,
laie of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
in The Republished three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
to
be held at
at
a
Probate
Court,
may appear
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
Clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.

lines of this naint, as
painters’ supplies of all kinds.

f

\rTA!.l>0 88.—in Court of
M
fast, on file 13th da>
Alexander II. Mchols, exo
Hannah T. Pendleton, la?--

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the county of Waldo, on the second Tuesday Of AllgUSt, A. 1). 1912.

:

P

WALDO

I

married Maria

Eugene.
Joseph Pottle had an older brother ir
this country by the name of Daniel,
whose wife was Charlotte--, and

88.—In Court of Probate.
fast, on the 13th day „f
Alexander H. Nichols, sumvii
will of Janies G. Pendleton,
in said County, deceased, Iih\
third and final account of adm
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively in The H, j
newspaper publislied in Belfast
that all persons interested n.
bate Court, to be held at Beit
of September next, and show
have,why the said account m
GKOKGE E. J(>fi
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Haze:

i

linseed oil

'Ot>H
'"'USM

be'.,,,,,"1,'11''

A

We carry full
well

iyuuiig>

Clara Evelene. born Dee. 6, 1847, married Christopher Y. Cottrell, Jr., of Belfast.
Rachel Ellen, born Dec. 23, 1849, diec
Jan. 25, 1870.
Vinal Hills, born Apr. 30, 1852, diec
Dec. 17, 1869.
Nathaniel Wellington, born Jan. 17,
1854, died Oct. 10, 1871.
Stephen Knowlton (b. July 19, 1812, d,

1

,.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary Birmingham,
late ol Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
in The Republished three weeks successively
at Belfast, that they
publican Journal,
a
to
Probate
be held at
at
Court,
j may appear
Belfast, within and f<>r said County, on the second
: Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and snow cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
; and al’owed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

,/LEAD/‘ZINC
and

HI

may appear at a Probate
fast, within and for said Count,
Tuesday of September neat. ;ti
before noon, ami show cause
why the same should not
1 JV(I>.
and allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNS,,,
A true copy. Attest:
Cham. P. Hazel I is

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A, l). 1912.

!

■

Ordered, That notice be
Hi
by causing a copy of ,,
published three weeks success,,.
publican Journal, published a,- io.o1 '' !„ 'H

published

follows:
born Aug. 15, 1835,
married 1st, Nellie Matthews, 2nd, Addie

Charles Austin, born Oct. 20, 1844,
married Harriet Bacon, residence Malden, Mass., died Aug. 4, 1908.

JSSSl

"itw

|lt#A !.?.■
givon
^H!
»n

luteresled

A

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portand, Me.

as

Everett, Mass.

At a Probate Court, beld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A. D. 1912.

|

*

A

---

|
j

■

certain Instrument,
purporting,.,
will and testament
of Wiiir,
Ik.
late of Unity, in said County of
ed, having been presented for

successively

George Martin,

Julia Antoinette, born Jan. 24, 1837,
married David H. Rose of Islesboro.
Albert Holden, born Sept. 17, 1S40,
married Judith Nelson, residence Northport, died Feb. 24, 1887.
Byron Oliver, born July 16, 1843,
married Hannah J. Doane, residence

a Probate Court, held at Hfor the County of Waldo, ou ,
day of August, A. D. 1812

certain instrument, purporting to be a copy
of the last will and testament of Everlina
1 H.
Dowling, late of Brookline, in the State of
Massachusetts, and a copy of the probate thereyour sleeping apartments at night? Watching of, in said State of Massachusetts, duly authen|
the bowels and liver to keep them active, tak- I ticated, having been presented with a petition
will may he allow
praying that the copy ofinsaid
of
F.”
Atwood’s Medi- | ed
“L.
ing a teaspoonful
the Probate Court of
filed and recorded
cine to quicken them when needed and to break ; this County,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
up a cold when first symptoms appear?
I interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Mrs. O. B. Fuller, Union, Me., writes:
: published three weeks
in The Re“The L. F.“ Medicine has been our standard publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
a
at
Probate
to
be held at
Court,
remedy for years. Neither my husband, chil- may appear
and lor said County, on the secdren or myself have been sick enough for a Belfast, withinof
next, at ten of the
ond Tuesday
September
doctor in twenty-two years. I tell my friends clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they
it is because I always have ‘L. F.“ Medicine have, why the prayer of said petitiouer should
on hand, and ‘An ounce of prevention is worth
uot be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
a pound of cure.’
A true copy. Attest:
On sale at all good stores. 35 cents a large
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
bottle. For free sample by mail address

Byron Shepard, died 1863.
The family recoid of Nathaniel Knowlton of Northport, Me., (b. Feb. 23, 1805,
d. Oct. 30, 1888) and (11) Rachel Dunton
;
Pottle is

I

To be still strong and active at 40 or 50, to be
well, free from pain and discomfort at 75 or 80.
Are you careful about your eating, eat slowly
and the right kind of food? Exercise enough
out-of-doors by day? Plenty of fresh air in

At

PROBATE NOTICES

V

married when quite young.
Sarah F., born Oct. 14. 1838, married
William F. Hall, died quite young.
Irene B., born Sept. 5, 1841, married

Montville.
Sarah A., born August 15, 1825, married Ephraim Skinner, residence Montville.
Edward N., born June 16, 1828, married Mary E. Dickenson of East Boston.
Charles R., born June 3, 1830, married
Rachel Glover of Camden, Me.
J. Gilman, born November 2, 1832,
married Mary A. French of Montville.
Rachel K., born January 20,1835, marBert Bean of Camden and a party of friends
ried Charles W. Whitten of Montville.
were among the automobile visitors here SunNathaniel F., born February 25, 1837. day.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
Ellen E., born October 16, 1839.
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad^Mrs. William Amsden of Brooks, who has
J. Imogene.born June 16, 1842, married been
in town this week on business, returnee
vance; and when payment is made it should be
Andrew J. Peavey of Montville.
home Wednesday.
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
George F., born June 5, 1845, married
Mrs. William Dobson and Mrs. Nate Whitalso necessary to say that none of these publiIda J. Lane of Charlestown, Mi ss.
ten were called to Troy last week by the serications are mailed with The Journal or from
Children of Warren Lucas of Montville, ous
illness of their father, Alfred Wright.
this office. We have to pay for these publica- (born 1792, died October 24, 1832) and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manson left Friday foi
(5) Sarah Pottle, were:
tions one year in advance, and they are then
London, Conn. Before returning the)
Mary Ann, born September 1, 1822, New
sent from their respective offices to our subwill enjoy an outing at Shelter Island.
married C. Y. Cottrell of Belfast Januscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
Mrs. Vesta Chase, who has been visiting hei
ary 27, 1841, died October 7, 1897.
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
Eliza J., born 1825, married Adam sister, Mrs. Benjamin Thompson, and othei
residence Pittston, Pa., died relatives in town, left Tuesday for Unity.
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00 Bridge,
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25 190Mrs. S. C. Sturtevant and son Theron have
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
Sarah, married Richard Raynes.
gone to their cottage at Temple Heights,
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25
James Warren, born 1829, married 1st, where they will spend the rest of the month.
The publications included in our clubbing ofHelen Cottrell, 2nd, LouisaDwight Kimball of Winterport is substitutfers may be sent to different addresses.
Children of Erastus Gowen (born July ing for Rae Butler at the creamery during the
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
and
Sarah
Pottle
were:
of the latter at the war maneuvers.
absence
2, 1814,)
(5)
have advised us of an increase in their subAbbie, married 1st-Hathaway,
Mrs. Ida Wood and Miss Louise Greeley,
scription price and a consequent advance in 2nd,-Verplus.
who have been the guests of Mrs. E. T. Pillsclubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
Orrington.
bury, lower Main street, have returned to theii

Canal Commission has employed Prof. James F. Kemp, head of are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
the Department of Geology at Columbia
sent us this notice: "The subscribers may
to
to
Panama
to
lend
his
University,
go
select their free patterns within SO days after
assistance. He will advise not only how
the receipt of their first magazine by making
to avoid the slides, if possible, but also
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
will give attention to the outbursts of that the
pattern desired is a free pattern to
gases along the Canal cut. They were whicn tney are entitled.”
Isthmian

Dunton,

Youngs, E. Berkshire, Vt., "and was often
troubled with constipation and indigestion til Ansel Simmons of
Appleton.
I began to use Dr. King’s New Life Pills, I
Patience, born Oct. 21, 1815, married
which 1 have found an excellent remedy.”
Heal
of
Lincolnviile.
Emery
For all stomach, liver or kidney troubles they
Nancy, born April 10, 1817, (1), married
Heal, LinJoseph Going (2)
are unequaled.
Only 25 cents at all druggists
coln viile.
Nathaniel Joseph, born April 19, 1819,
SITUATION IN HANCOCK COUNTY.
married Lois Robbins, res. Burnham and
Kansas.
\Jp to the time of Sheriff Webster’s
Eunice Butler, born Jan 7, 1821, maruntimely death Hancock county had been ried William
Johnson of Iowa.
practically dry for nearly ten years.
Mary Ann, born July 11, 1822, married
Then came a change; a democratic
Daniel Jones of Burnham, died April,
governor, pledged to enforce all laws,
and especially the prohibitory law, who 1901.
Hezekiah Hail, born Jan. 20, 1824, marhad already shown how hollow his preried Elinira Whittaker, res. Iowa.
tenses were; how lightly he regarded an
Susannah, born April 20, 1,826, died
ante-election
how little he cared

pledge;

^

marrinH

17, 1834, died Feb. 10, 1885.

d.
“I

Rachel

11.

1819

well entitles it.

made

that

appeared.

m\ ARE IOU DOING

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
A true copy. Attest:
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
CllAS. P. IIA
order to Ik* published three weeks successively
in Tilt Republican Journal, a newspaper publishriXKOUTOK’S NOTICE,
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
by gives notice that If
Court, to be belli at Belfast, within and Tor said 1
County, on the 10th day of September. A. I). pointed executor of the la
ten
of
tlie
clock before noon, and show
1912, at
ANNA B. OSGOOD,
cause, if any they have, why tie prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
in the County of Waldo, d>
MEG. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I having demands against ;
A true copy. Attest:
I ceased are desired to pivChas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
tlement, and ail indebted
to make payment imiuediai*Court
held
At a Probate
at Belfast, within and j
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
Palermo, August 13, 1 b
D.
A.
1912.
August,

!

Belfast and Boston, $3.25
One Way. $6.00 Round Trip.
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily.
Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m. daily.
Leave Rockland at 6.15

arrival
(or
of steamer from Boston) daily.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
a. m.

on

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chir.rody, Manicurand Facial Work. Also a
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
23tl
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

ing, Shampooing

WEAR nil
*■»(

Ml RUBBERS
Thia Winter

j

j

LEXANDKR H. NICIIOLS, executor of the
will of Hannah T. Pendleton, late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
a petition praying that the Judge of
presented
Probate mas determine who are entitled to the
balance of the estate of said deceased, now in
his hands for distribution, their respective shares
4

therein aud order the

same

to be distributed

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazkltine, Register.

KndntA Relieves

*

F°r indigestion.

stomaefe.
palpitation of the heart Digests woatyoueal

NO
u

duly appointed adminisi
annexed, of the estate of
ANN L. McGILVFKY.
in tlie County of Waldo, d<

ae

cordiLgly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said Comity, on the 10th day of September, A. 1).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy,

scriber hereby gives
ADMINISTRATRIX'S

been

|

\
bonds as tlie law directs.
demands against the estate oi
desired to present the same
all tudebted thereto are reipn
ment immediately to John R.
Maine, my authorized agent.

Los

Altos, Calif., August 13,

1

For Sale
At a

lot

on

bargain, the Dr. StodJaC
High street. Iruiu'r>

upper

sour

3w33

V
JOHN R- l)l

I
I

■
:

County Correspondence.
OAK HILL, (Swanvllle.)
Mr. and Mrs. L. 0.

! Spring-Summer Wear
Its

A

Hut

not too bad, and not too good,
1 do like to see men dress as

they should'

do it if

they buy their Furnishing
j- Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Inter■vn or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
Japs, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and

A

can

j ilts

V
/

PALMER,

Masonic

Webb set

nice monument for Mrs. Garrie
Cunningham and Mr. Wallace Gray on their
lot in Green Lawn
cemetery August 12th.

Temple

Belfast Fuel &

§

Hay Co.

their friends and customers that after
price of
J of 25 cents per ton on all sizes except Pea.

•

®

;

now

■

J

out in on a

|

!I

PER TON

.$6.50

j

wstnut.8.00

i

J

i

8.50

Egg,

8.25

hi in

§
S
9
9i«

‘hove prices are subject to the usual 30
rash discount of 25 cents per ton.
23tf

J
•
Z
Z

t

Fancy Eggs Higher!
I

♦——...

-»

iyher prices again for “STRICTLY FRESH”
are always the first to advance prices and
a.’ to you at once.
Ship us your fancy stock.

|
■

CHAPIN & ADAMS

CO.,

35 South Market Street, Boston, Mass.

fering the penalty thereof. He chose to
disobey. And then the Omnipotent made

)pen Letter

i

stcd from

Well Known

a

Maine Man.
1 have watched with
ts

they

as

have trans-

commonwealth

ever

of your campaign
of Maine.
My

;r

v.'hip
i
>

many parts of the
months preceding
a!lots in September,
•:s led me, sometime

>

came, to

v

private-

What were the
!i ad me to draw this
several, but the
the people believed
-o
would fulfill your
'lea.gii pledges.
: iit deal said, pro
'f the opposing
promise to make
covered bridge.”
loss has
been most
rat you made such a
press correctly real Waterville on the
1'j12, you yourself
But why all this hue
ot make use of these
i.on.

were

I;

■

1

I

not

Hi

use

language

I chanced to be in
"itook county, on the
o
i:i the Opera House

of listening as you
r.'e
audience before

would you have the

using language like

’• d and our
party envernment of our State
d of honor that the
r
books shall be eniarly elected officials.”
you addressed the

Pnrinth

lit

our

placed
"repeal the Sturgis
hiw by the regularly
1 furthermore, did

1 r

■

deny that
word and honor

moment

'.<■

party

were

that “while we
method of cont ruffle,
yet while the
r statute books and
it should be
respected
»
would not consider
much stronger and
once
■

st

*ti--

simple sentence,
us dry as a covered

you
saying at
wither a liar, a fool
utiil “now I have been
four years, sheriff of
two years, and know
■f making Maine dry,
oen nor never will be.’’
;
were you not mayor of
1
vou delivered your adrtby citizens of Presque
j:
not been sheriff of Kenbefore you delivered your
'ninth in the summer of
ar, t be
possible that the
sported you correctly when it
’atil before an
intelligent
1
1 r
the protection of the flag
11 a t ion
and into the face of
8
arrogantly flaunt
You will remember that
■‘ as
tried in the Garden of
a in’t
work?” Is such lani
goc,, .''""g the Chief Executive of
‘Mate Of Maine? The best
,h; '8
fust tend to greatest pro's
individual, the home and
of
civilized nation
as

1

■

ilr,,;Jar

'.'v“ator

every

founded on the
bo
defiantly

y°

very book
slur.

labn/a

or

Man had the privienjoying the reward
of disobeying and suf-

(Ml

'■*1

MRUBBERS
This Winter

370

H 14

The

396 H 56

Kauffman, Reginald Wright.
What is socialism?

K«UA-

335 K

1910.

SCIENCE.

Edward Shibles was in Beifast Aug. 7th.
S. Smith of Pittsfield was in town with an
Overland roadster and took dinner at B. LAborn’s Aug. 6th_Rlr. and Mrs. W. P. Kenney and son Prescott wt re guests of Will
Shorey and family of Waldo August 6th...
Mrs. F. Dukeshire and daughter of Portland,
guests of Mrs. Mattie Abbott, returned home
August 7th_Mrs. Myra Emerson and daughter Clara called cn Mrs. Annie Aborn August
6th... Prof. Schoppe of Orono, College of

Parsons, Albert Ross.
The

road map of

star views.

the stars.

48

1912.

523.8 P 25

FINE ART

Adams, John D.
Metal work and etching. 1911.
Hardy, WT. J.

Book-plates. 1897.
Pennell, Joseph and Elizabeth Robins.

739 Ad

I

097 H

The life of James McNeill Whist-

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Fall Term opens Tuesday, September 10. 1912
The
Commercial College of ACTUAL BUSINESS
TRAINING which
places you in a position upon graduation.
Positions of $1,000, $1,200, $1,500 and
are com-

“Suffered day and night the torment of itchNothing helped me until I used
Doan’s Ointment. The result was lasting.”—
Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.

ing piles.

ARE EVER AT WAR.
There are two things everlastingly at war,
joy and piles. But Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
will banish piles in any form. It soon subdues the itching, irritation, inflammation or
swelling. It gives comfort, invites joy.
Greatest healer of burns, boils, ulcers, cuts,

1911. 941 5 F 5

Lamartine. Alphonse de^.
History oi the Girondists; or,
Personal memoirs of the patriots
of the French Revolution. 3
vols. 1856.
944.04 L
Myers, Albert Cook. (Editor)
N arratives of early Pennsylvania,
West New Jersey and Delaware,
1630-1707. 1912. 974.8 M 9

bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples,
tions. Only 25 cts. at all druggists.
FAMILY

FICTION.

Barclay, Florence L.
Through the postern gate.

Enroll before

as “Under the mulberry
tree’’ in the Ladies’ Home Journal. 1911.
Becke, Louis.
The ebbing of the tide. South Sea
stories. 1900.

lished

Bosher,
The

Kate

man

1912.

Dowd, Emma C.
Polly of the hospital staff. 1912...
Herrick, Robert.
The master of the inn. 1911.
Hobson, Harriet Malone.
Jinks' inside. 1911.
Huntington, Helen.
The moon lady. 1911.
William

Benjamin (Basil)

called straight. 1912...
Mason, Alfred E. W.
The turnstile. 1912.
Rinehart, Mary R.
Amazing adventures of Letitia
Carberry. 1911.
The street

Sienkiew’icz, Henryk.
In

B 232-4

desert and wilderness. 1912.

Coffee will be

Norton. The annual reunion of
the Noi
ton family will be held at the home of E. G
Norton in Liberty, Saturday, Aug. 24, 1912
All relatives and friends of the family are cordially invited to attend. Picnic dinner. Evs
Norton Ripley, secretary, West Appleton.

B 655-3

843-2

D 39-5

28.

Bring dishes.

The annual reunion of the Herwill be held with Mr. and Mrs
Fred Herrick, Northport Campground, cornel
of George and Main streets, Labor Day, September 2nd.
All are cordially invited.

B 384-4

B

family reunion wil
Grange hall, Glen-

Herrick.
rick family

Langley.

in lonely land.

Bryant, Marguerite.
The adjustment. 1912.
De Morgan, William.
A likely story. 1911..

King,

furnished.

!
:

D 761

Lamb. All
Lamb

are

connections of the late

invited to meet with

Joe!

hisdaughtei

; Lucy Marriner Fernald.at her home, MeguntiI cook Lake Farm, Lincolnville, Tuesday, Aug
H 44-3 I 27, 1912, for a picnic dinner. Tea and coffee
will be furnished.
If stormy, first fair day.
H 652
H 924

1

;

K 585-3 ;

j

Hills. The annual reunion of the Hills
will be 1 eld Wednesday, August 28
1912, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Burkett, Union Common, Me
All members and
connections are invited to attend. If
storm}
the reunion will be held the first fair day. L
J. Hills, Warren, Me., R. F. D.

family

j

Young. The annual reunion of the
Young
38-7 ! family will be held at the home of Robert
j Hardy, Sagamore farm, Camden, on the Bel
j fast road, the first Thursday in September. It
! stormy, first fair day. All wishing to go or
R 47-5 the cars will be met at
the end of the line ir
! Camden by teams or automobiles and returnee
Si 25-9 at night.
M

JUVENILE BOOKS.

The 17th annual reunion of the
will be held at the old homeJonathan Tracy at Gouldsboro Point,
Saturday, September 7th. All connected with
the family by birth or marriage are requested to attend. The morning will be spent
in greeting old friends and forming new acquaintances. A picnic dinner will be serve 1
in the grove. A short business meeting will
then be held, followed by an interesting pro,
gram prepared by a special committee. H. j'
Hovey is president; Addie ^Guptill, secretary
Jemima Tracy, treasurer. Any one desiring
further inforti ation in regard to the reunion
will receive a prompt reply by writing Jemima
Tracy, Gouldsboro, Maine.
Tracy.

Bell, Lilian.

our

waiting

list begins

CURRICULUM:
COMMERCIAL
Bookkeeping.
Arithmetic,

SnS'lW*
Spelling,

°U

SHORTHAND
Stenography,
Typewriting,

at'°n’

Business-Correspondence,

Penmanship,

Business Forms,

Ranking
Sajk. &»
Rilf AS

°

WhoS
fk Accounting,
?6,
Wholesale
*■

leachers

Course,

j

Civil Service.

I

ENGLISH AND BUSINESS PREPARATORY
Arithmetic,
Penmanship,
Spelling,
Utter Writing,
Grammar,
Business Forms.

If interested till

in

Please send me your latest catalog
terested in a business education.

J-B 4
J-D 59
J-H 51

FLYING MEN FALL
victims to stomach, liver and kidney troubles
just like other people, with like results in loss
of appetite, backache, nervousness, headache,
and tired, listless, run-down feeling.
But
there’s no need to feel like that as T. D.
Peebles, Henry, Tenn., proved. “Six bottles
of Electric Bitters’’ he writes, “did more to
give me new strength and good appetite than
all other stomach remedies I used.’’
So tney
help everybody. Its folly to suffer when this
great remedy will help you from the first dose.
Try it Only 60 cents at all druggists.
V

stead of

Accidents will happen, but the best regulated families keep Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil foi
such emergencies.
Two sizes 25 and 50c. at
all stores.
rHE

CHILDREN

LIKE

3T

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

I

as

!

!

; *

jj

this coupon and mail it to

)’

i!

us.

am

in-

Name.City
Street.

R. F. D

Address BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE,
164 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.
“

Your Cure Was a Miracle ”,

“Mr. J- B- lias never tasted a
drop since he came home. He was the worst
drunkard I have ever seen—soaked all the
time for the past 27 or 2k
years. lie is not
the same man now, thanks to your treatment.”—From a genuine letter among the
scores wo have,
proving absolutely that the

Camp

I
!
1

!
j

Cottage

DRINK HABIT

he overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
TRE.VTMEX f.
No hypodermics used,
Results certain. Call upon, address or phone
The Neal Institute, 65 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Me. Tel. 4216.

“D

can

:

with Great Success.

Supplies.

TO

Everything in Staple and

Drug Habits Specially Treated

LET

Fancy

A small furnished tenement at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye block. Apply to Mrs. Charles
Hammons for key, and to Mrs. Sarah F. Fridges j
of Stockton Springs for terms.
27tf

;

Yacht

t

Groceries.

j

COTTAGE fOR SALE

Canned and Bottled Goods,
Fancy Crackers, Pickles,
and Sauces.

At Quantabacook Lake. A finely furnished
cottage of 8 large rooms, over 1,000 square j
feet of veranda, storage, wood and ice house, j
boat house and boat.
Inquire.
MISS MARION WELLS,
|
30tf
27 Church street.
|

Fruits and

A tenement of five rooms, with bath and
wood rjom. Apply on the premises at

tfOE

129 MAIN

j

STREET;

Vegetables.

j

♦=*=*

$25 Reward A.A.Howes&Co.,
Groceries, Drugs

I will give the above named sum for sufficient i
evidence to convict the par ty or parties who
broke into my cottage at Pitcher Pond between
the dates of April 25th and 29th.
WILLIAM H. QUIMBY.
Belfast, May 30, 1912-22

and Medicines.

!I

DR, E. H. BOYINGTOi*
EYE

McCall’s Magazine
and McCall Patterns

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that j
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 Sauth Main St.,

For Women
Have More Friends than any other
magazine or patterns. McCall’s is the
reliable Fashion Guide monthly in
one
million one hundred thousand
homes. Besides showing all the latest
designs of McCall Patterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling short stories
and helpful information for women.

WINTERPORT. MAINE

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

PUBLIC AUTO.
I wish to inform the public that I have a
four-passenger touring car and will carry passengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
134-14.
21 tf
ROY E. YOUNG.

Dr. W. C.

Save Money and Keep in Style by subscribing
for McCall’s Magazine at once. Costs only 50
cents a year, including any one of the celebrated
McCall Patterns free.

McCall Patterns Lead all others in style, fit,
simplicity, economy and number sold. More

LIBBEY!

dealers sell McCall Patterns than any other two
makes combined. None higher than 15 cents. Buy
from your dealer, or by man from
c

McCALL’S MAGAZINE

Tracy family

The runaway equator. 1911.
Dimock, A. W.
Dick among the Seminoles. 1911....
Heyliger, William
Bartley, freshman pitcher. 1911...

j

Spelling,
Grammar,
Punctuation,
Press Copying.
Duplicating Processes.
Filing Letters.
General 0ffice Work'
Teachers’ Course,
Civil Service,

Business-Correspondence,

TO LET

REUNIONS.

Kalloch. The Kalloch
be held at Penobscot View
cove, Wednesday, August

Pub-

graduates.

skin erup-

Post and Ames. The Post and Ames famiy reunion will be held at the residence of J. A
Philbrook, Owl’s Head, August 29th.

i

$2,000

mon among our

1

HISTORY
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Agriculture, will give a lecture at Sunlight
grange hall. August 19th, evening, on Poultry Stickley, Gustav.
Craftsman homes. 1909. 728 St 5
W’ork.
Demonstrations in fattening, killing
be regarded as enemies to the public order and
preparing and packing of poultry for market,
literature.
dealt with wherever and whenever they are
and
eggs,
Edmond.
grading
packing
selecting, candling,
About,
found.’
“These strong words had the desired effect
Trente et quarante. 1911. F-Ab 7-3
mixing of feeds, etc. All interested in the
in keeping the friends of law’ and order in line
Free
business are cordially invited to attend.
Livy. (Titus Livius Patavinus)
until the resolve was passed.
Then the disto all.Lawrence Simmons of Waldo was in
The history of Rome. 6 vols.
guise was thrown entirely off. Just four weeks
town on business August 10th and took dinner
1814
878.4 L to a day after the Governor signed the resubmission resolve he approved the repeal of a
at B. L. Aborn’s... .Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bailey
Oswald, Eugene.
law which authorized him to remove a county
The legend of fair Helen. 1905.
visited relatives in Liberty and Appleton last j
883 Os
attorney ‘who has persistently failed to perOvid. (Publius Ovidius Naso)
week.
Miss Lena Howes accompanied them
form his legal duties’” Then he told the State
Pomological society that |the reason why he
home for a short visit_Miss Nellie BradComplete works. Translated by
did not enforce the law was that it had no
ford was the week-end guest of Mrs. R. W.
Henry T. Riley. 3 vols. 871.2 W teeth. And last March he
publicly declared
Emerson-Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Banan of
that he did not promise to make Maine dry,
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
because to have done so would have been to
Howard, R. I, returned home August 9th after Compton, Herbert Eastwick.
win his election on false pretences.”
spending a pleasant vacation with relatives in
Indian life in town and country.
The administration, Mr. Skelton said, had
Montville_Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bailey and
1904. T 54 C 73 betrayed Mr. Gardner, who had vouched for
its sincerity in the campaign, if he believed its
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gordon were week-end
Lange, Algot.
candidate sincere. It had betrayed Mr. McIn the Amazon jungle; adventures
guests of relatives and friends in Troy-Mr.
Gillicuddy and the Sentinel and Argus, if they
and Mrs. W. P. Kenney and son Prescott rein remote parts of the upper
were sincere in their prophecies.
But not a
word of protest have we heard from any of
turned to Raynham, Mass., Aug. 13th-Mrs.
Amazon River, including a sothem.
all
now
They
endorse, not the promise,
Julia Curtis, Mrs. Hattie Gilchrest and Miss
journ among cannibal In bans.
but the performance. Did they expect anyAddie Cross are at Northport this week.
1912.T 81 L 25 thing else? Are they really disappointed?
“And then they withheld the announcement
Peary, Robert Edwin.
of the result of the special election until the
SWANVILLE CENTER.
The North pole, its discovery in
secretary of the State could take counsel with
Mr. Fred Littlefield was in the Waldo County
1909 under the auspices of the
the United States Brewers’ association in ChiHospital for several days last week for surgiPeary Arctic club. 1910. T98 P-5 cago. He may have been called there on ac1
cal treatment, but is now at home-Mrscount of his reputation as an orator. I don’t
BIOGRAPHY.
believe it.
He may have gone to represent
Fred Young and youngest daughter from Antin, Maiy.
some lawful business of Maine.
I don’t beMassachusetts are guests of Mrs. Wm. Clem- i The promised land. An autobiolieve it. He may have gone there to take
ents for two weeks.... Mrs. Perley McKeen \
further
orders
from
1912.
B-An
82
the
wholesalers.
Two
graphy.
weeks after his return the Governor announced
and son and Miss Grace McKeen arrived from Blennerhasset, Charlotte. Lady.
the September vote and his intention to call an
Massachusetts Aug. 5th for a month’s rest and
Louis XIV and Madame de Mainextra session of the Legislature to try to get
are housekeeping in Miss Melissa McKeen’s
tenon. 1911.B 4 L 92-2 liquor law’s ‘which are capable of honest enj
will
arrive later-Milhome.
Mr. McKeen
forcement.’ And that is the kind of enforceWilliams, Hugh Noel.
ment some people thought he meant when
dred Marr observed her 11th birthday by inQueen Margot. Wife of Henry of
^
they voted for him in 1910.”
viting several of her girl friends to a party.
Navarre. 1911.B 4 M 341

relatives.

WEAR

SOCIOLOGY.

American woman and her
home. 1911.

Company
delivered later,
before September 1st for delivery at our
convenience, will be subject to the minimum summer
prices as
stated in previous adds.
4t32
and all orders given

Democratic statesman than all others, it is a
of his public record.
The Democrats charged two years
ago that
the State was collecting and
disbursing too
much money.
They proceeded to collect a
couple of million dollars more than the previous administration and made
appropriations
aggregating more than those of any other two
years since the Civil War.
“The present administration deliberately
sought to win its election hv nnonlv m-Amicin,.
most rigid enforcement of the laws to influence
one class while the other class
secretly understood that Democratic success was its
plunder.
The result has been a complete surrender of
the State to outside interests.
The Democratic platform promised enforcement of the
laws. Mr Plaisted in his letter of acceptance
endorsed the platform. In his speeches he repeatedly told the public that he would enforce
them, that they should not vote for him if they
didn’t want the laws enforced.
“After election, and to^keep th
support of
honest thinking men in both parties until a
resubmission resolve could be passed by the
Legislature .these promises were repeated by
the newly elected Governor and by his party
associates. Mr. McGillicuddy told the people
at the Court street Baptist church in Auburn
the law 'should be enforced and the Democrats
propose to do it.’ The Sentinel said that ‘any
other course would be anarchy.’ The Argus
said: “The dictum has gone forth that any
man or woman who sells liquor after Jan.
1,
(1911) does so at his or her peril, and they will

Dwight Hillis.)

jaundice.

the prohibition law. The Cherubim with
the flaming sword at the east of the Garden of Eden enforced it, and man was
forever prohibited from the Tree of Life
and for that reason you and I must face
the Grim Messenger of Death in a few
brief years.
“The mill of the Gods grind slow but
they grind exceeding small.” You, with
every other sane man, know' that the
rum traffic is wrong, totally
w’rong, and
no matter how much
you throw' around it
the protecting arm of the law you can
never, never, never make it right.
In
my humble judgment you have lost one
of the greatest opportunities a man ever
had to make his name immortal
among
his fellowmen. When the good people of
Maine, in w'hose hands the power of
franchise rests, went to the polls on the
11th of September, 1911, and said by a
majority vote that the legalized saloon Ice cream and cake were served-Mrs. Clark
should have no place in this fair State of of Biddeford is visiting Mrs. Watson Robertours, had you then lent all the influence son for two weeks ...Mrs. Charles
Twombly
of your high office to the honest enforceis working in the home of Mr. Wm. Curtis in
|
ment of the law' and said to
assoyour
ciates and subordinates: “The people Monroe_Mr. and Mrs. Maxim and son’s
have spoken and their mandate shall be wife from Massachusetts are in Foxcroft visitobeyed, and our State shall be as clean ing relatives... Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson
from the legalized rum traffic as is possi- were week-end visitors of Mark Snow's in
ble for honest officials to make it,” un- Frankfort_His
many old friends in town
born generations would have arisen and
will be saddened to learn of the death of Mr.
called your name blessed.
Oliver Whitcomb of North Searsport, after an
Yours sincerely,
illness of only 9 days of pneumonia, at the age
James H. Ames.
of 81 years, 11 months and 23 days-Mrs.
Bowdoinham, Maine.
Ed. Maxim from Massachusetts was the guest
of Mrs. Wilmot Robertson several days last
WHEN UNCLE HIRAM TURNED THE week....Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White visited at
CRANK.
j the home of Mr. and Mrs. Palmer of Monroe
last Sunday... .Fred Curtis caught a salmon
The plug it needed pluggin’
in Swan lake recently that weighed over six
An’ the carburetor kicked,
The juice it needed strainin’
pounds_A party from Swan lake caught a
An' the pistons all would stick.
black bass out of Toddy pond last week :hat
That’s the time when Uncle Hiram turned the
weighed 4 1-2 pounds, and H. P. White recentcrank.
ly made a fine catch of pickerel there-WilThe engine got to wheezin’,
mont Robertson is having green corn.
An’ the cooler biiin’ hot,
It was time to call the junk man
CENTERMONTV1LLE,
An’ unload the whole blame lot.
That’s the time when Uncle Hiram turned the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Shtrer returnee, to
crank.
Rockland Sunday. Miss Myra Drummond,
I
The wires needed pullin’
of Portland, who has been th -, guest of Mrs.
An’ the bolts had rattled loose,
Eliza F. Bean, went to Roscoe Perley’s in
The gear was old an’ rusty,
Thorndike Sunday.Miss Etta Burkill, of
But, gee wilkins, what’s the use.
That’s the time that Uncle Hiram turned the
Hudson, Mass., and Mrs. Jennie Pike of Aucrank.
! burn are guests of Mrs. James Burkill at Hill
View Farm... .Chester B. Cushman went to
The noise was somethin’ awful,
Bethel Thursday for a brief vacation. He will
Like a Texas grand salute,
She was like a roarin’ cannon,
return this week accompanied by his wife and
But there's times when she was mute children_Mrs. Volney and R. J.
Thompson
That's the time when Uncle Hiram turned the
passed a part of this week in Belfast with
crank.
Mrs. Ella Brown. ...Mrs. Nettie Mason of BosWhen Uncle Hiram bought her,
ton is visiting Mr. and Mrs, Perley C. Allen.
Said “She sartin’ sure would go,”
....L. T. Jackson is in Newport, the guest of
So he hauled her home an' left her,
|
his aunt, Mrs. G. F. Dinsmore... Jacob A. Shure
It’s a fact she’d hardly tow.
That’s the time when Uncle Hiram turned the and Joseph Perlman have returned to Boston.
crank.
.Herbert Fuller of South Liberty was
recently at A. D. Baker’s-Mrs. Minnie
With files, an’ nails, an’ bars an’ bolts,
Getchell of Belfast is at A. H. Dyer’s.. .Charles
Screwdrivers, axe an hoe.
He worked on that old lemon,
Bagley of Thorndike was at M. C. Gordon’s
He was sure to make her go.
Morrow started for Brazil
That’s the time when Uncle Hiram turned the I Sunday_John
crank—and then some.
last Monday. His wife accompained him to
—Tom H. Sidelinger of Belfast in the Bostoi New York for a week’s visit, and there he is
Globe.
to take the steamer for Brazil. His family will
remain here until fall.Mr. and Mrs. Soloman
Up-to-date Fanners.
Palmer went to Dixmont last Friday for a few
days’visit with relatives....George York of
Ma spends her times in mission work.
And works as hard as any Turk.
Rockport is visiting hiB niece, Mrsj Etta
Adams.... Penson Clement is laid up by stickPa works his tongue and feet and fists
In fighting prohibitionists.
ing a nail in his foot... Charles Palmer has
gone to spend the winter with his brother,
Sis spends her time with suffragettes
Solomon Palmer... .Union Harvest Grange,
And uses slang and cigarette.
Center Montville, will resume work next
I’m just a little baseball elf.
Saturday evening after six weeks’ vacation...
Who runs the farm? It runs itself.
Leonard Jackson has gone to Newport to visit
—Satire.

y°Ur assertion is far from
Prohibition did work in
r

ttbeviV.t‘cienanc*

00„ Bangor, Maine.

This company wishes to announce that
the prices on Coal
will advance twenty-five cents per ton after
September 1st.
All orders now booked by this
to be

discussion
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education. 2 vols. 1906.
Hillis, Annie Louise (Mrs. Newell
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Hall, Granville Stanley.
Adolescence; its psychology and
its relations to physiology and
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Consumers’ Fuel Co.

platform were already trying to answer the
charges which they knew would be made. If
there is any one toing more obnoxious to a

:

j

selling

Coal at the following prices, delevel within the city limits:

_gR*ND^ UNION

continued using Doan’s Kidney Pills and was last to suffer.
“Forced dissolution by law suit or otherrestored to good health. I feel certain that if
j
I had used this remedy sooner, I would have wise is not the true solution. Nor is the imposition of fines on the
The
been spared a great deal of suffering.” (State- former will be evaded and corporations.
the latter must fall
ment given November 14, 1904.)
upon the stockholders, the innocent as well as
the guilty, and upon the
A SECOND ENDORSEMENT.
public. I believe
that they should and can be
regulated by naSeveral years later Mrs. Rollins was inter- tional
legislation, just as the railroads and
viewed and she said:
"1 still think that public service corporations are now
being regj
there is no other kidney remedy as effective as ulated. Then when they attempt to evade the
the guilty officials should be
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Time has not altered my law
personally
j and individually dealt with as criminals.
The
high opinion of this preparation and I recom- penalty will then fall where it
and
belongs,
mend it whenever I have an opportunity. I am the innocent will not suffer.
“The business-like way is to treat
existing
only too willing to let others know how effec- evils
according to their nature and need, and
tive Doan’s Kidney Pills are.”
not at one fell swoop to reverse the entire
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- policy on which our industrial
system is based,
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents wrecking the virtuous in a blind effort to reach
the vicious. One experience of this sort
for the United States.
ought
to suffice for more than 20
years.”
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
Mr. Skelton said that the Democratic
!
papers
objected to making State issues prominent in
other.
this campaign, although their
speakers on the

®

.1st there will be an advance in the

A
;

j

onn

A

a

WHITE’S CORNER, {W interport).
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and little
daughter motored to Bluehill last Thursday
where they were guests of D. E. Allen and
family. They were accompanied by Mrs.
Lillian Marks of Newburg, who visited friends
i m Sedgwick. One of the pleasant features of
their visit was a fishing trip down the bay in a
;
motor boat-Misses Marjorie and Ida Carleton of Belfast are guests of their cousin. Miss
Vera Grant.... Webber Bartlett and Frank
Clements are spending the present week at
Camp Etna.... Professor William Stone and
Mrs. Stone of Exeter, N. H., arrived in town
last Friday and are guests of C. B Jewett and
family... C. M. Conant and family spent Sunday at their cottage at Swan Lake-Miss
Louvie Buzzell returned to her home in Revere,
Mass., on Monday’s boat. She had been the
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. J. D. Foss, for
a
several weeks... Mr. and Mrs. Harry Swett
and child of Lynn., Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Jewett_Mrs. Luella Ritchie
of Newburg and Mrs. S. C. Thompson of Washington, D. C., called on friends in town last
Friday-Maurice Clark has been confined to
his home for two weeks with a dislocated
shoulder. He also has suffered an attack of

! aoVANCE IN COAL

I Th-

Give reference and amount of experience, if
any.
An old route, first-class goods. Premium
System and
satisfaction guaranteed.
3w34

account of.

Yale Union Suits—I am agent for these
and they are not to be found elsewhere in
city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle

j OWlGHT P.

A Salesman for Our Goods
in Belfast and Vicinity.

take
None of these monopolies
mother had used Doan’s Kidney Pills with the
erts to Belfast Wednesday in his
auto, where
occupy the entire field, and many of them
they will spend the winter with their son best of results and on her advice, I tried them, mucn less. While tney are being crippled the
George-Mr. James Webster and family getting my supply at Hill’s Drug Store. The smaller independent industries, in the same
lines will be killed. And while you are
cripvisited Mrs. Webster’s sister, Mrs. Arthur first few doses helped me and it seemed as if a
from my back. I pling or killing the industries great and
load
been
removed
had
heavy
at
Poor’s Mills Sunday’... .Mr. F. J.
Thompson,
small, those employed in them will not be the

v

n

A

THE CAMPAIGN.

Discussed by Hon. W. B. Skelton. Some
Illuminating Remarks on State Issues.
At a recent Republican rally in Wiscasset
Hanley were in North Similar
i®
This
Vicinity.
Cases Occur Daily
Hon.
William
B.
Skelton
of Lewiston,
| port recently, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Not only here in Belfast but in our neighbor- candidate for representative to Congress
Toothaker-Mrs. Sloan of Boston, who had
from
the
second
an
district, gave
is heard. An
illuminating
j been the guest of Mrs. L. D. Holmes for sever- ing towns, the same good story
address on national and State issues. After
from Rockland is given
al days, returned home August
devoting considerable time to a discussion of
5th_Mr. E. encouraging instance
C. Peavey bought a nice cow
here, and will be read by us with great interest. the tariff question, Mr. Skelton said:
recently... .Mr!
“Gov. Wilson’s theory of dealing with moMrs. L. C. Rollins, 602 Main street, Rockland,
| Henry Bullen and family from Chicago, 111.!
nopoly is a drastic reduction of protective
Me., says: “In December, 1903, I w*as taken duties, wherever he finds a
called on Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Webb
August 6th!
monopoly. If he
sick and was confined to my bed until May, really believes protection is unconstitutional
...Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Peavey and Mr.
and
This entirely
1904. I doctored all the time, but when I was he should repeal it anyway.
Mrs. E. C. Peavey were in Belfast
August 6th
loses sight of the fact that trusts and monopguests of Mr. Frank Peavey and family_ able to get about, I found that my kidneys olies exist just as truly in free trade countries
Mr. Jonathan Roberts is somewhat better and were in terrible shape. My back ached severe- as here, but even if this were not so, other
Dr. T. N. Pearson carried him and Mrs. Rob- ly and it often felt as if it were breaking. My conditions exist which this remedy does not

(Deferred.)
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Not Onlv in Belfast.

DENTIST,

236-246 W. 37th St., New York City
Not»—Semple Copy,

3 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE
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a n
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goods of every deFurniscription.
ture.

bedding, car-

pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If von
have anything tf
sell drop nie
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.

;

Premium Cataioguo and Pattern Caul ague free,
on request

McCall’s Magazine anJ TheRepublican
Journal, one year each for $2.10 in
advance.

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

WALTER H. wOOMBS,
'CornerCross aiul Federal Sti r-ts, Belfast,

for September Election*
Send five lc stamps for three assorted sets; $1.00 for large assorted supply. Give full
names of all candidates
you want stickers for.
All correspondence str
fctly confidential. Our
despotic ballot does no
t Compel you to vote
for unfit candidates; send for Btickers; do it now.
Mmine Commonwealth League, p. O. Box 571.
Portland, Me.

DENTIST
Room 5,

Masonic
Telephone 64-8

Temple.
tfl2

SEARSPORT.
is

Henry B. Black of Everett, Mass.,
ing a few days in town.
Frank 1. Gross of Bangor

in town

was

Prices Tumbling Down
Another Notch

spendMon-

day on business.
Samuel Sargent of Salem, Mass., arrived
Tuesday to visit relatives.
Capt. R. E. Sargent left Tuesday for a visit
Harry Ward of Everett, Mass,, is visiting
his grandfather, Peter Ward.
Fred J. Biather of Boston was registered at
the Searsport House Monday.
Miss Nan Colcord of New York is visitinfe
Clara B. Eyre is to have a large
cottage built at Pleasant Point.

mer

Don’t fail to visit our store on these days (sale closes Saturday night) as
have some of the most remarkable bargains in MEN’S and BOYS’
CLOTHING ever offered. Here’s a few samples:

we

=1

sum-

and Youth’s Suits $3.95, $5.95, $8.75, $11.95,
Regular $8.00 to $18.00 value.
Boys’ $3 00 Suits $1.95
Widow Jones’ >5.00 to $7.50 Suits, $3.95 and $4 95
9c. Value 15c.
Men’s, Boys’ and Ladies’ Hose,
Men’s Vine $1.00 S. and S. Dress and Negligee Shirts now 69c.

of Presque Isle is at Mrs.
Water street for a few weeks.

Mrs. C. J. Hanson

T. Shute’s

on

Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, finished discharging Friday and sailed for Norfolk
Eben E. Sawyer of New York is the guest of
his mother, Mrs. W. B. Sawyer, on Norris
Steamer

“
“
1 50 5. and S.
98c.
35c.
and
Underwear
39c.
Men’s Best 50c.
• Sc.
..
25c.
and Dress-Up Shirts 35c. and 39c.
5
Jc.
Working
Best
Men’s
Men’s 50c. Golf Caps 35c.
Linen Collars 10c.

O

pi

street.

P. Erskine of New York is visit-

Dr. James

ing

mother, Mrs. James T. Erskine,

his

on

There will be a stated meeting of the Mariner’s Lodge, F. & A. M., on Tuesday evening,
August 27th.
Dana M. Dutch of Waban, Mass., arrived

Monday

i-T-J

ing’s,

few weeks’ visit with Mrs. James

a

T. Erskine.
is

Mrs. Charles Stowers (nee Miss Lulu Eames)
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Eames on

Reservoir

------at

street.

Evaline Biather of Los Angeles, Cai., is
visiting her sister, Miss Medora E. Wiswell, on
the Swanville road.
Mrs.

P. H. Stratton has finished his cottage on
Gilmore’s Point and last week moved his family there from Bangor.
Charles Lauriat of Brookline,
Mass., are guests of postmaster and Mrs. J. W.
Black on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs.

|J

Q

(J

Miss Elizabeth Nickels,
and Miss Mabel McElhiney; candy. Miss Lucy
Ross and Miss Evelyn Young; Girl’s Club,
M.
Bernice McCaualin; fancy work, Mrs. A.
Ross, Mrs. D. W. Nickels, Mrs. James Parse,
Ella
Miss Lvda Curtis and others; dolls, Miss

«

Parse,

B.

quartermaster.

as

Barge Boylston arrived Sunday from North
Weymouth, Mass., with 960 tons of fertilizer
to the A. A. Co. at Mack’s Point.

O

p|

were

nice

Miss Martha Ward, who has been the guest
of Miss Mildred E. Bowen on Main street, returned to her home
Mr.

Sunday.

Boston

W. P.

Mrs.

and

in

Putnam returned to

Gladys Butman, pianist, of Searsport,
E. Conservatory girls. The choir ren-

their home in

by

after

both N.
dered two choruses.

a

Dorchester, Mass., Thursday
few days’ visit with relatives in town.

Freeland

A. Wentworth

returned

Prof. Sweetser
The music was all of

Monday

accompanist.
order and was greatly enjoyed.

Poor’s, Mills, his boyhood homeW’hile there he caught a nine-pound pickerel.

from

a

visit

to

Mrs. Fleetwood Pride and daughter Lona of
Houlton and Mrs. Lucia Dow of Island Falls
are guests of Miss L. W. Edwards on Water

i»irs.

to

rarrar ana cniiuren,

wno

nave

McClure of

Tuesday

Newport

from

of coal to trie
Mack’s Point.
Mrs.

with

3,800

Penobscot Coal Co. at

been

Jerry Sweetser,

visiting

Mr. and

returned to their

Mrs.

home in Au-

burn last week.

Harry Nason, quartermaster on the steamer
Texan of the American-Hawaiian line for the
past three years, arrived Tuesday for a vacation of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stratton and son of
Waltham. Mass., are the guests of Mr. and
and Mrs. P. H. Stratton at their cottage on
Gilmore’s point.

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F.

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. C. Hamilton, who have
visiting relatives and friends in town
the past month, returned to their home in
Minneapolis, Minn., last week.
been

Kanawha, Capt. Burns, arrived FriNorfolk with 3,400 tons of coal to the
Penobscot Coal Co. She finished discharging
Monday and sailed on her return.
Steamer
from

Goodwin of Skowhegan and
Raymond W. Fellows of Bangor addressed a
good sized audience at Union hall, Friday
evening. The Boys’ band furnished music.
Hon.

Forrest

Ensign Wilbur J. Carver, who has been visiting his mother, Mrs. Clara E. Carver, on Main
street, the past two weeks returned to his
ship,

the

Culgoa,

at

Newport News, Friday.

Frederick F. Black and son, Frederick
Ross Black,arrived Saturday from Fort Russell, Wyoming and are the guests of Capt. and
Mrs. A. M. Ross, East Main street. Lieut.
Frederick F. Black is now stationed at Fort
Mrs.

Leavenworth, Kan.
The

4

“Egyptian Princess,”

a

romantic oper-

acts,with music by Charles Vincent, will be given for the benefit of the Carver Memorial library under the direction of
Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser of New London,

etta in two

Monroe, who were impressed with ;
the ideas he advanced. The Monroe band was I
in attendance and discoursed good music.... I
Mr. G. A. Palmer has begun work on his new
Mrs. David Tibbetts of Dorchester, Mass., was a shock irom wnicn ne never rallied, aibuilding, and Herbert Cooper has also begun came by train August 13th, called here by the though quietly and manfully bearing his great
his new house_Mr. and Mrs. Melvin West death of her
of man.
Ilis system
brother-in-law, Capt. Melvin E. trouble before the eye
j
from Massachusetts are at his old ho.i e, called
Colcord, and will remain a time with her be- enduring an annoying heart weakness, previj
here by the death of his mother, Mrs. Maria reaved nieces and
ous to this separation,steadily lessened in vitalnephews.
West. The daughters and husbands were also
an increasMr. and Mrs. Charles Clay of Clinton, Maine, ity; his watchful daughters feeling
here at the funeral.... The Monroe W. C. T. U
ing anxiety from day to day, until suddenly he
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames,
met at the home of their President, Mrs. Evie
Church street, for two days last week, leaving expired at the close of a meal, having been
Twombly, August 16th, for their quarterly
confined to his bed but one day. In this going
Thursday for Kingman, the home of Mrs.
meeting. The L. T. L were also invited, and it
from his native village Stockton feels sensibly
Mr. Wilbur Grant.
Clay’s
father,
was one of the largest meetings ever held.
the loss of a prominent citizen, a generous
Mrs. John McLaughlin, School street, accomAbout 20 children were present and about 25
a true friend and an obliging neighbor;
ladies. Seven members were taken in to the panied by her daughter, Mrs. Allan Burse and man,
one whose place it will be impossible to fill.
order, and it is felt that the new members will her little son,
Newman, with a friend from His charities were many,
have a wide influence for good, and will do
only the recipients
much to forward the work of the society along New York, Miss Anderson, drove to Prospect I
of his donations usually. “He gave a
knowing
its various lines of activity. Alter a very last Saturday to call upon her maternal aunt, j
great deal to the poor—no one knows how
pleasant and profitable meeting a bountiful Mrs. Mary C. Ames.
xue
much!” said an intimate friend of his family.
luncn was serveu, iouoweu uy icecream,
children had their’s on the lawn. The next
Miss Nellie Bragg while attending the E. S. In political affiliations he was an ardent Demomeeting will be with Della Neally the first Fri- N. S. encampment at Alumni Hall,
Sandypoint, ! crat, the leader of his party in town. Professday in September_Mrs. Lydia Woodman is
visiting at Ellingswood’s Corner.The last week was the guest for a few days of her ing no especial religious preferences, he freschools of Monroe, Winterport and Frankfort sister-in-law, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, at the quently said: “I have no fear of death.” To
will begin September 3d.
home of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph the mourning household this community offers
Morse, West Main street,
deepest sympathy in the inexpressible loss of
SWANV1LLE.
Miss Helen S. Staples, the guest of her a devoted, generous father, whom all delight
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nickerson and infant j
! grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace Staples, to honor. He is survived by three daughters,
son, Ethelbert Chase are guests of her par! West Main street, for three weeks, left Tues- Misses Lizzie B., Evelyn L. and Ethel Colcord;
and
H.
M.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Chase....Mr.
ents,
I
in company with Mrs. Harry Hichborn for by two sons, Messrs. Edgar M. and Arthur ColMrs. A. E. Brown of Searsport accompanied day
! the home of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. John cord; by one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Edgar M.
by Mrs. Parker and Mrs. Clements came up
Colcord and by two grandchildren, little Ada
! N. Staples, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
to their home here in their new Ford fiveRoxanna and baby Melvin M. Colcord.
The
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Joseph Thompson Moulton,
passenger automobile_Miss Cora Parsons is
funeral took place Thursday afternoon at his
visiting friends in Augusta.Miss Vina i guests for a few weeks of his parents, Mr. and late residence, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Univer1
Nickerson returned last week from a visit Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, left Monsalist, pastor of the Bangor church, officiating
with friends in Bradford... .Mr. E. H. Nicker- day for Boston,en route to their home at Gloumost pleasingly to the sorrowing children.
cester, Mass. Old associates gladly greeted
son and family did not go to Presque Isle as
The bountiful floral tributes silently evinced
Mr. Moulton in his native town.
reported last week, on account of bad travelthe esteem in which the good man, gone, was
Mr. Warren C. Loud arrived last Saturday to
ing. They went as far as Orono and returned.
held by his relatives, neighbors and associates,
....Mr. E. L. Cunningham, who has been on join his wife at their Church street home. Mr.
who will long cherish his memory.
the sick list,is able to be out... .The boys have Loud is engaged in civil engineering in the
“The dawn is not distant,
received their new base ball suits and wore eastern section of Maine, where he is expectNor is the night starless.
Love is Eternal:
them for the first time Saturday in a game ed to return soon after completing maps and
God is still God, and
with the Monroe nine, coming out with a tie plans upon which he is at work.
His faith shall not fail us.
score....Mr. Samuel Whitten of Saco was a
Christ is Eternal.”
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Burr of Clinton were
guest at Maple Terrace Farm over Sunday...
of Mr. and Mrs. John McLaughlin,
guests
Mrs. Alonzo Damm and children have returnPROSPECT FERRY.
School street, last Saturday. They left on the
Mr. and Mrs.A. J. Woollard of Melrose Highed to Lowell, Maine, where Mr. Damm is enexcursion train in the evening for home, acMr. Kenneth Greeley,
lands, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
gaged in lumbering
by Mr. McLaughlin's daughter; Harriman....Miss Elizabeth E.
companied
who has been the guest of his cousin Mr. McPierce, who
! Mrs. Allan Burse, and her little son, Newman.
has been visiting relatives here, returned to
Kinley Damm, the past week, returned to his
Mr. John McLaughlin bought the so-called her home in Peabody, Mass., Aug. 20th....
home in Hampden Sunday.Mrs. W. S. I
on upper Sylvan street last SatMerrill Shute and Miss Maud Shute of Bangor
Nickerson and daughter Annie have returned I Crocker place
Crocker of Belfast. were week-end visitors with relatives here....
from a visit with friends in Unity.The ! urday of Mr. Edwin M.
of sixteen acres, mostly Alvah Berry of Boston, Mass., is visiting his
terrible electric storm on the evening of Wed- The farm consists
fields. The view of the river and bay mother, Mrs. Phena Berry... .Mr. and Mrs. H.
mowing
house
of
struck
the
Mr.
14th,
nesday Aug.
is most enchanting—a fine situation for a sum- L. Berry were business visitors inmBangor last
Charles Thayer, doing some damage, but sel
...

Scott's Emulsion
increases the appetite and builds
strength rapidly. Its wonderfnl
nourishment assists nature in
restoring health. AUDnggun.
aeon
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Phelps, San Francisco; 18, ar, sch Brina F j
BELFAST PRICE C,RRt\]
Pendleton, Providence.
Newport News, August 18. Sid, sch Charles
Corrected Weekly for
Davenport, Bangor; 19, ar, stmr F J Usman,
Bangor; 20, ar, stmr Kennebec, Searsport;
PRODUCE MARKET.
sId, sch Geo Walcott, Bangor.
Norfolk, August 19. Ar, schs Elizabeth Apples, per bu, 75&1.09 Ha,
Palmer, Boston; Margaret Haskell, Portsdried, per lb., 7 Hi,
mouth; Helen W Martin, Portland.
2.75a3.00 Lan
Beans, pea,
Tampa, Fla. August 13. Ar, sch Mary L Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75 Lai
Baxter, Hichborn, Baltimore.
Butter,
27'Mur
Pascagoula, Miss, August 13. Ar, sch Gov- Beef, sides,
7a8j0aO
ernor Powers. McEwen, Ponce, P R.
7a8
IV
Beet,forequarters,
San Juan, P R, August 7. Sid, sch Henry Barley, bu,
60 Roun.
Mobile.
Crosby.
19 Strav.
Cheese,
Brunswick, Ga, August 14. Sid, sch William Chicken,
16 Turk.
Risbee, Norton (from Satilla,) Belfast, Me; 16, Calf Skins,
18 Tali.
ar, sch Lizzie B Willey, Portland.
Duck,
20 Vea
Jacksonville, Fla, August 14. Ar, sch Mar- Eggs,
25 Wool,
garet M Ford, Porto Rico; 18, ar, sch Alice L Fowl,
14 W..
Savannah.
Pendleton,
18 Wood
Geese,
Georgetown, S C, August 16. Sid, sch John
*
RETAIL PRICE.
RI
Bossert, New York.
17 Lin <■
Savannah, August 18. Sld.sch Alice L Penale- j Beef, Corned.
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat 7
ton, Jacksonville.
91 Oni.:
Mobile, Ala, August 12. Sid, sch Georgia Corn.
Cracked Corn,
86 Oil,
Savana
la
Ja.
Mar,
Gilkey,
Corn
86 Pol:
Meal,
Darien, Ga, August 17. Cld, sch Carrie
22
Cheese,
Pork.
Strong. Portland.
1.80 Pla.
Bangor, August 14. Ar, stmr F J Lisman, Cotton Seed,
10 Rye V
Newport News; schs Florence E Melanson ( Br) Codfish, dry,
13 Sh<
Liverpool, N S; Maud Palmer, Norfolk; sld, Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
28 Su^.
schs Paul Palmer, Hampton Roads; J Frank
6.25a7.50 Sal*
Seavey, New Rochelle; Catherine. Boston; Flour,
8.75a9.00SA.
Gold Hunter, do; Inez. Weymouth, Mass; 15, ar, H. G. Seed,
Lard,
14 W1
sch Annie R Lewis, Boston; 16, ar, stmr Bay
M

Keen of Roxbury, Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Gilley for several weeks.
Mrs. Lois Littlefield and Mrs. Lovisa Lane of
Knoxville, Tenn., who have been guests of
Mrs. Calista Cilley, returned last week_Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Morton of Chicago were recent
guests of Hon. and Mrs. A. H. Miller_A
party of young people from Hall’s cottage
enjoyed a picnic and clam bake at Coleman
Pond Saturday.Mrs. Mary Cross returned
j Wednesday from a visit in Stonington.Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Cross entertained over the
weeks-end Mr. and Mrs. Justin Grey and Mr.
and Mrs. Earle Talbot and two children, all of
Belfast... There will be a pie social at the
Town Hall Tuesday, evening August, 27th. A
band concert will be given.
THORNDIKE.

Although the weather

j

able

oiaie,

Friday.
/

1

j

|

!

mah, do.
Rockland, Me, August 14
Ar. schs Aetna,
New York; James W Paul, Jr, Baltimore; 15,
sld. schs Frank M Brainerd, New York; Lizzie
I^ane, do; Ida B Gibson, do; Henrietta A Whitney, do; Annie P» Mitchell, do; Annie Ainslie,
Wareham; W D Mangan, Boston; 19, ar, sch
Mamie, Boothbay Harbor; sld, sch Etna, Stockton.
West Sullivan,
V. awenock, New

delphia.

Maine.
111
Burgess-Jackson
by Fred W. Brown, J i
Sadie E. Jackson, both o
In }
Dana-Marden.

by

Ar, sch Pendleton Sis-

H

Garcelon- Weymouti

George Garcelon of Bur:

Weymouth

FOREIGN.

of

Troy.

\

Hallowkll Staples
7, Fred Parks HallowStaples, both of Roeklai
Judkins-Hatch. In N
14, Alvin L. Judkins of An

Puerto Mexico, August 13, 11 a m. Ar, stmr
Kentuckian, Delano, New York; sld, 11 a m,
stmr American, Brodhead, New York; 18, 6 a
m, sld. stmr Hawaiian, Dow, Delaware Breakwater.

STATE OF MAINE

i

Huniphirj,

Rev. T. P.

Frankfort and Miss L*
Win ter port.
In P.
Drake-Dyer.
Rev. George A. Martin.
and
Miss
Ru
Frankfort
port.

Me, August 14. Sld, schs
York; Emily 1 White, Phila-

Calais. August 18.
ters, Philadelphia.

j

i

?

A. Hatch of Orland.
Patten-Haskell. In
William H. Patten and 1
of Deer Isle.

I
\

j

Pierce-Heath. In .s
SS.
by Rev. 1L P. Taylor.
Thorndike, Me., August 7, 1912.
Appleton and Miss Luci
To the Honorable Board of County Commis- i
Robbins-Harford. 1
sioners of the County of Waldo, in the by Fben F. Littlefield,
State of Maine:
and Mrs. Susan E. Harf<
Gentlemen: We, the undersigned, municpial
Small-Harding. In l
officers of the town of Thorndike, hereby cer- Small of Thorndike as
tify that the true boundaries of the highway of Troy.
located in the town of Thorndike, beginning at
Tapley-Mills. In We
the corner near the postoffice at Thorndike 7, Jerome Perkins Tapley
Station and extending in a southerly direction field, both of West Brookby the house and land of Howard L. Hurd to
the Unity town line on the Freedom road, soDI it
j
called, and also to the Unity town line on the
road leading by the house of Roscoe J. Perley.
Brown. In Chelsea,
Also a section of the county road leading past
lanrio F. Brown, a native
the houses of Fred Ham and F. A. Harmon
-i
towards Belfast, beginning at a point near the years, 11 months and 29
CONANT. In Thomast
Nelson Harmon corner, so-called, where the
road leading from Thorndike Station intersects C. Pease, wife of N. B
67 years.
said county road, and extending in a south- Rockland, aged
j Higgins. In Dubuque
easterly direction to a point five rods past the 1 ic*
lane leading from ihe highway to F. A. Har- Elizabeth Higgins, daughtmen’s residence, have become doubtful and un- 1 Higgins, formerly of IiC1 *'
Center,
certain, or lost, or can only be established by < years. [Newton
copy.J
user, and we hereby petition your Honorable
Mink.
In
Orland,
Aug
Board to examine said highway, locate and de- 1
Mink, aped 81 vears.
fine its limits and boundaries by placing stakes
Peterson. In Orlan
at every 100 feet, or sidelines at all apparent
aged 63 years,
intersecting property lines, and cause durable Peterson,
Thomas. In Belfast, A
monuments to be erected at the angles thereof,
Thomas, aged 69 years, 1 '•
as provided in'Chapter 143 Public Laws of 1907,
Given under our hands, at Thorndike, this 7th
day of August, A. D. 1912.
E. H. WARD, Selectmen of
F. H. HUNT, f Thorndike, j

Sharon, Conn., to visit relatives_
Chappie of the National Magazine,
was in town the past week to get points on the
granite industry to be used in an issue devoted
to the State of Maine... Lehigh Valley barge,
No. 740, is at the dock of the Mt. Waldo
Granite Works loading a cargo of paving
blocks and cut stone for New York city.
George Peirce, who is spending the summer
months at Camden, was in town during the
past week_Frank W. Reed has accepted a

W’oodLury

Granite Co.’s quarries at Hardwick, Vt., and
will leave in a few days for that place.... Miss
Marian Nichols of Hurricane Isle is the guest
of her aunt, Mrs. Warren C. Averill.Miss
Margaret W. Peirce has returned from a visit
with friends at York Beach and Limerick.
The schooner Bloomer has sailed from the Mt.
Waldo dock with a cargo of rough granite for
Rockland-Hervey J. Grant of New Yoik
city is spending his vacation with relatives
here.Byron Averill has returned to Hart-

j

j

\
£

£

■

\

j
i
!

j

j

I

j

For Sale

ford, Conn., after spending a ten day's vacaMrs. Orrin Treat and
his home here
son of W'orcester, Mass,, are spending a few
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Hiram H. Treat.

tion at

;

j

gone to
Bennett

of the

j
|

|

cargo of coal at the Mt. Waldo Granite Works
and sailed for Rockland.Robert Tyler has

superintendent

>

|

WALDO

as

;

1

rsewpori

«ews; sin, sens r
Lasman,
!!(>]{>
Annie P Chase, New Haven; 1
17, ar, schs, Donna T Briggs, Provincetown;
Gilbert Stand iff, Boston; Florence & Lillian, I Bowden. In Orland, ^
Wahl boro; sld, schs Alice J Crabtree, New Mrs. Herbert P. Bowden.
Brown.
In Vinalhaven,
York; Grace Davis, New Haven; 18, ar, schs I
Mary E Palmer, Newport News; sld, schs j and Mrs. Walter Brown, a
Maud Palmer, Norfolk; Georgietta Lawrence,
Boston; Lizzie Lee. do; 19, ar, schs James W ; Charles Dean Cool of Mac
Paul, Jr, Newport News; Mary E Palmer, do; ter, Elizabeth.
Foust. In Belfast, Aug
Mary Ann McCann, Blue Hill; sld, schs FlorMrs. Harvey N. Foust, a
ence E Melanson (Br) Liverpool, N. S; GeorgGertrude.
etta l-awrence, Boston; Izetta, do; Lizzie Lee,
Morse. In Montville, A
do; Susie P Oliver, Stockton.
Searsport, August 13. Sld, barge Green- Mrs. Ormandal Morse, a
•McClure.
In Utica, N.
wood, Rockland; 14, ar, stmr Kennebec. Norfolk; 15, ar, stmr Kanawha, Newport News; | and Mrs. Charles Bens16. ar, brig Nesquehoning, Elizabethport; sld, ; Charles Benson McClure, .!•
Pearson. In Iievere Mu
stmr Kennebec, Norfolk; 18, sld, brig BoylsMr. and Mrs. L. B. Pear
ton, Weymouth, Mass; ar, stmr Penobscot,
Newport News; sch Northland, Norfolk; sld, : Sawyer. In Castine, A
Mrs. Russell Sawyer, ad;.
stmr Kanawha, Newport News.
Willson. In Belfast. A
Stockton, August 12. Ar, sch Mary A Hall,
Mrs. Jay G. Willson of N’t
-; 14, sld, stmr Millinocket, New York;
Donald Jay.
sch Alice Murphy, do; 15. sld, schs Wm Jones,
New York; Jeremiah Smith, do; 16, ar, sch
M Am: 11
Lydia Middleton, Boston; 19, ar, stmr Millinocket. New York; schs Etna, Rockland;
Susie R Oliver. Bangor; sld, sch Edith McAmes*Kingsbury, in
Intyre, New York; 20. sld, schs Harold C Rev. H. W. Rhoades, W.
Beecher, New York; W O Goodman, do; Te!u- ford, Conn., and Lilia K:

Sharon, Conn.Mr. and Mrs. Darius K
Drake were week-end visitors at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. George Hastey, in Jack-

position

1

Newport News;

i

|

sickness,

|

was a little unfavorthere was a good attendance at the Center church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. Georgr Robinson and
daughborn renders a call upon them in this summer ; will speak there again next Sunday at 2
ter Ruth of Portland are
p. m.
guests of Mrs. Albert
a delightsome event.
_Mr. Frank J. Higgins of Lincolnville is
C. Golcord, East Main
street, for a few weeks. place always
Obituary. On Monday afternoon, August visiting relatives in town. He attended the
They arrived the middle of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Kimball of Boston 12, 1912, this community was saddened and services Sunday at the old church, where
arrived last Saturday to visit Mrs. Kimball’s shocked by the announcement of the sudden many of his old-time friends were glad to
sisters, Misses Lillian A. and Mabel F. Sim- i decease of one of the highly respected and greet him again_Miss Ruth Small of Banmost prominent citizens of the village, Capt. gor is passing a week’s vacation with her
mons, in the family homestead, School street.
Melvin E. Colcord, from a heart trouble com- father, Mr. H. M. Small....Mr. A. S. Higgins
Quite a company of Stockton young people
j plicated by a serious liver enlargement. Capt. was in Detroit Saturday on business.... Mr.
and several visitors in town attended the FriColcord was the oldest of the family of five and Mrs. Lewis Thompson and daughter of
day night dance in Griffin’s hall, Sandypoint,
children of Capt. and Mrs. Josiah A. Colcord Unity were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Ward
an
and^report
enjoyable evening for all de- (
and was born in Prospect, now Stockton Sunday_Mrs. Walter McLean of Bangor is
votees of Terpsichore.
Springs, November 7, 1844. March 31, 1866, the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Mr. Fred D. Colcord of Brooklyn, N. Y., was he married a
village schoolmate, Miss Roxanna Higgins-The Ladies’ Aid will meet with
in town Thui sday to attend the funeral of his L.
Cleaves, the congenial union lasting until Mrs. James Gilliatt next Wednesday afternoon.
j
brother, Capt. Melvin E. Colcord. He left the decease of the beloved
Mr. H. M. Higgins passed Sunday with his
companion, less
that evening by automobile for
Rockland, en j than two years ago. Six children blessed this daughter, Mrs. Will Libby, at her home in
route for New York.
marriage—four daughters and two sons. Tne Unity-Mrs. Geo. Sherman and Miss Martha
Small were guests of Mrs. F. L. Philbrick
Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Wardwell, accompa- oldest, an attractive, beautiful child, was
nied by their daughter and husband, motored called to “The Eternal Home” while on a Wednesday.... Mr. and Mrs. Michael Stevens
of Jackson called on Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Higfrom Rockland to Stockton recently to
spend long sea voyage with these devoted parents.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lancaster, Early in life the deceased began sea-going gins Friday afternoon.... Mrs. V. N. Higgins
and son Richard recently had a sarcophagus
with his father and developing a peculiar
leaving early last week for home.
monument set to mark the resting place of the
Miss Nellie Hichborn, West Main street, re- aptitude for the business rapidly rose to the j
The work was done by
of captain, commanding several smal- late V. N. Higgins.
position
turned last Saturday from an
enjoyable exMr. A. S. Heal of Belfast and is very satisfacbark
the
Isaac
Hall
was j
ler
before
vessels
cursion—40 persons included— to Quebec,
Hutchins Bros, of Belfast were at the
tory.
Canada. She found the steamer trip on the built for him in 1869. Keeping almost conCenter Cemetery Saturday doing work for
ocean
for
he
the
many years
Saginaw—two days and two nights—most en- tinually upon
Mrs. J. H. Stevens and Mrs. O. J. Harwell.
was accompanied by his faithful wife, who
chanting.
Airs. Stevens had a nice marble tablet placed
the privilege of being with him
relinquished
Mrs. Annie H. Lowell of Bucksport was the
the grave of her husband, the late
when the education of their children re- upon
only
guest of her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph H. Stevens, and Mrs. Harwell one for
quired her attention at home. After wresting
her mother, Mrs. Mary Ware... Mrs. Arthur
Leroy Nickerson, Church street, August 13th
a competency from Old Neptune's
domain,
and
Mrs. Lowell is a native of Stockton,
who has been passing several months
while commanding the following vessels: Oliver,
a daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
in Quebec with her husband, who is a civil enCharles bark Isaac
Hall, brig Cnillianwallah, barkenHarris.
gineer, has returned to Thorndike, as Mr.
tines David Babcock, Mignon and Carrie
Oliver has now gone to Lake Superior to lay
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street, and Mrs.
Heckel, schooner Clara E. Colcord and the
Edward N. Harriman, East Main street, drove bark Rose Innes, he retired from the ardu- out new railroads there.
to Sandypoint last Friday to call
upon Mrs. ous life of a sailor to spend the coming years FRANKFORT.
Alwilda Mead of Natick, Mass., who is a board- in the home he seldom cared to leave. The
Robert McKay, who has been spending a
er at the Jewett Ginn place.
irreparable los3 of his wife in September, 1910, few weeks at Hillside farm, has left for

I

Phineas Pendleton of Seattle, Wash., was in
town last week, the guest of his sister, Mrs. L.
C. Havener, on Main street. It is his first visit
to his old home for 17 years.

day

for

Everett.

voters of

month.

one

son

vs

Mackerel. Biuefisli, Butterfi
Halibut, Haddock, Clams.

(iiji

home from Boston for a short vacation...
Burton Grey was at home recently from Bar
Harbor for a brief visit with his
mother, Mrs.
Effie Grey-Mr. and Mrs. Wing and
nephe
Malcolm Govan of Lexington, Mass arrived
Sunday at "The Hillside” for a two weeks
vacation-Mr. Joseph s. Mullen conveyed an

...

interment, accompanied by
She was well remembered by
her old friends as a kind neighbor and friend.
....Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Cook from Massachusetts are visiting his father, Isaac CookMr. A. M. McLaughlin from Massachusetts
has spent two weeks at Austin Ricker’s....
!
Hon. Wm. T. Haines of Waterville and Orlando E. Frost of Belfast, spoke here last Saturday night to a large and enthusiastic audi- :
Mr. Haines ieft a fine impression on the !
ence.

Annie J. Parsons and daughter Katha-

who have

rine

News

1

gone

brought here

her

Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrivtons

has

j

Somerville, Mass., are boarding at Hall's
Cottage for one month.Percy Cross is at

*

ini Lli;

B, Live

I

....

with her

Utica, N. Y., are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a son, August 2nd, Charles Benson
McClure, Jr.

ed

in

to Belfast for a week’s visit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Simpson.
....Mrs. Martha E. Buzzell, wife of the late
Benjamin Buzzell, formerly of Monroe, died
recently at the home of her daughter in Lynn,
Her remains were
Mass., aged 90 years.
er

West Peru.

and Mrs. Charles Benson

|

j

ed the ride very much. She had not been outof-doors for two years.. Mrs. Herbert Coop-

been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Varney B. Smith on
Main street, have returned to t'neir home in
Mr.

high

Boyd of Frankfort came to Monhis auto last week and took hi3 uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Curtis, to his
Mrs. Curtis is unable
home for a day’s outing.
to walk a step, having Had a shock two years
a^o, but she was lifted into the car and enjoy-

Northland, uapt. Saunders, arrived
News with 3,400 tons
the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s

urace

a

!

the

Mr. Arthur

roe

Monday from Newport
cf coal
Point.

was

MONROE

street.
bcnoor.er

Miss

beds, screened windows, etc.,—all the
appliances found in the attractive
Rangeley Lake “log-houses,” so familiar to
Mr. Sanborn. One feature, the opening and
shutting of the windows, accomplished by a
device of Mr. Sanborn, arrested the attention
of the guests.
By drawing a cord running
over a pulley the ingenious contrivance closes
and opens the sashes very easily. The cordial,
ever-present hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Sanmodern

1

Hon. Charles F. Johnson and Hon. Cyrus W.
Davis of Waterville will speak at Union hall
next Saturday evening at 8 o’clock.

1

Ll'VCOLNVlLLE CENTER.
I. V. Miller, who has been visiting in town
returned to Belfast Friday.... Mr. Horace
Harmomi and friend Mr. Herbert Farrow of

*•’ V*

Ellis, Church street, last week.

Mrs.
Leib, Misses Iona and Ethel Nichols,
Mo wry and Miss Emily Ross. The program
Prof. Frederic
was under the direction of
Sweetser of New London, Ct., and included
vocal solos by Mrs. Fred R. Smith of Dixfield
and Miss Harriet Roulestone of Searsport; violin solo by Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, and solos
by Miss Gladys Pitcher, ’cellist, of Belfast and

|

^
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Mr. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, has so far
Mo wry; tea and coffee,Miss Rebecca Rossjchafj
recovered from the severe injury to his wrist
Barge Nesquehoning arrived Saturday from
dish supper, Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Mrs. E. K.
ing
and arm that he resumed his work at
Berth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the
Cape
Sawyer, Mrs. J. D. Sweetser, Miss Louise Jellisnn
...—i_
ot Mack’s Point.

Penobscot Coal Co.

Schoppe

!

the ideal clarion for v

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. Establish
SOLD BY W. A. HALL. BELFAST.

schs. Jeremiah Smith and William Jones sailed
vsauipgruuna
with lumber for New York. August 17th, -f'*-* J
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Drake of
sch. Lydia Middleton arrived, light, to load ! Thursday
Boston are guests of Mr. and.Mrs. Adelbert
lumber. August 19th, schs. Flora Kimball |
Drake at the village-There will be a dance
and Charles H. Trickey, arrived, light, to load i
at Gilley’s hall on Saturday evening,
August
lumber; and steamer Millinocket arrived with
24th. All are invited-Ray and Vernon Mc-

M. E. Colcord.
Mr. Burke of Quincy,
Mass., Mr. Harriman
of Swanville and Mr. and Mrs.
Parker of Bus-

ton

and heating constructions of every description; all best adapted to the
requirements of our Maine
climate.
Clarion quality of materials
and manufacture insures
economy of operation, convenience and long life.
Descriptive circulars gladly
sent for the asking.

of the University of Maine gave a
very interesting and instructive lecture on the poultry
industry at Knox Station, August litih. He
was the guest of B. L. Aborn while
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. B M. Shibles were in Thorndike Aug. 19th... .Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Higgins visited at F. A. Kenney’s Sunday.

Last week's weather was as follows: Sunday,
desultory rain, with much fog; Monday,
very dense fog all day; Tuesday, fog in morning, half-sunshine at noon, foggy at night,
with south wind; Wednesday, very thick fog in
mild,

Don t fail to attend the sale and entertainment of the Ladies’ Aid
society this, Thursday, afternoon and evening at Hichborn hall.

|

includes thoroughly made'

cooking

...

Elden Shute arrived home,
August
club were
j Capt.
13th, from Rockland, where his vessel is disMiss Ruth Trundy, who has been visiting sey and Gordon Butnam.
to spend a few
days with his family.
and entertain- charging,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E, Trundy, reThe annual mid-summer sale
Mrs. Helen Coburn of Natick, Mass., arrived
under
hall
Union
in
16th
Boston
turned to
ment given August
Sunday.
Mclstyre sailed with lumber for New York.
of the Guild of the Congrega- Wednesday and is the guest of her sister and
Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church
Harry E. Bangs, Esq Percy Harriman and the auspices
Mr.
and
a suchusband,
Mrs.
and
Alvah
C.
attended
Church
Treat,
was largely
Cecil Roberts and their families are spending tional church
street, entertained over Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
street.
ladies
The
lollowing
cess in all its features.
Milton J. Goodere and daughter Muriel at
a few days at Unity pond.
Miss Elsie
j Mrs. Nathaniel S. French, now summering at their finely equipped log cabin, “Moliy-Chuckhad charge of the tables: Mystery,
here
Bosof
formed
Moose
has
been
Club
Dexter
A Bull
Sandypoint, was the guest of the Misses LJGilkey and Mrs. Edna Carter
amunk,” on the bank of the Penobscot River
and weekly meetings are being held at the
fir pillows, Mrs. ;
A. and Mabel F. Simmons for two
ton; gingham aprons and
days the at Sandypoint. Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Britto dined
office of H. E. Bangs, Esq.
Mrs. Carleson; fancy past week.
Laura Closson and
with them, and other friends called during the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Field of Brookline, aprons, Mrs. D. C. Nichols, Mrs. L. A. Colcord
Miss Ethel Colcord arrived from Portland
afternoon. All greatly admired the charming
ice
Davis;
John
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
week
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Morey; food,
Mass., were guests last
August 13th, called home by the sudden delocation, the captivating view, and the homeMiss Lena Nye cease the
A. H. Lorrimer, Main street.
cream, Miss Henrietta Gilkey,
previous day of her father, Capt. like
conveniences of the house—a cook-stove,
Miss Laura Trundy
James P. Butman, Jr, has gone to New
York to join the steamer Texan, Capt. James

VARIETY

....

KNOX.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jackson of
Montville
called on Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Bailey Aug. 17th.
-Mrs. Myra Emerson and
daughter Clara
were guests at
Perley Bradford’s August 14th
The following persons from out of town
and 15th... Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn
called
were present at the funeral of Capt. M. E.
on friends in Brooks, Waldo and
Morrill SunColcord last Thursday: Capt. and Mrs. Oscar.! day.Several from this town
attended the
Ellis and Mrs. Henry Hardy of Brewer; Mr. Grange field meeting in Montville
August 16th
F. D. Colcord, of New York; Mr. Spearin and and all report a grand,
good time.Mr. and
Miss D. B. Aylevard of Rockland; Mrs. David Mrs. Daniel Dickey of Morrill
were guests
Tibbetts, of Dorchester, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. over Sunday night of Mrs. Anna Buckien
F. H. Cleaves and daughter of Searsport; and
sore
arms and rallies are ihe
Smallpox,
genMrs. Amelia Colcord of Searsport.
eral topics at present... Prof. W. F.

=

^

I CLARION

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Miss Myrtie Pendleton of
Hinckley arrived
Aug. 16th to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Edward Pendleton
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Clark
of Skowhegan were guests of Mrs.
Annie
Bunker last week....Miss Geneva
Rose of
Rockland is visiting relatives in
town... Mr
Maurice Veazie is spending his vacation
with
his parents. Capt. and Mrs. Marcellus
Veazie
..Mrs. Kittie Williams of Belfast
visited Mrs.
Lewis Herbert and other friends last
week.

old friends.

forenoon, partial sunshine in afternoon, quite
|
warm; Thursday, clear, rather sultry morning,
cloudy in afternoon, and heavy showers in late
afternoon and evening; Friday, beautiful day,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
with cool northwest wind; Saturday, pleasant
day, with big wind-clouds driving out of the
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Collins, who had
spent north and west, continually.
some weeks in
town, left Tuesday for their
From Cape Jeilison piers, the following
Rockland home.
shipping report was telephoned Monday evenMrs. Elden Shute, accompanied
by her son, ing: August 13th, sch. Mary A. Hall arrived,
Mr. Elden Shute, spent
Friday in Belfast, re- light, to load lumber. August 14th, sch. Alice
turning at night.
Murphy sailed with lumber for New York.
Mrs. C. W. Sprague, Church street, returned August 15th, sch. Telumah arrived,
light, to
recently from an absence of several weeks in load laths, and steamer Millinocket sailed
Rockland, Mount Desert and Swan Island.
with paper caigo for New York. August 16th,

Friday evenUnion hall, Thursday and
The cast was published
Aug. 22nd-23rd.
There will be a
in this column last week.
voices.
20
of
chorus
entertained the
Capt. and Amos Nichols
Tuesday at their
members of the Friday club
side of Swan Lake. The day
camp on the east
the
genial host and hostess
and
was ideal
made the occasion one of unusual enjoyment
members were
for their guests The club
B. F. Colcord,
Mrs. James B. Butman, Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss A.*M. Carver, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey,
D. W. NickCora Dow, Mrs. John Frame, Mrs.
Mrs. James Parse
els, Mrs. Henrietta Young,
outs’de the
and Mrs. William Parse. Guests
Fred HerMrs. J. D. Sweetser, Mrs.
Ct

County Correspondence.

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crockett of Dexter were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. R. H ichborn last Saturday and Sunday and left for Belfast Monday
in their automobile. Mrs.Crockett is the district
superintendent of Universalist Sunday schools,
and pleasingly addressed the children and
teachers at the session of our school last Sunday morning at the church. All interested in
the cause vere glad to see her genial face and
listen to her helpful suggestions.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO., The Main St. Clothiers

Main street.

for

jj£]

numerous

Men’s

Dr. John W. Nichols of Farmington called
on relatives and friends in town Sunday.
A.

Tag

|

Harry W. Clark & Co.’s

U
q1

her brother, Lincoln R. Colcord.
Mrs.

At the last THREE DAYS of the Great Red

[1

with friends in Pittsfield.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Harriman of Ashland,
in town August 13th, and are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn,
East Main street. Later they will be with his
sister-in-law, Mrs. Edward N. Harriman, East
Main street, for a visit in Mr. Harriman’s
childhood home. “Welcome to Stockton!” say

Mass., arrived

...

—

STATE OF MAINE.
County Commissioners’ Court
Waldo ss.
SHIP NEWS.
August Term, A. D. 1912.
On the foregoing petition. Ordered, That
the County Commissioners meet at the postAMERICAN PORTS.
| office in Thorndike, on Monday, the 23rd day
New York, August 13. Sld, sch Josephine, of September next, at 9 o’clock a. m.; and
thence proceed to view the route set forth
sch
Irene
E
14,
sld,
Meservey,
EdgeTampa;
water for Bangor; 15, sld, sch Charlotte T i in the petition; immediately after which
some convenient place in the vicinity, a
at
for
Mi
Desert
Perth
Amboy
Ferry; 16,
Sibley,
hearing of the parties and their witnesses will
ar, schs Adelia T Carleton, Long Cove; John S
Beecham, Vinalhaven; stmrs Texan, Puerto be had, and such further measures taken in the
Mexico; Millinocket, Stockton; 17, ar, schs premises, as the Commissioners shall judge
Mary E Morse, Fall River; Adelaide Barbour, ! proper. And it is further Ordered, that notice
Fernandina; sld, sch Edward H Blake, Eiiza- of the time, place and purposes of the Combethport for Charlestown, PEI; 18, ar, sch missioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all
Jacob M Haskell, Port Arthur for Bostop; sld, j persons and corporations interested, by serving
sch Andrew Nebinger, Jersey City for Bangor; an attested Copy of said Petition with this Order
20, ar, schs Ida B Gibson, Bangor; Frank thereon, upon the Clerk of the Town of ThornBrainerd, Stockton; sld, sch Carrie E Look, I dike and by posting up the same in three public
I places in said town, and by publishing the same
Halifax; W H Sumner, Buckuport.
Boston, August 14. Sld, sch Annie R Lewis, in The Republican Journal, a public newspaper
Bangor; 15, sld, sch Pendleton Brothers, Phila- I published in said County; said publication and
bedelphia, to load for Calais; 16, ar, sch Ida, : each of the other notices to be thirty days
Bangor; 17, ar, sch Fannie F Hall, Stockton; ! fore the time appointed for said view, that all
if
think
and
be
heard
they
proper.
19, ar; schs Nile, Rockport; Cats warn teak, do; may appear
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
Katherine, Bangor; Chase, do; Mary Brewer,
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
do; W D Mangan, do.
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
Philadelphia, August 17. Cld, ship Erskine
1

j
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bargain, the Dr.
upper High street

At
on

a

A'

j

Also the Stoddard t
Also ninety acres of 1.

j

joining Temple Heights.
Also

four

acres

of si'

JS

*r

Corner.
Also for sale
on

or

to

rent,

Condon street, Beifasi.
JOHN R. DUNT' V
3w33

\

j

searsmont.
Hon.

Forrest

Goodwin

publican candidate for (
district, spoke in the Grai
day evening-Mr. Georgford, Mass., arrived on ti
boat_District Superintoi
held the first quarterly
evening, Aug. 19th...-Mr*
of Lawrence and Mrs. Georgfast were guests of Mrs. 1
week_Mrs. Kate Johnson <
ville are guests at Mrs. M»l>
Ladies’ Aid will hold an
sale of domestic and far
evening, August 27th.
1
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